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Paradigm of the Development of Banking Infrastructure of 
Ukraine 

ANATOLIY DROBYAZKO1 
ANDRII KRYSOVATYY2 
VIKTOR FEDOSOV3 

Abstract: The article deals with the issue of the development of banking infrastructure in Ukrainian banking 
sector and the analysis of its separate structural components. The processes not regulated by legislative 
power influencing negatively on banks under the conditions of financial and economic crisis in the leading 
sectors of economic, financial and monetary & credit systems of Ukraine during 2014-2015 were analyzed 
in the article. The digression from traditional endogenous analysis of the development of banking system to 
exogenous was done. The improving proposals for institutional development of banking system were 
suggested. 

Keywords: Banking System • Infrastructure of Banking Sector • Deposit Insurance Fund • Ukrainian Inter-
Bank Currency Exchange • Bureau of Credit Histories • Insurance Companies • Collection Business • 
Information and Rating Agencies & Audit Firm • Autonomous Banking Organizations 

Introduction 

The development of Ukrainian banking system under the conditions of financial mounting crisis 
needs a new approach in investigation of inner problems in the development from endogenous to 
exogenous. Lately insufficient attention was paid to endogenous approach to interference of economy and 
banking sector. At the same time, current crisis showed what a negative influence on the development of 
the country can have miscounts not only in banking sector but also in its infrastructure which can also 
influence on economic processes. Hence, the aim of this article is investigation of the problem concerning 
the development of the infrastructure of the banking sector of Ukraine.  

This article is ready to be published in one of the most dramatic period of Ukrainian state. On the 
beginning of 2015, the devaluation of national currency of 2014 started to move into inflation spiral. The 
official exchange hryvnya’s rate to US dollar was 30 on February, fell to 275,5 % what intensified risks of 
government control loss in price dynamics. Under the pressure of devaluation and also administrative price 
increasing for energy sources, annual inflation rates increased from 24,9% to 60,9% what is the biggest 
level since October 1996, when national currency hryvnya was adopted.   

Financial institutions having quite big resources, on the base of their mobilization and proper turn, 
can generally support the development of the country and world economy and also provoke and even 
generate crises. On one side, it means the necessity of forming a reliable and effective system of the state 
regulation of financial institutions improving continuously with the development of financial relations 
between business entities in economy. And the other side, its business culture and standards of business 
conduct that should prevent problems at early stages. Financial crises of 2008-2009 and 2014-2015 greatly 

1 PhD in Economics, Chief Researcher of the Department of Budget-taxation and Monetary & Credit Policy Coordination, 
Academy of Financial Management, Ministry of Finance of Ukraine. 
2 Doctor of Economics, Professor, Rector of Ternopil National Economic University, Head of the Department of Taxes and 
Fiscal Policy. 
3 Doctor of Economics, Professor, Honored Scientist of Ukraine, Head of the Department of Finance, Vadym Hetman Kyiv 
National Economic University. 
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intensified contradictions existing in the development of banking infrastructure which need to be 
reinterpreted at new level of the development and it is necessary to find new approaches to solve their 
problems.  

The theoretical bases and organizational grounds of banking system functioning were thoroughly 
investigated in science of finances. National scholars M. Aleksyenko [1], O. Baranovskyy [2], 
Z. Vasylchenko [3], A. Drobyazko [4], O. Vovchak [5], O. Dzyublyuk [6], V. Kovalenko [7], V. Lahutin 
[8], I. Lyutyy [9], V. Mishchenko [10], S. Naumenkova [11], V. Oparin [13], V. Fedosov [14] and other 
investigated problems of functioning and development of banking sector. At the same time in scientific 
publications the endogenous approach is predominating that is investigation of inner problems in the 
development of banking system. The exogenous factors in its development related to the investigations of 
interference of financial, banking and monetary system economy was not paid enough attention. At the 
same time, current situation of heavy and deep financial and economic crisis in Ukraine showed what a 
great negative influence of miscalculations in banking sector and its financial infrastructure can have on 
economic development. Some authors suggested some approaches to systematization of institutional 
development of financial infrastructure of banking sector of Ukraine and its influence on some ways out 
from financial crisis [15]. But infrastructure of banking system as a separate phenomenon is seldom 
considered nowadays though it does not mean its absence.   

Total income of banking system during 2014 were 210,2 billions of hryvnyas, taking into account 
devaluation processes during the year this sum can be valued as 15 – 16 billions of Euros. By our evaluation, 
in 2015, taking into account exchange rate, income of banking system will exceed 260 billion of hryvnyas 
in terms of Euros it will be 12–13 billions. Having considerable material resources banking system is 
already a significant demander in creating new information technologies and means of communication, 
more and inner banking economic processes are transferred into outsourcing. On one side, banking system 
is a driver of creating new business services and, on the other side, the representatives of state regulatory 
policy influence on its development making new frames in banking business development. In table 1 the 
data of the main cost items of banks’ expenditures in 2014 influencing the development of business are 
shown. 

According to modern researchers’ opinion, two groups of institutions should be included to banking 
infrastructure, in broad sense. To the first group belong those functioning in the sphere of monetary trade 
and forming corresponding conditions of trust between banks and clients on the market of capital issues. 
Deposit insurance funds and bureau of credit histories belong to this group. That is those institutions 
forming fundamental grounds for reducing prices on monetary market and they influence directly the cost 
of capital. The second group belong institutions supporting banks’ activity: credit broker companies; 
valuators of collateralized property cost; insurance companies; collector firms; international money transfer 
companies; inter-banking monetary exchange. 

Table 1 
Main cost items of Ukrainian banks expenditures in 2014 for the support of infrastructure  

Cost items  in banking balance Sum 
(mln. hrn.) 

Percent of total 
expenditures (%) 

Allocation to Deposit Insurance Fund  3 169,4 1,5% 
Expenditures for operating leasing (rent of real estate) 3 158,2 1,5% 
Expenditures from revaluation of investment real estate  1 912,5 0,9% 
Expenditures for insurance of real estate and operating assets  1 823, 7 0,8% 
Mail and telephone expenses 844,1 0,4% 
Marketing and advertisement expenses 747,3 0,35% 
Other systems of banking connection expenses 736,6 0,35% 
Expenditures for financial and legal consultative services  356,5 0,17% 
Audit expenses 104,6 0,05% 

Source: informational resources of NBU www.bank.gov.ua/статистика/грошово-кредитна та фінансова 
статистика 

 
Let’s consider the main important components of banking sector of financial infrastructure in more 

details. Deposit Insurance Fund is one of the key state financial institution, is formed to support risks of 
not returning deposits in case of problems in not solvent banks [17]. Banks’ subscription for Deposit 
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Insurance Fund was 4,0 billion of hryvnyas in 2015 from banking system. Today on inter-banking market 
of Ukraine Deposit Insurance Fund functions as a regulator. Propositions according to forming such a fund 
for credit companies and also for private pension fund & insurance companies were suggested [16].  

Undoubtedly, household guarantee is quite specific sphere of activity having positive and negative 
factors. Positive factors are forming bank depositors’ trust to the whole banking system. This trust supports 
maximal attraction of free costs from natural persons into financial system and directing them into 
economy. Not in vain, lately, the reason of trust has become one of the key ones in solving problems of the 
development of banking system of our country. But there are also negative.  

State guarantees, absolutely, should be, because it stabilizes system but also depositors should be 
responsible to some extend, hence state regulatory bodies, as Ukrainian and foreign practice shows (among 
them there are developed countries), cannot control everybody and everything. Lately, in Russian economic 
literature the term “serial depositor” appeared. That is natural person who invest sum guaranteed by Deposit 
Insurance Fund in some banks at maximal interest. The group of suffered people “rent-seeker” formed in 
2014-2015, which had considerable losses because of regulator’s decision and, as a rule, was an initiator of 
some judicial claims because of their assets loss. 

One more negative factor was because of taking some part of paid bank resources for forming fund 
for compensatory damage of Deposit Insurance Fund. This decreases volume of banking crediting and 
influences its rising costs. Institutional acquisition of the development of Ukrainian banking sector was 
adopting and realization the law about Deposit Insurance Fund, which supported the market with one of 
the best financial instruments for stimulating money income into the banks. The law was adopted in 1998 
but positive effect (trust) to it was on the market only in 5 years when in practice it was proved the ability 
of Deposit Insurance Fund in solving financial problems and protect savings of the most depositors in the 
range of bankrupt banks (“Ukraine”, “Slovyanskyy”, “OLBank”, “Our Bank”). This instrument helped to 
take out from the shadow and attracted into banking sector about 60 billions of US dollars of the household 
recourses during 2003-2015 (Figure 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Dynamics of attracted costs from natural persons into banks of Ukraine during 1998 – 2016 
according to currency rate (millions of US dollars) 

Source: information resource of NBU www.bank.gov.ua/статистика/грошово-кредитна та фінансова 
статистика/, * - our assessment 

 
In Figure 1 the dynamic of increase of household funding base during 1998-2016 was shown. Statistic 

data were given taking into account official exchange rate during considerable period of time and 
devaluation crises in order to have correct analysis of analytical dynamics. The best dynamics of deposits 
increase was during 2005-2008 when depositors were sure in national economic growth and democratic 
development. Fast hryvnya devaluation in 2008, caused by disproportions in energy dependent economy, 
devalued the population’s savings in US dollars. But it was the instrument of deposits guarantee that 
renewed trust and financial flow of resources to banking sector after the crisis of 2008-2009.  

Revolutionary and war events of 2014 influenced negatively on trust to banking system and it was 
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necessary administrative restrictions on deposits from National Bank of Ukraine, a market regulator. But 
those long term restrictions on money deposits damaged confidence of depositors in banking system. 
Because of this situation, there were long queues before banks even in case of their enough liquidity. Under 
the conditions of mass bank bankruptcy during 2014-2015, the Deposit Insurance Fund continued to return 
deposit sums (200 000 hryvnyas). But depositors having 10000 US dollars and more deposits, because of 
exchange rate devaluation, were in confiscation money trap. Household losses caused rapid shortage of 
money resources in banking system.  

One of the debatable moments of the relations between households and banks was a legislative norm 
of the possibility to dissolve a terminal contract and return a deposit according to the norms of the Civil 
Code of Ukraine. The crisis period of 2013-2014 showed that this populist norm in extreme period was not 
active and it was necessary to review, but, unfortunately, corresponding amendment to the law became 
active only on June, 2015. 

During 2014-2015 60 banks among 178 banks were taken off from the market by NBU and Deposit 
Insurance Fund. And it is still in process because it has a tendency to continue. The main reason of this 
process is loss of capital under the conditions of financial crisis and absence of desire in majority of 
shareholders to support a bank losing its liquidity. Another reason is stronger use of sanctions to banks 
holding doubtful operations. There is a discussion about violation of rights of juridical persons and 
depositors by Deposit Insurance Fund. And this process will continue because of that a lot of banks are in 
liquidate procedure and also a lot of sum of money lost by creditors because of bankruptcy of credit 
institutions. 

Bank sector of Ukraine went out from every financial crisis also owing to its infrastructure 
development. It is necessary to note that Ukrainian inter-banking exchange market start to operate during 
the crisis period of 1992-1994. At that time of national economic disproportions, absence of currency 
reserves, legislative and regulatory gaps, the bank community (40 biggest banks) created the market 
recognized by the World Bank as the biggest achievement in the building of market relations of Ukraine at 
that period. The results of stock trading were used by National Bank of Ukraine for official currency rate 
every day. On Ukrainian inter-banking exchange market not only trade ground was created but exchange 
culture ideas between leading credit specialists essentially influencing the regulatory policy of National 
Bank of Ukraine was introduced [18].  

Since 1990, Ukrainian inter-banking exchange market lost its function as trade ground because of 
changes of the regulatory policy of NBU and became as a regulator. At the same time, it is necessary to 
emphasize that in modern conditions there is a problem of creating an additional lever for National Bank 
of Ukraine to widen market instruments to optimize management of exchange rate dynamics under crisis 
conditions of currency income. Banks long before need not only additional “spot” ground but futures 
instruments for hedging the risks of changes in exchange rate in hryvnya. Mass bank bankruptcy had a 
negative influence on swap operations market and the possibility of currency trade under the conditions of 
futures contracts. In the conditions of dollarized economy, it is necessary to search new ways of filling 
economy with national currency for activation of national economy crediting. Crisis situations of 2014-
2015 could be overcome effectively by the means of exchange financial instruments as a composite element 
of currency market of Ukraine. 

If the aim of Deposit Insurance Funds is to support the interests of bank clients then bureau of credit 
histories have to protect banks’ interests and in fact the same depositors from dishonest debtors. 
Nevertheless, bureau of credit histories activity should not be only technical that is to protect banks from 
dishonest debtors. This is one of the most important social institute, which should support forming the 
responsibility of each debtor. The separate problem for banks is an interaction with bureau of credit histories 
formed in Ukraine as independent market institution.  

These institutions were based on information ground for debtors as one big or a group of friendly 
banks. But for many years the regulator (NBU) has been gathering statistic reporting about big debtors (a 
corresponding form of monthly bank reporting). On this base National Bank of Ukraine controls the 
database of bad debtors but this resource is not accessible for bank community. At the same time, some 
commercial bureaus of credit histories are at the market: “Ukrainian bureau of credit histories” [19], “The 
first Ukrainian bureau of credit histories” [20], “International bureau of credit histories” [20]. 
Unfortunately, a lot of bureaus of credit histories do not guarantee the quality of these services for banks.  
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The events during 2014-2015 connected with the loss of some part of territory of Ukraine, destruction 
of infrastructure added to only bank issues also some problems connected with household destruction, loss 
of enterprises and working places. Accordingly the level of service became sharply worse as for juridical 
persons as for natural persons. The necessity of forming of reserves for lost assets decreased sharply bank 
capital and the possibilities of banks to credit the real sector. In Figure 2 the total dynamics of increase 
formed by banks of reserves and speed of decrease of balanced capital is shown. Of course, it is necessary 
some time to cover the total losses even for those banks able to secure the adequacy of capital to available 
assets in current conditions. 

 

Figure 2. The dynamics of formed reserves and balanced capital of banks of Ukraine during 2007 – 
2016 (billions of hryvnyas) 

Source: information resource of NBU www.bank.gov.ua/статистика/грошово-кредитна та фінансова 
статистика/, * – our assessment 

 
In Figure 3 the dynamics of credit relations between households and banks are shown. Taking into 

account devaluation crises during this period for correct analysis the statistical data were calculated 
according to official exchange hryvnya’s rate to US dollar at date of balance sheet.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. The dynamics of granted credits for natural persons by banks of Ukraine during 1998 – 
2016 (in US dollars according to official exchange rate; billions of US dollars) 

Source: information resource of NBU www.bank.gov.ua/статистика/грошово-кредитна та фінансова 
статистика/, розрахунки авторів,* – our assessment 
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The statistics shows that this segment of the market began to develop rapidly when there were foreign 
investments into the banks of Ukraine during 2005-2008. People hoped for a long-term constant 
development of economy of Ukraine, for this period positive expectations of the dynamic development of 
the country are natural. At that time, the regulator did not set the legislative credit currency restrictions on 
domestic market. Banks, especially with foreign capital, having technologists of building up of retail bank 
market, began actively to use mortgage credit programs. Household free currency crediting in more than 
low percent rate than in hryvnya supported transferring devaluation risks on bank clients.  

Crisis of 2008-2009 essentially undermined financial possibility of clients who did not have regular 
currency income for the service of their obligations. This situation became worse, when there was a 
devaluation crisis during 2014-2015. Having been stressed it became political. 

At the beginning of 2015 mortgage crediting almost stopped and it caused a considerable damage in 
building sphere. Some banks switched over to consumer household crediting but mass fraud appeared 
because of underdeveloped information institutions in this segment. Because of such situations, this 
segment of market has a huge percent load and practice showed that bureau of credit histories does not 
solve thoroughly this problem. That’s why the issue about “The only register of credit histories of natural 
and juridical persons” needs to be solved firstly as the structure of the department of NBU and with 
possibility of cooperation in future. This instrument must be a central in political prudential control of credit 
institutions in order to be estimated objectively by risk banks according to active operations. 

A considerable deeper problem is in the relations between banks and corporate clients. Unfavorable 
macroeconomic surroundings during 2008-2015 caused mass bankruptcy especially for those debtors 
having no regular currency income and were oriented on currency borrowings in low percent rate. Because 
of the loss of liquidity by clients, banks started juridical process concerning debtors and mortgagors 
bankruptcy with guarantees and began actively to realize pledged assets. In fact, almost each bank was 
engaged in legal processes and also with the institute of arbitration business managers appointed by courts 
and realize liquidation processes of debtors – bankrupts [22]. There are a lot of positions in this process 
concerning pledged assets which have to be confiscated and realize through the system of National 
executive agency [23].  

Taking into account the specific issue, it is necessary to notify that legislative procedures are not 
perfect. Economic legal processes between banks and debtors can continue for years and this devalues 
pledged assets and finally influences financial bank state. A lot of banks with foreign investments 
essentially reduced the volumes of crediting because of their practice with Ukrainian legal branch in post 
crisis period. Because of banks’ solvency loss much revalued pledged assets were under the control of 
Deposit Insurance Fund which does not effectively manage these assets.  

National Bank of Ukraine intensified transparent policy regarding to banks capital and defining 
beneficiaries of income from each bank in 2014-2015. Such system work is necessary to do with 
beneficiaries receiving credit resources. Analysis of assets of bankrupt banks shows that opacity in property 
concerning credit debtors is worth much for society. Social business responsibility starts from transparence 
in financial relations between entities of bank credit relations. According to data of Deposit Insurance Fund 
there are more than 300 billion of hryvnyas of bank assets in fund, which is worth of 45-50 billions of 
hryvnyas according current estimation. If take into consideration that fact that there are thousands legal 
processes concerning disputed property in the fund, that it is high time to create specialized national agency 
for the realization of bankrupt banks property. 

In Figure 4 the dynamics of credit portfolio of Ukrainian juridical persons is shown. A considerable 
increase of crediting was during 2005-2008. Taking into consideration devaluation crises of this period, the 
statistical data were calculated according to official exchange rate at data of balance sheet for a correct 
analysis of dynamics. Bank sector supported very much total national economy of Ukraine but in relations 
between banks and corporate clients there were considerable devaluation risks marked during years of 
crisis. It was the period when weak sides of interaction of bank institutions and instruments of judicial 
authority were clearly noticed. On one side, problems concerning exposure of creditors caused mass closing 
credit programs from foreign investors and on other side – to mass national banks bankruptcy. It was caused 
because of disability to cover risks by reserves after mass bankruptcy under the conditions of sudden change 
of macroeconomic components. The regulator had to protect creditors by creating the only bureau of credit 
histories of juridical and natural persons in order to exclude the possibility of returning stolen money to the 
market as “new investments” before the previous debts will be covered. But it did not happened. 
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Figure 4. The dynamics of granted credits by banks of Ukraine to juridical persons during 1998 – 2016 
(in US dollars by official exchange rate; billions of US dollars) 

Source: information resource of NBU www.bank.gov.ua/статистика/грошово-кредитна та фінансова 
статистика/, * – our assessment 

 
The activity of bank infrastructure establishments, which were in the second group, according to 

analysis in this article, have a narrow specialized nature. So, in the period of rapid increasing of markets, 
credit brokers chose for bank clients those banks which have the most profitable credit conditions and help 
them in forming all documents for obtaining credit. In practice, sometimes, banks not specialized in 
consumer household crediting, but have forked branch of banking subsidiary, deliver broker services to the 
third financial institutions in consumer crediting and in service of the next financial flows. Especially this 
approach became popular in implementing the policy of “financial supermarkets” by forked branch of bank 
system. They proposed traditional bank services (including consumer crediting on the base of scoring 
technologies) and services of insurance companies, another not banking services, for instance, buying 
railway tickets or credit arrangement directly in supermarket and other services.  

As a rule, consumer and mortgage crediting use the services delivered by insurance companies 
undertaking risks in the sphere of crediting. In the period before the crisis, during 2005-2008 in Ukraine 
mortgage crediting and crediting in buying cars developed actively enough, caused the development of 
insurance of pledged assets. Some banks established their own insurance companies increasing risks and 
other banks signed contracts with some companies. In spite of some problems in this sphere, it is necessary 
to note that insurance was one of the considerable factors of the development of the given crediting 
directions. At the same time, insurance of credit risks in other directions of crediting still has not developed 
enough. Bank practice shows that some insurance agencies providing services and having deposits there – 
insurance reserves are accredited in each bank. 

Each financial crisis had its influence on the development of the infrastructure of bank segment at 
financial market. So. Crisis during 2008-2009 caused the explosion of the development of collection 
business. A considerable volume of bank credit portfolio that was not served because of changes of 
macrofinancial conditions (a considerable devaluation of national currency) caused shutdown of many 
enterprises and sudden increase the level of unemployment in the country, including bank debtors. More 
than 200 such firms were in Ukraine [24] according to the assessment of the Association of Collection 
Business of Ukraine during 2008-2010. This situation was under the conditions of total legislative 
indetermination of this segment of financial relations where collectors’ activity is close to the articles of 
Criminal Code of Ukraine about “panel game” or “violation of bank-client confidentiality”. However 
evaluate their activity, it is worth to identify that a rule should be confirmed in credit interrelations 
accordingly a borrower should take it as obligation. Collector firms’ task is, first of all, not to “demand 
rudely” debts but to help debtors to regulate a problem of debt with a bank.  

The most self-regulated body in this area is the Association of Collection Business of Ukraine 
(ACBU) is the only professional collectors union. It was founded on December, 2008. The Association 
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members are CCG Credit Collection Group LLC, “Fulfillment of Engagement Service”, Verdict CJSC, 
“European Agency for Debt Recovery” LLC, “UkrBorg” LLC, Ukrainian Collecting Group. The 
Association was officially admitted to the Federation of European National Collection Associations 
(FENCA). In 2009, the Association of Collection Business of Ukraine prepared propositions about 
legislative regulation of this activity but post crisis events still postponed the decision of this item. Besides, 
such International Fund as “Black Eagle”, specifying in collection activity during the search of beneficiaries 
of credit resources for banks in offshore zones, paid attention to a considerable increase of negative 
classified assets [37]. At first, the fund studies the financial state of debtors in Ukraine and other countries, 
searches assets in offshore zones (it has its own sources of information). It is a long process but when 
collectors “funds – carrion vultures” appear in Ukraine we will have interesting legal international 
processes with assets of ex “unattainable” debtors.  

The interaction between banks and international payment systems, payment organizations of which 
are not residents can be distinguished as a separate segment of banking business. The activity of these 
organizations is regulated by the decision of the Management of National Bank of Ukraine on 04.02.2014 
№ 43 “About Statute approval about payment systems registration order, participants of payment systems 
and operators of services of payment infrastructure”. This channel supports currency transfers up to 5 billion 
of US dollars for Ukraine and banks of Ukraine earn commission income. At present, there is a legislative 
struggle for a legalization of operations at Ukrainian market of Internet-payment systems, like Webmoney, 
which is forbidden by active norms of financial monitoring. 

Information and rating agencies & audit firms can belong not only to bank segment but also to 
common infrastructure of financial market because their activity is important for all its national economy 
entities. Information agencies have to support market with true and full information about common 
tendencies of the development of economic agents and financial institutions in time. At the last decade, the 
influence considerably increased on banking business of rating agencies. In literature the attention was paid 
to negative and positive influence of international agencies “Standard & Poor's”, “Fitch Ratings”, 
“Moody's” on the development of the world economy. So, the decision of rating agencies has an essential 
influence on the risk assessment about bank active operations and on volumes of necessary forming of 
reserves. The signal of rating agencies about solvency of the government of any country to serve its 
sovereign debt obligations automatically influences on credit rating corporate borrowings of this country 
and, correspondingly, increases or decreases possibilities and price of the next borrowings.    

“Credit Rating” LLC was almost during 10 years a monopolist at national rating market [25], but in 
recent years such organizations as RA “Rurik” [26], RA “Expert- Rating” [27], RA “IBI-Rating” [28], 
“Ukrainian Credit-Rating Agency” LLC [29], “Standard Rating” LLC [30] registered by the State 
Commission for Regulation of Financial Services Markets in Ukraine approved actively. Rating agencies 
have a considerable influence on emitter reputation and indirectly on the value of attraction of resources 
while funds placing at financial markets. Considerably, they define also bank deposit portfolio while 
attracting costs from insurance companies and private pension funds. Mass bankruptcy of banks during 
2014-2015 exposed significant shortcomings in methodologies of risk assessments by national rating 
agencies.  

Today it is impossible to imagine banking business without audit activity. Audit report about financial 
bank activity, by international standards as well as national, is inseparable part of banking business 
validation. On one side, there are gradual steps of a regulator in setting national business standards 
according to international ones. On other side, banks, having correspondent relations with foreign partners, 
cannot run business without audit validation according international standards of accounting audit. Besides 
worldwide known international agencies Pricewaterhouse Coopers, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, 
Ernst & Young, KPMG, more than 20 national audit companies work under the protection of Audit 
Chamber of Ukraine [31] at Ukrainian market.  

The activity of audit firms is equally important for all market entities. Audit conclusions about 
functioning of banks as joint-stock companies are important documents in assessment of management bank 
activity at joint-stock meetings and also in coming to strategic decisions by oversight body of a company. 
So, for banks of institutional and private investors, audit conclusions about debtors and emitters are 
important very much for making corresponding decisions about extending credits or investing costs or 
company entry into open stock market to attract capital. 
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Establishments, making valuation of property, provide services in defining true and real value of 
collateral supporting to decrease risks of banks. At last years there is a serious struggle for monopolization 
of activity of valuation agencies. Ukrainian valuators community is a self-governing organization at this 
service market [32]. Today banks have a problem concerning non-conformity of value of the mortgaged 
property while extending a credit and it’s liquidating value in realization after prosecution through a legal 
process of credits which were not served by debtors.   

Banks are served by valuation agencies regularly: while valuation of the mortgaged property at 
granting of a credit stage; while revaluation of property value when there is a necessity of capital increase 
of the second level; while realizing the mortgaged property because of legal procedures concerning disposal 
of credit guarantee etc. As a rule, some valuation agencies are certified in each bank, conclusions of which 
are obligatory in taking decisions on concrete financial operations for banks as well as for checking bodies 
and notary officers where such operations are registered.  

Relations on stock market are regulated by National Securities and Stock Market Commission in 
Ukraine. Since the beginning of their development banks of Ukraine developed as universal banking 
establishments. The majority of banks in Ukraine have not only license of “a stockjobber” but “a custodian” 
and also correspondent relations with the Central custody of a country. Moreover, often banks, served by 
corporations, have licenses of “funds recorder”. That’s why banking establishments quite often are 
associated as founders and participants of trade systems having funds of the Government, municipal and 
corporate funds in Ukraine. Banks in Ukraine, having corresponding licenses of National Securities and 
Stock Market Commission, are in leading positions in the infrastructure of stock market [33]. So, among 
386 banking establishments, having licenses of National Securities and Stock Market Commission, there 
are 125 custodians, among 726 funds traders there are 126 banks having licenses. The analysis of this 
activity is a subject of other investigations.  

Completing the investigation of financial infrastructure of Ukrainian banks it should be mentioned 
that the activity of self-governing banking organizations belonging to legislative initiative of banking 
activity and regulatory policy of National Bank of Ukraine. The oldest self-governing organization is the 
Association of Banks of Ukraine [34] with the history of more than 20 years. Kyiv Credit-banking Union 
[35] and Independent Association of Banks of Ukraine [36] have an essential place and significant word. 
Although for the activity of each bank association is the aim of building up the relations in banking sector, 
still there is a competition and different opinions in solving problems in complex bank economy between 
organizations. Association of Banks of Ukraine is a union making conclusions focuses on conclusions of 
banks, which have Ukrainian capital. Establishments with foreign capital are leaders in Independent 
Association of Banks of Ukraine, that’s why bank associations are of different opinions about the same 
regulator. 
 
Conclusions 
 

1. Crisis phenomena during 2008-2015 are still influencing on the state of credit, financial and 
monetary system of Ukraine: not only narrowing of resource bank data but also reducing trust of household 
and corporations to national currency are observed. Chronicle deficit of financial resources at macro- and 
microeconomic levels, national debt increasing, budget deficit and inflation are typical. System contraction 
of highly available means of accumulation of national wealth into low available assets by household and 
corporations, increase of demand for a support of objective information of economic agents of 
infrastructural composites of financial sector are the results of these processes. Overcoming of 
demonetization of economy is still very important task not only for banking sector but also for the whole 
infrastructure concerning the development of banks. 

2. Totally, financial structure and its banking segment in particular, play a very important role in 
economy. In its turn, financial institutions, having huge money resources, should support more actively the 
development of the country, to generate macrofinancial stabilization and economic development by their 
effective mobilization and optimal directing. The adequate risks assessment of financial institutions activity 
is the task not only for a regulator but also for all structural composites of banking sector of financial 
infrastructure. 
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3. In modern conditions of the development of Ukraine the necessity of forming clear and effective 
system of state regulation of financial establishment activity is of high importance. There are some main 
questions concerning supporting reliable investments and the responsibility of regulating bodies and also 
strengthening place and role of structural composites of financial infrastructure to protect inadequate public 
assessment of quality of bank assets. The market of financial services needs to be systematized. Special 
responsibility attaches to the bureau of credit histories. There is an urgent necessity of implementing 
procedures of “The Unified Borrowers Register of Juridical and Natural Persons” at the National Bank of 
Ukraine for further clearance of public finances from system fraud. 

4. Significant losses because of non-return credit resources are big sums influencing negatively on 
their financial stability and need building up of further institutional surroundings. There is a necessity of 
legislative systematization of collection activity because of its defects and drawbacks. It is necessary to 
return the mortgaged property by non-standard ways for the opacity in credit relations what cannot be done 
by collection business strictly within the law. 

5. In fact, national investment resource is absent in Ukraine. Insurance reserves of private pension 
funds and insurance companies could be the source of such long resource. But for this it is necessary to 
support reliable accumulation and money holding. New legislative initiatives concerning Deposit Insurance 
Fund do not deal with finances, which can be accumulated by pension funds and life insurance companies. 
New legislative initiatives concerning accumulation and saving of national long-term investment resource 
are necessary. 
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Abstract: The article considers the theoretical foundations of the influence of foreign direct investment on 
comparative advantages and industrial export of host countries. The paper examines the theoretical aspects 
of transnational corporations’ impact on industrial export development. It evaluates direct influence of 
transnational firms’ and their subcontractors’ activities as well as indirect effect of foreign investment on 
local business. The paper considers contemporary trends of the foreign direct investment flows in Asian 
newly industrialized countries (NIC) and transnational corporation (TNC) activities in these countries. It 
proposes NIC classification on the basis of foreign investment scale as well as impact of TNCs on their 
economic development. 
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Introduction 
 

The expansion of transnational corporations (TNC) over the past decade acquires new dynamics and 
special features. According to UNCTAD, in 2013 FDI annual flow reached $1.5 trillion. Total sales of these 
companies reached $34 trillion, and the added value of their products – 7.5 trillion USD, which is 10% of 
global GDP (World Investment Report 2014, p. 30). Multinationals increase their influence on the world 
economy as well as international trade. Large scale of TNC activity, the  growing  regional and sectoral 
diversification of their operations cause a significant influence of these firms on the export development 
and  export potential of host countries. Because of FDI inflows, some countries in the past decade greatly 
expanded their participation in international trade and became world exporters of certain industrial 
products. 
 
Literature 
 

The basis of analysis of the impact of transnational corporations on host countries’ export 
development is a theory of foreign direct investment and international production by TNC. This theory has 
passed certain stages of development which allows to divide the concepts of TNC into such groups as: early 
theories of TNC (Haimer1976), (Vernon 1966), (Kojima1978), as well as theory of internalization and 
transaction cost theory (Caves1996), (Buckly1976), eclectic theory of TNC (OLI paradigm) (Dunning 
1988,1993), knowledge base approach and network theory of a multinational enterprise (Kogut, 
Zander1993), (Bartlett, Ghoshal 1998), and international production fragmentation theory (Grossman, 
Rossi-Hansberg 2008,2012). 

Development of modern TNC theories includes two areas of theoretic and methodological research. 
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The first one is concentrated on determination of the essence of transnational firms and their key 
competitive advantages. Network theory of a firm analyses TNC as a global network of relations and 
differentiated subdivisions. The network structure of TNC determines their essence and the main 
competitive advantages. The second group of theories studies the development of international production 
by TNC (concepts of ‘new economic geography’, ‘international fragmentation of production’, ‘regional 
TNC’, ‘proximity-concentration trade-off’). These theories analyze the peculiarities of fragmentation of 
TNC’s global value added chains and the principles of international production localisation by these 
companies.  

The theoretical questions of international companies’ export activity were also studied by J.Marcusen 
(Markusen 2002). G.Grossman, E. Helpman and A. Zeydl developed the optimal strategy model of TNC 
international production, which allowed export of cooperative networking enterprises in different stages 
within the global value chain (Grossman, Helpman, Szeidl 2006). K.Ekholm,  R.Forslid , and J.Markusen 
explored the features of FDI in export processing zones and showed their important role in increasing 
industrial exports of developing countries, as well as the growth of local component production in exporting 
multinationals (Ekholm,  Forslid, and Markusen 2003). 
 
Theoretical Approach to Analysis 
 

The modern TNC theories contain the analysis of FDI impact mechanism on development of host 
countries’ industrial export. This mechanism includes two main elements – direct impact of the system of 
international production by TNC and indirect impact of transnational firms’ activity on export potential. 
Whereas the system of international production by TNC consists of two components – a network of 
affiliated enterprises and a network of independent firms having contractual relations with parent TNC 
company or affiliates, we name  the effect of these two segments as direct impact of such integrated 
networking system (Fig. 1).  Indirect impact of transnational firms’ activity includes multi-vector spillover 
effect of the whole system of international production on export abilities of host countries’ independent 
companies. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 FDI impact mechanism on export development 

 
There are different types of FDI in terms of their effect on the export potential of receiving countries. 

This typology includes their classification using the method of entry into the country – FDI in new projects 
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and FDI in M&A. In the first case FDI in new projects are aimed at production of goods that are new for a 
country (or goods of much higher quality) – their impact on export can be considerable. But if greenfield 
investments lead only to increase in the number of producers (i.e. similar goods are already produced by 
local competitors of TNC), their export effect is not so considerable and because of dynamic reaction of 
the local market environment (free entry and exit of local firms to/from the market), even do not differ 
compared to FDI in M&A (Markusen, Stahler 2011). 

Classification of FDI by their motives characterises considerable differentiation of their export effect. 
The FDI, whose motive is search for new markets have mainly the nature of import substitution, and do not 
cause direct growth of export, though they may soon have a certain side effect on expansion of export 
potential of a country. The TNC investment with the seeking motive for resources is mostly aimed at export. 
But their export potential depends on the types of resources and the corporate strategy (degree of processing 
of raw materials). The FDI aimed on the search for higher efficiency, have a great export effect, though 
theoretically such subdivisions of TNC can simultaneously service domestic markets.  

A separate type of multinational firm investment that has a clearly expressed export-oriented nature 
is called “export platforms”. Depending on the geographic configuration of export, we can separate three 
models of TNC export platforms: export platforms with orientation to the home country; export platforms 
oriented to third countries; global export platforms that supply products both to the market of the home 
country and other countries. By the criteria of fragmentation of international production export platforms 
are divided into ‘pure’ export platforms and ‘complex’ export platforms. 

Indirect impact of international production by TNC is that inflow of FDI in a country inevitably 
creates a so-called effect of diffusion or ‘spillover’ effect of knowledge, technologies, experiences, and 
business models. The mechanism of such spillover effect includes some important channels of indirect 
impact of TNC on growth of export of a country. The first channel of TNC indirect impact on export is 
called ‘demonstration effect’. The size of this effect depends on the volume of FDI inflow in a country and 
the time horizon of their functioning. The second channel of the spillover mechanism results from inevitable 
movement of labour (workers, technical stuff, managers) from multinational enterprises to local firms. 
Competition of foreign affiliates and local firms also creates a potential channel of the mechanism of 
spillover effect. But it does not have only a positive impact on export of local firms, but also a negative one 
as a result of bankruptcy of the national companies. 

Another channel of the spillover effect mechanism can be seen when branches of TNC have forward 
and backward relationship with local firms as suppliers of goods and services or buyers. In terms of such 
FDI export orientation indirect impact of transnational firms can be identified as intra (horizontal) and 
cross-sectoral (vertical) spillover effects (fig. 2). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Indirect export effect of transnational firms 
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TNC and Asian NIC’s Export 
 

Among Asian new industrial countries of the first and second generation we can select certain clusters 
of countries by the volume of accumulated FDI and duration of transnational corporation activities. Among 
NICs of the first group one cluster is created by Singapore and Hong Kong, which are regional centres of 
TNC operations and have one of the world highest indices of transnationality. The second cluster covers 
South Korea and Taiwan, which have lower FDI amount and liberalised their investment climate much 
later. Among NICs of the second echelon a separate cluster is represented by Malaysia, Indonesia, and 
Thailand, which have considerable growth of annual FDI. Other new industrial countries of the second 
generation (the Philippines, Vietnam, and Sri Lanka), also have signs of a joint cluster with a much lower 
time horizon of FDI growth. 

Table 1 
Total Amount of Foreign Direct Investment in East and Southeast Asia (1980–2013, $ million) 

Country 1980 1990 2000 2011 2013 
East and Southeast Asia 

(total) 161170 304 948 982 395 3 144 429 5 202 188 

China 6 251 20 691 193 348 711 802 966 793 
Hong Kong 124 286 201 653 455 469 1 138 365 1 443 947 
South Korea 1 327 5 186 43 738 131 708 167 350 

Taiwan 2 405 9 735 19 521 56 154 63 448 
Singapore 6 203 30 468 110 570 518 625 837 652 
Malaysia 5 169 10 318 52 747 114 555 144 705 
Indonesia 10 274 8 732 25 060 173 064 230 344 
Thailand 981 8 242 29 915 139 735 185 463 

Philippines 1 281 4 528 18 156 27 581 32 547 
Vietnam 9 1 650 20 596 72 778 81 702 
Sri Lanka 231 679 1 596 5 308 7 846 

Source: World Investment Report 2014, p. 210; World Investment Report 2012, p. 312; World Investment Report 2002, p. 
117. 
 

The trends that characterise the role of TNC in Asian NIC’s industrial export are the following. 
Firstly, the highest percentage of foreign companies in export is seen in Singapore, Malaysia, and the 
Philippines (85–87%). In other new industrial countries of Asia this share is much lower. Secondly, in all 
Asian NIC TNCs strengthened their positions in export of industrial products during last decades. Thirdly, 
only in one NIC (Taiwan) we discover the decrease of the TNC share in industrial export. It can be 
explained by the following factors: а) very high growth rates of local firms export including subcontracting 
export supplies to TNC; b) orientation of foreign firms’ sale strategy on the domestic market. 

Table 2 
TNC share in Asian NIC industrial export 

Country TNC share in % 
to total export Country TNC share in % 

to total export 
Hong Kong 26.5 Philippines 85.7 
South Korea 26.1 Indonesia 45.3 

Taiwan 14.4 Malaysia 85.5 
Singapore 87.2 Thailand 62.6 

Source: Athukorala Prema-chandra, 2006, p. 31–32. 
 
From the point of view of a foreign branch typology TNCs generated the following additional export 

flows from new industrial countries of Asia. Firstly, export as a result of processing products; secondly, 
export through conversion of import substitution production; thirdly, export of new labour-intensive final 
products; fourthly, export as a result of local processing of raw materials. The main part of direct export of 
TNC affiliates results from processing of products. In the first group of Asian NICs such operations already 
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cover medium-technology and high-technology products.  In countries of the second echelon, they cover 
mainly standard labour-intensive products. 

Foreign direct investment has a significant effect on the structural changes in export of new industrial 
countries of Asia. This was a result of several factors. Firstly, the products exported by transnational firms 
have higher added value as a result of access of such enterprises to new technologies and modern marketing 
techniques. Secondly, domestic firms in the same sectors can adopt skills and experience of TNC. By 
observing what products foreign firms produce and export, local companies increase the quality of their 
export. Thirdly, spillover effect to suppliers may also lead to export of products with much higher added 
value by these national companies. Finally, the spillover effect arising from TNC to local consuming firms 
(e.g., upon supply of high-tech equipment or semi-processed materials), may also generate technological 
final product export by national firms. 

As a result of multinational enterprise activity, important changes also occurred in the structure of 
the Asian NIC manufacturing export. These structural changes related, first of all, to gradual change from 
slowly growing goods segment of trade to export of the most dynamic products. Secondly, evolution of the 
structure of trade also reflected movement of these countries towards increase of complexity, improvement 
of quality, and research intensity of export. Structural changes as a result of increase of complexity and the 
level of technological effectiveness of export are not based on static comparative advantages of a country, 
but on accumulation of dynamic comparative advantages. The first group of the Asian NIC began to make 
these structural changes in the 80s–90s of ХХ century.  The second echelon of NICs also changed their 
industrial export structure during the last two decades. 

In the last years domestic subcontract firms of TNCs which are integrated into the system of their 
international production began to play an extremely great role in export of NIC. Multinational firms 
developed a wide network of non-equity partners. Such offshore outsourcing already covers a large number 
of domestic companies of new industrial countries. Contract (subcontract) agreements for manufacture and 
supply of products and services by order of transnational firms make a considerable impact on geographic 
areas and the commodity structure of NIC export (World Investment Report 2011). 

In the sectors with high technology (e.g., electronic, semiconductors or pharmaceutical industry) the 
number of TNC’s export subcontractors is relatively small. These firms are mainly large industrial 
companies that make considerable investment for R&D and innovation. On the contrary, in sectors with 
medium and low technology the number of NIC’s companies included into the global value chains is much 
bigger. These are mainly small and even tiny firms that work only for their subcontract network of TNC. 

Involvement of Asian domestic firms in offshore co-production creates fast acting as well as long 
acting effects for export growth of these countries. The export orders of transnational firms open additional 
opportunities for national companies. On the first stages these companies export products mainly as 
suppliers of a certain TNC, with which they have a long-term basic contract. But it is followed by growth 
of their technological and human potential, experience of transactions in the international market and 
expansion of the nomenclature of export. As a result of such prolonged effect local companies greatly 
increase the amount of their export and begin to sell their products to any buyers other than TNC. 

In most Asian NICs the bulk of US and Japan FDI were oriented to the domestic market. This trend 
was especially clearly seen in new industrial countries of the first echelon. In these countries both American 
and Japanese subsidiary made the majority of their sales in the domestic market. As for NICs of the second 
echelon, statistical data do not show any prevailing trend. Orientation on the market of a TNC home country 
do not play dominant role in selling strategy of  American  or  Japanese companies. Export statistics of US 
and Japan TNCs in Asian NICs indicates the necessity to modify Vernon’s product life cycle hypothesis 
(Vernon 1966). Unlike Vernon’s classic theory which modelled the situation in 1970s – 1980s, labour-
intensive FDI of transnational firms are no more oriented only to export of their products to the market of 
the TNC home country. Such evolution of a product life cycle model takes place under the effect of 
international production fragmentation and development ‘trade in tasks’. 

Our analysis allows us to give a modern interpretation of the Ozava-Kojima hypothesis (Kojima 1978, 
Ozava 1992). If we use the data on intensity in export relations of American and Japanese affiliates with 
their home country, we really have confirmation of greater export orientation of TNCs of Japan. But if we 
analyse total sales of TNCs of the USA and Japan in Asian countries, we cannot confirm the conclusion of 
these economists about different trade orientation for FDI of both countries. On the contrary, their common 
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feature is prevailing orientation to the domestic market, but not to export from these countries. By the 
indicators of supply of products to the markets of third countries we also observe relatively similar trends 
for both groups of TNCs and considerable uniformity of their selling strategy (though the dynamics of 
changes is different by value). 

NICs of Asia were the first developing countries that began to implement the strategy of export 
orientation. Though initially all these countries began their development from the import substitution 
policy, later they rejected this course and started to stimulate export by local producers as well as encourage 
TNCs to increase export of products (Kuchiki 2007). In Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea we can 
separate three stages of development of the policy of export orientation, in Malaysia and Thailand – two 
stages. 

In the Asian model of FDI encouragement and regulation the government had two main typical 
functions – facilitation of international competitiveness and market intervention. The state policy of NICs 
also provided stimuli for creation of special export processing zones. They played a major role in 
development of new sectors of industry and growth of manufacturing exports of these countries. The Asian 
model of export-industrial zones appeared to be one of the most effective in the world and included 
considerable tax reductions or exemption from duty for import of materials to be later exported in the form 
of finished goods or semi-finished goods. 
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The Structuring of Ukraine’s Monetary Strategy in the 
Context of European Integration 
 
TETIANA SHEMET6 
 
 
Abstract: The article presents the results of a comparative analysis of monetary strategies of post-socialist 
countries on the road to the single European currency. The attention is focused on such aspects as the 
exchange rate regime change as a key component of monetary policy under the integration; external and 
internal risks of macroeconomic stabilization. The approach to the time structure of monetary strategy of 
Ukraine in the context of its European integration is also presented in the form of 3 consistent stages, each 
of them must contain several medium-term programs. The specification of the content of medium-term 
convergence programs has been determined as the main direction for further development of the Ukraine's 
monetary policy. Ukrainian’s current and future macroeconomic situation, as well as the experience of some 
post-socialist countries is taken into account in determining the nature and structure of Ukraine’s monetary 
strategy. 
 
Keywords: European integration • monetary strategy •exchange rate targeting •flexible exchange rate • time 
structuring of monetary strategy 
 
Introduction 
 

The Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU in scope and thematic coverage is the biggest 
international legal document in the history of Ukraine and the biggest international agreement with a third 
country ever concluded by the European Union. It defines a new format of relations between Ukraine and 
the EU on the basis of "political association and economic integration". The agreement is a strategic 
guideline for systematic socio-economic reforms on the basis of the fundamental principles of 
macroeconomic stability, balanced public finances and balance of payments, which are enshrined by Article 
343 of the Agreement. The National Bank of Ukraine has announced a "shift" in monetary policy priorities 
from exchange rate targeting to inflation targeting and to flexible exchange rate. But these measures have 
not been declared officially as a part of the European integration process and now they are perceived by the 
society as ambiguous. Under such a circumstance the investigation of successful experience of other post-
socialist countries towards European integration is able to steer the discussion in a constructive way. 
 
Literature review 
 

Justification of sovereign monetary policy in different historical periods is an indispensable component 
of numerous scientific studies. For transitive economies the urgent task is rethinking of theoretical and 
methodological foundations of the strategic priorities of monetary policy and approaches to achieve them. 
In this context it is important to analyze the characteristics of so called "impossible trinity", which is a 
fundamental contribution of the Mundell-Fleming model. The model says that a country can simultaneously 
pick any two but not all three objectives of monetary policy − monetary independence, exchange rate 
stability and financial integration. The graphical interpretation of trilemma looks like a triangle, each side 
of which can be the definite choice for most of developing countries. 

                                                           
6 Ph.D. (Economics), Associate Professor, The Banking Department, Kyiv National Economic University named after Vadim 
Hetman,  Dehtyarivska st. 49-g, Kyiv, Ukraine, 03057; e-mail: tshemet@gmail.com 
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J. Aizenman, G. Calvo, C. Reinhart, M. Obstfeld, A. Taylor, J. Frankel and many others exploring the 
application of trilemma triangle in numerous works. J. Aizenman (2003; 2007) substantiated the role of 
accumulation of foreign exchange reserves by developing countries and developed countries as a mean to 
ensure financial stability and grounded the modification of trilemma on this basis. G. Calvo and C. Reinhart 
(2002) analyzed the process of transition of developing countries from a fixed to floating exchange rate 
regime. They found the phenomenon of "fear of floating" and showed its crucial meaning for the sovereign 
monetary policy in transition. M. Obstfeld and Taylor (2004) interpreted the interwar period in the light of 
the objectives of monetary independence, exchange parities and capital controls. J. Frankel (1999) 
explained the reasons for the lack of convergence in the choice among the well-known polar alternatives as 
free floating and pure fixing of exchange rates. 

The original formulation of trilemma is focused on three possible polar tops of the triangle. However, 
a country's adaptation to the new modern challenges shifts the configuration of monetary policy to the 
intermediate level. The growing openness of the economy is the most relevant area of research on 
permissible degree of government interference in the process of monetary exchange rate, and study the 
mechanisms and consequences of inflation targeting. 

The analysis of the experience of developing countries during 1970-2006 shows that the actual choice 
of policy configuration within trilemma depends on the objectives and priorities facing the economy. The 
high degree of monetary independence is associated with reduction in output volatility, while more exchange 
rate stability is associated with greater variability of output that can be reduced by the accumulation of 
international reserves. Monetary autonomy is associated with higher levels of inflation, while greater 
exchange rate stability and greater financial openness are associated with lower inflation. The desire for a 
stable exchange rate may increase production if the level of financial sector development is intermediate. 
Greater financial openness combined with high levels of financial uncertainty reduces production. 
 
The Main Results 
 

As on 01.01.2015, the number of member countries of EMU increased to 19 (from 28 EU countries). 
Slovenia (January 1, 2007), Slovakia (January 1, 2009), Estonia (January 1, 2011), Latvia (January 1, 2014), 
Lithuania (January 1, 2015) have become the new member states of EU. Most of these countries have 
adopted their specific strategies for further monetary integration, particularly for the entry into the ERM 
II and adoption of euro (Backe (2004)). However, in some cases, the strategies, declared in 2001 or 2002, 
have been changed. Malta and Cyprus after a three-year stay in ERM II (European Exchange Rate 
Mechanism II) since 2005 have adopted the euro since January 1, 2008.The pioneers in the introduction of 
the euro are Slovenia and Slovakia, which joined the MVK II in 2004 and 2005, respectively. 

The main features of economic position of Slovenia and Slovakia can be characterized as follows: 
− the relatively short period of introducing the euro (two and two and a half years, respectively). During 
this time, Slovenia held its nominal exchange rate of the euro very close to the central parity, while the 
Slovak koruna strengthened considerably (two significant revaluation of the euro); 
− Slovenia had a relatively good starting position and implementing a phased convergence strategy. In 
contrast, Slovakia went through several years of significant budget constraints towards achieving the 
Maastricht criteria; 
− Slovenia, with the aim of curbing inflation, in addition to maintaining a stable exchange rate used indirect 
measures of tax policy. In contrast, deflation in Slovakia was achieved by monetary and exchange rate 
policy, although in much lower amounts than 1%. 

The Baltic countries −Lithuania and Latvia joined the ERM II in 2004 and 2005, respectively, and 
were planning to join the euro area at the same time as Slovenia and Slovakia. However, in 2006 accession 
of Latvia and Lithuania was postponed due to high inflation. According to forecasts of the IMF and the 
European Commission, made according to data as of mid-2008, only Estonia was able to achieve the 
convergence criteria in 2011 (Table 1). Despite the post-crisis recession, Estonia fully completed the 
roadmap and successfully switched to the euro currency at fixed term − January 1, 2011. 

In preparation for participation of Latvia in ERM II, the course of the lat was peg to the Euro from 
December 30, 2004 (the lat was pegged to the SDR unit of account of the IMF since the beginning of 1994). 
After the accession of Latvia to the ERM II since May 2, 2005, the Bank of Latvia supervised and provided 
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exchange rate entry criterion − pursuit of a patch within ± 1% of the central rate, that was the same width 
of the corridor fluctuations patch in the previous period, when lat was pegged to the SDR. Based on 
Convergence Program of Latvia for 2012-2015 with its medium-term forecasts about the ability of Latvia 
to reach the Maastricht criteria in 2012 and the program of stabilization and renewed growth of the Latvian 
economy, the Latvian government in March 2010 determined January 1, 2014 as target date for the euro. 
Latvia successfully fulfilled the all requirements and has joined the euro area on January 1, 2014 p. 

Table 1 
The Fulfilment of Convergence Criteria by some Post-socialist Countries (as of the end of 2008) 

Country 

Long-term 
Interest 
Rates 

Budget Deficit, 
% of GDP 

Public Debt, 
% of GDP Participation in MOK ІІ 

2007 2008 2007 2008 yes/no Duration (months) 
Bulgaria 6.5 0.1 1.5 18.2 14.1 no - 
Estonia - 2.7 -3.0 3.5 4.8 yes 61 
Latvia 9.3 -0.4 -4.0 9.0 19.5 yes 51 
Lithuania 10.5 -1.0 -3.2 17.0 15.6 yes 61 
Poland 6.1 -1.9 -3.9 44.9 47.1 no - 
Romania 8.8 -2.5 -5.4 12.7 13.6 no - 
Hungary 9.4 -4.9 -3.4 65.8 73.0 no - 
Czech Rep. 4.8 -0.6 -1.5 28.9 29.8 no  
Eurozone 4.1 -0.6 -1.9 66.0 69.3  X 

Source: European Central Bank. Convergence Report (2008) 
 

As for the strategy for joining the EMU of Lithuania, it was very similar to Latvia and Estonia 
strategies. Course of lit was pegged to the US dollar from 1993 to summer of 2002 and it was tied to the 
Euro from February 1, 2002. According to the laws of Lithuania the ratio of lit been unchanged until the 
country's accession to the Eurozone, although, according to the rules of ERM II, exchange rate fluctuation 
is allowed within 15% in both directions. July 16, 2014 in Strasbourg MEPs voted to EMU entry Lithuania, 
and on January 1, 2015 Lithuania became the 19th EU country having moved to the euro currency. 
Previously the law on the introduction of euro was adopted within the government's program of 
convergence (2014). 

In Poland, the euro has been the center of political debate since the autumn of 2008 when the Polish 
government stepped up its efforts to prepare for the introduction of euro in 2012. This target date envisaged 
accession to the ERM II about the middle of 2009 (two years before assess the degree of achievement of 
the convergence criteria). However, in the spring of 2009 the government actually declined 2012 as the 
target for euro adoption deadline and announced a more flexible stance on ERM II because of the need to 
weaken effects of the global financial and economic crisis. 

The adoption of euro remains a strategic goal of Poland according to the Convergence Program 
(2014), developed and released by Polish Government. It is defined that the monetary integration of Poland 
is based on four pillars. 

The first pillar is fulfillment of the convergence criteria under the Polish economic policy, with 
special emphasis on fiscal discipline. The second pillar is the implementation of institutional and other 
measures aimed at strengthening the capacity of Polish economy. The lack of adequate preparation for 
operation within the overall monetary and exchange rate policy to the Euro could lead to a repetition of a 
crisis scenario, which is observed in the peripheral countries of the eurozone. The third pillar includes 
thorough training of technical and organizational aspects of the process. The fourth pillar relates to stabilize 
the eurozone, especially its institutional strengthening, including development of crisis management and 
crisis prevention mechanisms. 

In 2009, according to the Stability and Growth Pact, the EU opened an excessive deficit procedure 
for Poland till 2012.  However, despite the government measures, the level of nominal budget deficit 
exceeded the reference 3% of GDP, thus reducing the excessive deficit procedure was continued. In June 
2013 the ECOFIN Council postponed the deadline for the elimination of an excessive deficit in two years 
until 2014. 
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Subsequently, despite the arguments of the Polish Government to the pro-cyclical nature of the impact 
of fiscal consolidation on economic growth, the European Commission found it necessary to define a new 
deadline for the correction of excessive deficits. December 10, 2013 the Council adopted new 
recommendations for Poland to achieve the target parameters for 2013-2015: 4.8% of GDP, 3.9% of GDP 
and 2.8% of GDP (excluding transfer funds from public pension funds to the Social Insurance Fund). 
Currently, the Polish government has not decided the final term of joining the eurozone, citing the 
complexity of setting time limits for risk-free introduction of the Euro. 

At first the strategy of monetary integration of Romania was aimed on the entry into MOK II in 2012 
and the eurozone in 2015. But Romania is among the countries which have excessive deficit procedure. 

In 2009−2011 Romania has the highest budget deficit caused by the financial and economic crisis 
and pro-cyclical policy in the pre-crisis years. Fiscal measures were a step to reduce the budget deficit and 
improving financing of the economy. Due to budgetary policy, founded on the prudential management of 
public sector expenditures and improving public debt management in 2012-2013, the significant progress 
has been made toward reducing risks: 

–  Romania withdrew from the excessive deficit procedure in 2013; 
− the budget deficit, according to the EU methodology fell by 3.2 % in 2011-2013 (from 5.5 % in 

2011 to 3 % of GDP in 2012 and to 2.3 % of GDP in 2013 despite the relatively small economic growth 
compared to the pre-crisis period, suggesting the effectiveness of fiscal policy, continued fiscal 
consolidation and compliance with established parameters. The budget deficit in 2012 amounted to 3 % of 
GDP, which was below the average rate for the euro area and the EU, which amounted to 3.7 % of GDP 
and 3.9 % of GDP, respectively; 

−  the dynamics of structural deficit has become the downturn nature. The budget deficit fell from 
3.8 % of GDP in 2011 to 1.8 % of GDP in 2013. 

The country has now reduced its public deficit below the level of 3 % of GDP. But inflation in recent 
years has been well above the 1 % benchmark and is likely to remain well above that level. Nevertheless, 
Romania has set a new deadline to join the eurozone, after the authorities abandoned the previous target of 
2015. Romania declared at one point that it intended to join the eurozone in 2019. 

In late 2008 the Hungarian government also expressed its intention to achieve readiness to join ERM 
II and accelerate decision on euro currency, but these intentions have been slowed because of 
macroeconomic instability. The Central Bank of Hungary (Magyar Nemzeti Bank, MNB), the main purpose 
of which is to achieve and maintain price stability, even in 2001 defined the transition to inflation targeting 
regime as a priority of monetary policy. Medium-term inflation target was set at 3%. 

Starting from 2005, several programs of convergence have been developed and implemented in 
Hungary: the Convergence Program for 2005-2008; “New Hungary” (2007-2013); the Convergence 
Program for 2013-2016. Under the Convergence program of Hungary in 2013-2016, exchange rate of the 
forint to the euro had to fluctuate in a rather wide range – between 288 and 313 forints per euro. 

Government, which started work in 2010, implemented such radical changes: the tendency to increase 
the ratio of government debt to GDP that has developed in the last decade, has been shifted to the path of 
long-term decline; high level of debt in foreign currency as one of the main factors of the financial 
vulnerability of Hungary, was significantly reduced; there has been a turning point in employment and 
reached steady increase of the labour market; the economy has moved to sustainable growth. But in 
February 2011 due to the large public debt (80% of GDP), Prime Minister Viktor Orban said the country 
did not discuss the issue of transition to the single currency, while the public debt is not reduced to 50%. 
Currently, Hungary has not yet determined the date of the introduction of the euro. 

Bulgaria started its long road to monetary union in terms of large domestic macroeconomic 
imbalances. During the 12 months from April 2007 to March 2008, inflation reached 9.4%, significantly 
higher than the criterion value. However, the budget deficit indicator has reached 3% compared to 3.4% of 
GDP in 2007. The level of public debt in Bulgaria had a positive trend. During the previous decade, debt 
declined from 50% to 18% of GDP in 2007. Finally, long-term interest rates averaged 4.7% in March 2008. 

Relatively weak demand for loans in the domestic market, cautious credit policy of banks and low 
interest rates in the euro money market eurozone forced banks to keep most of their liquidity as excess 
reserves in the Bulgarian National Bank and the resources in bank accounts in the payment system 
TARGET2, which Bulgaria entered February 1, 2010. There were some main factors determining the 
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dynamics of credit: low level of investment activity of enterprises, unfavourable situation on the labour 
market. These circumstances significantly affected the level of household consumption maintaining the 
decline in household's decisions on new loans. The interest rate on deposits in Bulgaria continued to decline 
as a result of steady increase in borrowed funds from residents and relatively weak lending activity. Overall 
against the backdrop of recession in the eurozone and lower external demand for goods and services the 
rate of economic growth in the country slowed. In the second half of 2012 uncertainty about the prospects 
for economic recovery in the euro area contributed to the deterioration in market conditions in Bulgaria. 
All this has created the basis for slowing dynamics of monetary indicators. It was projected that in the 
period to 2016 the annual growth of broad money will stay within 8-10 5%. 

In September 2009 the Bulgarian government declared joining the ERM II in November 2009, but 
the event was postponed until March 2010 due to a high budget deficit. In July 2011 the Bulgarian 
government plans linked the introduction of the euro with the overcoming of the European sovereign debt. 
Joining the eurozone was declared in 2015. In this regard and in accordance with the terms of the EU, the 
government chose the beginning of the process in 2013. But Bulgaria abstained from joining the ERM II 
both in 2013 and 2014 but probably this event will take place in 2018 or 2019. Now the objective of the 
monetary policy in Bulgaria is to maintain price stability through ensuring the stability of the currency. 
This goal is achieved under the Agreement on the currency board regime and fixing the exchange rate to 
the euro.  

The Czech Republic was planning to adopt the euro as the official currency in 2010. However, 
Feedback on convergence in 2006 showed that the plan was unrealistic. In February 2007 the Minister of 
Finance said that a realistic period may be 2012, but in November 2007 recognized that it would be too 
fast. 

At this stage, the Czech National Bank (Czech National Bank, CNB) implements the monetary policy 
of inflation targeting. In November 2013, despite lower interest rates (rate for two-week repo stood at 0.05% 
since November 2012), CNB began using the exchange rate as an additional tool of monetary policy. CNB 
also abandoned use of foreign exchange intervention aimed to an increase in interest rates. 

The actual strategy for the Czech Republic's accession to the eurozone, approved by the Government 
in August 2007, contains no deadline for such accession. This date will depend on the success of the reform 
of public finance and increase the flexibility of the Czech economy. Therefore, joining the ERM II is 
considered only as a necessary condition for the transition to the euro, hence the length of stay in ERM II 
should be minimized. Given the degree of readiness to adopt the euro the Czech Republic must focus on 
maintaining the balance of the public sector at least in the medium term, to reduce the administrative burden 
for businesses and increase labour market flexibility. Thus, the world financial crisis and the European 
sovereign debt crisis led to further distancing from the Czech Republic's prospects of joining the eurozone. 
National Bank of the Czech Republic spoke in favour of 2019. 

Some countries failed to achieve rapid stabilization of the economy in the post-crisis conditions. One 
of the key tasks for them is reduction of budget deficit in the medium term to below 3% of GDP. Meeting 
this challenge is complicated by the uncertain prospects for economic growth and the projected increase in 
the unemployment rate. 

As opposed to them, Slovenia, Slovakia and the Baltic states have reached the real success in 
monetary integration. German mark (and later - EUR) was elected as the anchor currency in Estonia, 
Lithuania and Bulgaria in 1992, 1994 and 1997, respectively; special drawing rights were elected for the 
peg Latvia. In general, the duration of a country’s transition to the monetary union was not less than 15 
years in average. One can distinguish three main stages in the process of adopting euro by post-socialist 
countries: (I) macroeconomic stabilization (1990-1994.), (II) intermediate phase (1995-2000.), (III) the 
preparatory stage to adopt (of 2001). The key steps of monetary policy of the third stage are the definition 
of term for joining the ERM-II, the support of the national currency stability for 2 years, and the definition 
of the final term of entry monetary union. 

European prospects of Ukraine can be considered in the light of above findings. The Agreement 
really opens the way to real deepening of economic integration and creating a basis for further entry of 
Ukraine to the EU, and later - to the European Monetary Union. Thus, in the context of transformation of 
the exchange rate regime, such a long-term transition refers to a regime of "monetary union" (according to 
the classification modes of IMF). 
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Since the introduction of the Ukrainian national currency in 1996 and till 2014, there was domination 
of the exchange rate regime of hard fixation (i.e. peg of hryvnia to the US dollar). For almost twenty years, 
the hryvnia has experienced significant devaluation: in 1998, 2001, 2008 and 2014. This contributed to a 
temporary restoration of the competitiveness of Ukrainian goods exports in foreign markets, short-term 
improvement of the current account, but also caused inflation, weakened the stability of the banking system 
and the economy. 

In 2014 compared to the pre-crisis period Ukraine had the negative dynamics of key macroeconomic 
indicators: high rates of decline in GDP and investment against the backdrop of high growth of public debt 
and budget deficit, although interest rate dynamics suggests the stimulating monetary policy. In addition, 
negative expectations related to military events in the East of Ukraine during the 2014-2015 led to further 
deterioration of the macroeconomic situation in Ukraine. So, now Ukraine's priority is macroeconomic 
stabilization, achievement of which depends largely on the success of economic reforms. By some 
estimates, the reforms must reduce public spending from 55% of GDP to 34%, eliminate energy subsidies, 
which account for 10% of GDP, and lower officials’ pension which costs the country 4% of GDP. 

However, the problems of the domestic economy are much more complex. Deep systemic crisis in 
Ukraine is based on the destruction of the economic base, resulting from the market transformation of 
inversion type and globalization. This led to the fact that Ukraine has adapted to individual fragments of 
the world market as a raw material appendage according to market laws. Basic destruction has led to the 
formation of a number of imbalances and contradictions. To overcome the destruction of the economic base 
it is necessary to create a complex internal model of socio-economic development that imply the 
development of adequate monetary strategy. 

Analysis of the initiatives of the NBU Council and the NBU Board on the prospects of monetary 
policy shows that they contain a lot of positive thoughts based on the study of the experience of other 
countries, and on requirements of international organizations, which are principal financial donors of 
Ukraine. However, these initiatives are designed just for medium term. So there is the main unanswered 
question: what are the long-term strategic priorities and objectives of Ukraine's monetary policy? Given 
this, and given the results of the study of the experience of European integration of Central and Eastern 
Europe countries, the structuring monetary strategy of Ukraine in time and the context of European 
integration is the main task for monetary policy design. 
 
Conclusions 
 

The path to united Europe for Ukraine will be much longer compared to other post-socialist countries, 
especially at the current stage – the long-awaited economic reforms, without which the achievement of 
macroeconomic stability is not realistic task. Because of this, there should be carefully designed and 
structured in time monetary strategy of the state, implementation of which will take place through the 
implementation of appropriate medium-term program of convergence. 

The concept of gradualism, i.e. the gradual achievement of strategic goals, should become the basis of 
formulation and implementation of monetary strategy of Ukraine. To ensure the adaptation of the monetary 
policy of Ukraine to the accession strategy to EU it is necessary to structure the strategy with the following 
stages: 

I. The period of adaptation to reforming the national economy from the recession till economic 
recovery (2014 - 2020. - The stage of macroeconomic stabilization and renewed growth); 

II. The period of adaptation to the achievement of macroeconomic criteria for joining the EU (from 
2020 - an intermediate stage); 

3. The period of adaptation to joining the Euro area under the Mechanism of Exchange Rate II (until 
2025 and at least 2 years − a preparatory stage). 

The methodological substantiation of monetary policy goal should be developed within each period 
and stage, given the EU priority − price stability and according to the best experience of monetary strategies 
already implemented in some countries of Central and Eastern European countries. 

Providing wide public information by authorities about relevant methodological developments to 
comply with the principle of transparency of key macroeconomic decisions must be the main condition for 
development and implementation of the monetary strategy. 
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Evolution of Outsourcing as a New Form of International 
Business 

NATALIYA LYTVINENKO7 

Abstract: The purpose of this article explores international outsourcing as an innovative form of 
conducting international business. Also, the main factors and constituents of outsourcing in its historical 
genesis will be considered. Whether international outsourcing is a viable option for a company is a strategic 
consideration for which careful assessment of multiple factors and extensive preparation is necessary. 

Keywords: Outsourcing • International business • Investment • Transaction 

Introduction 

In the introduction, the focus of this research is explained and the research questions are formulated. 
The first step, examining which internal and external factors influence the decision to outsource 
manufacturing to international suppliers, contains a critical literature review. First, a working definition of 
the concept of international outsourcing is provided followed by the description of how the practice of 
outsourcing has evolved throughout the decades. Next, five prominent theories are applied to international 
outsourcing. These theoretical perspectives are described and reviewed in order to identify different factors 
that influence the outsourcing decision. Subsequently, these factors are divided into internal and external 
factors. The internal factors relate to different motives to engage in outsourcing and the characteristics of 
manufacturing the product. External factors are associated with the environmental conditions and 
advantages of foreign locations. The final section of this chapter presents the conceptual framework which 
combines the factors that, according to theory, influence the outsourcing decision. 

Basic Results of the Research 

To provide a working definition of the term ‘international outsourcing’, which is suitable for the 
purpose of this article, there are different definitions used in academic literature. For a strategy to be referred 
to as ‘international outsourcing’ several conditions need to be met. First, the activities are no longer pursued 
internally by the company, but are acquired from external suppliers. This necessitates breaking up the value 
chain and vertically disintegrates the chain by outsourcing manufacturing rather than conducting it in-
house. Second, companies have leeway in deciding what it will outsource. Companies can decide to 
outsource complete manufacturing of a product versus remaining some manufacturing processes in-house. 
In addition, management can also decide to outsource some components of the product but not all. Third, 
activities are outsourced to independent third parties. Ownership and control are transferred to an external 
supplier. The company has no ownership rights over the supplier, which means that development, planning, 
knowledge, administration, and responsibilities of the products or components are also outsourced next to 
manufacturing. Fourth, manufacturing needs to be allocated to a foreign supplier. Manufacturing can be 
outsourced to suppliers located within the same country, but this research focuses on international 
outsourcing, because manufactured products are commonly outsourced to suppliers located across borders 
due to location advantages. By integrating all the conditions mentioned above, a working definition of the 
term ‘international outsourcing’ is formulated. In this research, the concept of international outsourcing 
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refers to the decision to transfer (part of) manufacturing processes which have previously been conducted 
in house to specialized independent suppliers located in a foreign country.  

Outsourcing is often confused with ‘offshoring’. Although there are some similarities and it is 
expected that there are some resemblances among factors influencing these strategies. It is important to 
note that these concepts differ. Offshoring refers to relocation of manufacturing goods or provision of 
services abroad. When relocating manufacturing of products to a foreign location, a company has to decide 
if it wants to have direct control; if it does, the company sets up a subsidiary or a joint venture abroad which 
is a form of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). When ownership and control of manufacturing are transferred 
to a foreign supplier, international outsourcing is envisioned. See Table 1 for a clear overview. 

Table 1 
Different Forms of Business Relocation 

Location 
Ownership Onshore Offshore

Outsourcing National outsourcing International outsourcing 
Captive (in-house) National investment Foreign direct investment 

Accordingly, offshoring and outsourcing can take place simultaneously but can also be independent 
phenomena. Next to ownership and control, there are other determining factors that influence the choice of 
strategy. For example, Antràs finds that the characteristics of a product play a role in the choice between 
FDI and outsourcing. He states that when a product is capital intensive and/or relatively new, FDI is likely 
to prevail. So the level of specificity and standardization of a product appears to be different for outsourcing 
endeavors relative to manufacturing it in a foreign subsidiary. Grossman & Helpman consider search and 
matching costs, customization costs, and protection of Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) as factors that 
differentiate between foreign subsidiaries (FDI) and outsourcing suppliers. The majority of FDIs are done 
by large research-intensive companies operating in oligopolistic markets. For further clarification, the 
practice of outsourcing is also different from alliances, partnerships and joint ventures because of the one-
directional resource flow from the supplier to the company. In addition, the companies do not share profit 
and there is no mutual contribution. These are all different ways of entering foreign markets.  

In absence of developed external markets, companies traditionally conducted all their activities in-
house. They transformed raw materials into final products in their own factories and distributed them via 
their trucks to the company-owned stores. The company did its own payroll and taxes, etc. However, during 
the second industrial revolution increased specialization led to the first wave of outsourcing. So sourcing 
out work to external suppliers, because a company chooses not to or is no longer able to manufacture it in-
house, is not a new phenomenon. Although outsourcing was already practiced in these early days, only in 
the 1980s companies embraced outsourcing as a strategy.  

Following the extensive literature review of Hätönen & Eriksson on the development of outsourcing, 
three eras are identified in which different outsourcing objects and ways of managing the outsourcing 
relations are prevalent. See Table 2 for an overview of outsourcing development. This first era is titled as 
the Big Bang because of a sudden breakthrough and adoption of the outsourcing strategy by many 
companies in the 1980s. Companies predominantly began outsourcing low-tech manufacturing processes 
to become more cost efficient and maximize profits. The objects were first transferred to independent 
domestic parties, but enhanced infrastructures and lower logistics costs resulted in an increase of 
outsourcing manufacturing across borders. In addition, better education and advanced capabilities of some 
low-wage countries made outsourcing of high-tech manufacturing more attractive for companies.  

Success stories from companies that already practiced outsourcing impelled other companies to ‘jump 
the Bandwagon’ in the early 1990s. It was in the beginning of this era that outsourcing really became 
popular. Companies began outsourcing to expert suppliers in order to provide value to strategically 
important organizational processes of which they lack the resources, skills or competences. Furthermore, 
companies focused on their core competences to gain competitive advantage and therefore also outsourced 
peripheral activities. The outsourcing of strategic activities required closer company-supplier relations. This 
was established by means of strategic alliances. By the end of this era, outsourcing was practiced in nearly 
all industries.  
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Due to the popularity it gained in the preceding Bandwagon era, outsourcing became more common 
and the practice as such was no longer a source of competitive differentiation. Therefore, the focus of 
companies changed to developing new adaptive business models that generated a competitive advantage 
and changed the industry’s rules of the game.  More knowledge-intensive and creative activities like IT, 
product development and R&D would be outsourced and this was realized by means of collaborative 
relationships with suppliers. 

Table 2 
Development of Outsourcing 

Big Bang Bandwagon Barrierless companies 
Time period 1980-1990 1990-2000 From 2000 onwards 

Prime motives Cut costs 
Cut costs, capability 

enhancement, process 
improvement 

Organizational 
transformation 

Buzzword Outsourcing Strategic outsourcing Transformational 
outsourcing 

Outsourcing location Domestic International Global 
Management of the 
outsourcing relations 

Arm’s length 
transaction Strategic alliances Collaborative 

development 
Organization Efficient organization Focused organization Virtual organization 

Core organizational 
competences 

Management of key 
strategic business units 

(SBUs) 

Key strategic 
competences (core 

competences) 

Dynamic competences 
and network 
competences 

Strategic 
rationalization Profit maximizing Strategic and 

competitive edge Survival 

Outsourcing objects 

Structured and well 
defined turnkey 
manufacturing 

processes 

Strategically important 
organizational 

processes 

Highly knowledge-
intensive and creative 

projects 

Main theories Transaction cost theory Resource based view Organizational theories 

The development of the outsourcing practice has resulted in several theories adopted to explain this 
concept through time. The first issue attracting researchers’ attention is the question ‘why’ companies 
decide to buy from an external supplier rather than to conduct it in-house. The question of ‘how’ outsourcing 
is done became apparent around the 1990s. Researchers developed an interest in the process of outsourcing, 
which contains planning, developing, implementing, and evaluating phase. In addition, the how-question is 
also linked to the management of the outsourcing relationship between the company and the supplier. 
Moreover, researchers developed an interest in ‘what’ to outsource. This question boils down to the decision 
about what activities are amendable for outsourcing. Subsequently, the disciplines of Strategic Management 
and International Business concentrate on the question ‘where’ to outsource. Opportunities arise beyond 
national boundaries so companies have to decide on the best outsourcing location. The development of the 
practice and underlying theories of outsourcing evoke new research questions for future research. The 
‘when’ question stresses the right outsourcing timing.  

Researchers have applied multiple theories to the practice of outsourcing which emphasizes the 
complex nature of this concept. Consequently, for this research a relatively holistic approach is adopted. 
The Transaction Cost Theory, the Resource Based View and Organizational Theory are seen as the main 
theories that are used to explain the concept throughout the three eras. These theories are reviewed in order 
to determine different internal and external factors that influence the outsourcing decision. However, in 
seeking to explain these factors in the context of technological companies, the Knowledge Based View is 
expected to be a relevant addition. This theory is appropriate in the context of this research, because the 
sample population also comprehends high-tech companies that create a competitive advantage by 
pioneering on recent developments in scientific technological knowledge. Moreover, since the focus of this 
study is on international outsourcing, a theory elaborating on the allocation of activities to a foreign supplier 
is needed. For that reason the Location Theory is added. Combined, these theories approach outsourcing 
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from multiple viewpoints and will therefore explain different but also complementary internal and external 
factors influencing the decision and practice of outsourcing.  

The Transaction Cost Theory (TCT) has received great empirical support and is often referred to as 
the predominant theoretical explanation of outsourcing (Anderson &Schmittlein, 1984; Joskow, 1988; 
Lyons, 1995; Masten, 1984; Monteverde&Teece, 1982; Murray et al, 1995; Walker & Weber, 1984, 1987). 
Coase (1937) and Williamson (1975) were the first to suggest that manufacturing should be organized 
within a company when the cost of developing or producing these products is lower than the cost of 
outsourcing it to an external supplier. This comes down to the ‘make or buy’ decision of a company. The 
total costs can be divided into manufacturing and transaction costs. Manufacturing costs consist of all 
expenses (including rent of building, raw materials and components, wages of employees, capital, taxation, 
etc.) incurred by a company in the process of supplying products to customers. Generally, international 
outsourcing reduces these costs because the foreign suppliers have access to superior cost drivers, like 
economies of scale and low cost locations. On the contrary, outsourcing is associated with higher 
transaction costs. Transaction costs include costs of participating in the market by exchanging for example 
information, products and money. Transaction costs take place in three phases:  

 Contact phase: transaction costs include search and information costs, which are expenses made by 
the company when determining that the needed products or components are obtainable in the market; costs 
relating to examination of which supplier offers the lowest price;  

 Contract phase: transaction costs consist of bargaining costs incurred by the company when wanting 
to come to an acceptable agreement with the supplier; costs relating to the time and money need to write 
an efficient contract;  

 Control phase: transaction costs include monitoring and enforcement costs required to ensure that 
the supplier meets the terms and conditions of the contract; the costs of (legal) actions taken when the 
supplier does not adhere to what has been agreed upon; additional expenses for checking if the product 
quality standards are realized.  

Companies have to take both manufacturing and transaction costs into account and should choose the 
most cost efficient option. When the external supplier is somehow able to manufacture the needed 
components or products at a lower cost than the company is able to do in-house, manufacturing should be 
outsourced. But when the search, information, bargaining, monitoring and enforcement costs are 
sufficiently large, in-house manufacturing is preferred. Williamson identified the characteristics of the 
products that determine if in-house manufacturing or outsourcing is the most cost efficient option. The 
primary factors that increase the costs of transactions are: Asset specificity, Uncertainty and Frequency.  

Asset specificity. Asset specificity refers to “transaction-specific assets that are the physical and 
human investments which are specialized and unique to a task”. A high specific asset is idiosyncratic and 
unique to the company. Being able to develop and manufacture a highly specific product requires 
investment in specific assets. Three dimensions of asset specificity are:  

- Site specificity: the degree to which specific natural resources, necessary to manufacture the 
product, are accessible at a particular location and can only be transferred at a great cost;  

- Physical asset specificity: the degree to which specialized machine tools, customized equipment or 
complex computer systems are needed to manufacture the product;  

- Human asset specificity: the degree to which specialized human skills, knowledge, and experience 
of the employees are needed to manufacture the product. 

Previous research indicates that products or components which require high asset specific investment 
reduce the degree of practicing outsourcing.  Products or components characterized by low asset specificity 
are more appropriate for outsourcing purposes, because these can be manufactured with standard equipment 
and non-specialized knowledge. In addition, relatively simple and complete contracts can be made between 
the company and the supplier and non-performing suppliers can easily be replaced by many other providers 
in the market.  

When manufacturing of a product requires investment like in specialized machines, knowledge and 
skills, in-house manufacturing is preferred. Asset specificity increases the possibility of opportunistic 
behaviour. From the perspective of the outsourcing company, outsourcing activities that require investment 
in specific assets raises the threat of the company being locked-in to the relation with its supplier. Switching 
to a new supplier is expensive due to the investment made in logistic channels or knowledge that is 
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idiosyncratic to the supplier. The supplier can exploit its position and act opportunistic by demanding higher 
prices or wanting to renegotiate what was agreed upon in the contract. In addition, the increase in monopoly 
power and the developed expertise are also sources of supplier opportunism. Thus, when asset specificity 
increases, the contract that is used as a safeguard mechanism for the investment made, becomes more 
complex. The agreement should comprehend terms that protect the company to all possible contingent 
outcomes and associated behaviour of the supplier. Because bargaining, monitoring and enforcement costs 
of these comprehensive contracts increases, TCT states that in these situations in-house manufacturing is 
preferred over outsourcing.  

Uncertainty Different types of uncertainty are found in literature when studying the decision between 
in-house manufacturing and outsourcing. In this research, uncertainty considers the level of foreseeing and 
anticipating changes in conditions surrounding manufacturing of a product. This environmental uncertainty 
consists of demand uncertainty which contains volatility of sales, and technological uncertainty related to 
technological improvement. Conditions of high volatility in the demand environment will not necessitate 
in- house manufacturing. However, when asset specificity is high, demand uncertainty will positively 
influence the decision to continue to manufacture the product in-house. This is because uncertainty could 
impede writing an efficient outsourcing contract and accompanied on-going negotiations with suppliers on 
prices. Transaction costs will rise due to increase in bargaining costs. In outsourcing decision making, 
bounded rationality stresses that managers rationality is limited by the information they have and their 
ability to process all the information and knowledge. Therefore, it is unlikely that they can foresee every 
possible changing event, which consequently leads to contracts being incomplete. The formulated 
outsourcing contracts between the company and the supplier lack in specification or necessitate constant 
adjustments. This can result in opportunistic behaviour. In this case, opportunistic behaviour is self-interest 
seeking of the supplier by for example asking exorbitant prices for manufacturing of the product. When 
asset specificity is low, however, there are numerous suppliers in the market which can manufacture the 
product for the company, so competition will diminish opportunistic behaviour. In sum, in-house 
manufacturing will only be more cost efficient in high demand uncertain environments in combination with 
high asset specificity. 

The reverse applies to technological uncertainty. When there is high technological uncertainty, 
meaning that the probability increases that a technology required to manufacture a product becomes 
obsolete, outsourcing is preferred. This especially applies to specialized assets, for which irreversible 
investment is at risk if there is uncertainty about their value and profitability in the long term. These 
specialized assets have a very low value in their secondary use because they are highly specific to a certain 
activity, making their value decrease remarkable if technological change renders them obsolete in their 
primary use. When innovation is accomplished specialized assets may need to be scrapped and substituted 
by machinery and equipment that embody the advanced technologies. Most likely companies will not want 
to invest in technological assets when they are not sure they can earn back these fixed costs by 
manufacturing and selling a substantial amount of products to their customers. So low uncertainty allows 
greater investment in technological assets and companies will therefore probably decide to keep 
manufacturing of the product in-house. 

Frequency In TCT literature, distinct meanings are ascribed to the concept of frequency. In this thesis, 
frequency refers to the number of transactions between the company and a specific supplier. Repeatedly 
transferring activities to the same supplier has numerous advantages: the company and the supplier can 
develop mutual knowledge, organize inter-firm routines, build trustful relations, and diminish opportunistic 
behaviour. However, managers must take into account the cost of developing a collaborative relationship 
with a supplier. In certain circumstances a single transaction with an unknown supplier will suffice, like 
when the company only seeks to outsource to a supplier because of cost reduction and will therefore seek 
for a supplier that offers the product at the lowest price at that moment. According to Williamson, highly 
standardized transactions do not require a specialized governance structure (which refers to relational 
contracting). Only recurrent transactions will support relational contracting. This is especially the case for 
products that need specific assets or which are innovative. Relational contracts avoid the difficulties of 
writing a comprehensive contract, because it allows parties to adapt to new information when it becomes 
available. Note that this only counts if it is “self-enforcing; the short-run value of reneging must be less 
than the long-run value of the relationship”. Moreover, economies of scale cannot be realized by in-house 
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manufacturing because products of high asset specificity are often of relatively low volume. 
In sum, according to the TCT, the goal of a company is to minimize costs by choosing the most 

efficient option of supplying products to its customers. Outsourcing is expected to prevail when asset 
specificity is low. In addition, when asset specificity is high in combination with a high level of 
technological uncertainty outsourcing is also expected to be preferred. However, high asset specificity in 
combination with a high level of demand uncertainty can result in outsourcing difficulties and an increase 
of transaction costs. In this situation, in-house manufacturing or relational outsourcing contracts with 
particular suppliers are preferred. Decision makers should balance the total of the manufacturing costs of 
the supplier plus the transaction cost of outsourcing with the investment needed to manufacture the product 
at a low unit cost within the company.  

The Resource Based View (RBV) states that creating sustained competitive advantage depends on 
the unique resources and capabilities that a company can compete with. Resources are tangible (e.g. 
factories, products, raw materials, labour (force) and intangible (e.g. brand, reputation) assets a company 
holds or has control over. Capabilities are the ‘bundles’ of resources necessary to perform certain 
manufacturing processes. For a resource or capability to be a source of competitive advantage it has to be:  

 Valuable: valuable resources can improve a company’s market position. It enables the company to 
create value and outperform competition by exploiting opportunities or it helps neutralizing its threats. The 
valuable resources enable the company to implement strategies that improve its effectiveness and 
efficiency.  

 Rare: for a resource to be of value it must be in short supply relative to demand. The company must 
possess a valuable resource that its direct and future competitors do not have.  

 In-imitable: valuable and rare resources can only lead to sustainable competitive advantage if 
competitors cannot imitate this strategic asset. A source of inimitably is causal ambiguity, which follows 
from not knowing on which resource the competitive advantage is based. This particularly happens with 
knowledge-based or socially complex resources because these are idiosyncratic to the company.  

 Non-substitutable: the value-creating, rare and in-imitable resources cannot be substituted with 
some other strategically comparable resource.  

Building on the RBV, outsourcing is a viable option when companies lack the unique resources or 
when there is no strategic need to internally manufacture a certain product or component. The strategic 
value of resources can be referred to as ‘the degree to which these resources have an impact on the growth 
and the prosperity of the company’. It is the extent to which the products create added value for the 
customers. The company should focus on these strategic resources and capabilities that lead to superior 
performance compared to their competitors and that offer unique value for customers. Task of corporate 
management is to identify these resources and capabilities and invest in developing them because time and 
competition can diminish their value. Complementary resources and capabilities can be obtained from 
outsourcing suppliers. According to Quinn & Hilmar, the combination of concentrating companies’ 
resources on core competences and outsourcing other activities lead to significant advantages, namely: high 
return on investment because the company concentrates on what it does best; well-developed resources and 
capabilities create high entry barriers for competition; exploiting the well-developed capabilities of external 
suppliers that would be too costly to replicate in-house; in volatile industries, a focused company reduces 
risks and enhances responsiveness to changing market conditions and customer needs.  

Organizational Theory (OT) is used to study the behaviour and management of companies. The 
theorists state that companies have to transform their business to stay competitive in the XXI century. The 
rapidly changing global world requires a more flexible design. Besides, improved logistics, advanced 
Information and Communication Technology and global access to resources, suppliers and talent make it 
possible to redesign the company into an adaptive entity with loosely coupled networks of organizational 
actors. The virtual company is seen as a suitable structure that can cope with competitive pressures.  In a 
virtual company, most of the key activities are outsourced to distinct world-class suppliers that can develop 
and manufacture these products more effectively. In seeking for innovative ways of value creation and 
greater efficiency the particular outsourcing suppliers continuously change (Galbraith). The outsourcing 
activities are managed from a small headquarter, which coordinates e.g. that the components manufactured 
by outsourcer A are transferred to outsourcer B which assembles the product and transfers the finished 
product to outsourcer C which finally distributes it to the retailers. “This use of an organizational hub to 
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manage suppliers serves to (a) enhance global competitiveness; (b) increase work force flexibility; (c) 
develop inter-organizational synergies in key organizational functions; and (d) reduce administrative 
overhead and fixed costs”. So, this radical transformation enables companies, even new and small 
companies, to act on a global scale by combining strategic flexibility with value creation and cost reduction. 

The Knowledge-Based View (KBV) is grounded on the RBV of the firm, but emphasizes that 
knowledge is the most significant resource that can create sustainable competitive advantage. Whereas 
other resources can lead to superior performance, it is the integration and application of knowledge needed 
to transform these resources into a valuable product that makes it the most unique and in-imitable resource. 
Hence, if a company knows more than its rivals it can gain a competitive advantage, even if the other 
resources controlled by the company are not unique. KBV theorists assert that strategic advantages created 
by knowledge can be sustained due to the difficulty of imitation. Knowledge is socially complex and 
idiosyncratic to the firm. Applying the KBV to outsourcing raises the question of whether a company should 
transfer the necessary knowledge to manufacture a product to an outsourcing supplier or should the product 
be manufactured in-house. Different factors, relating to the nature of the knowledge underlying a product 
and the ability to transfer and protect this knowledge, need to be considered when answering this question: 

 Strategic value of knowledge: knowledge can be considered strategic when it enables the company 
to execute its competitive strategy better than its rivals (Zack, 1999); it exploits the competitive resources 
and capabilities to its full potential; and it is valuable, rare, in-imitable and non-substitutable. Companies 
should not outsource manufacturing of products that are based on strategic knowledge, because then it will 
lose its uniqueness and it necessitates protection of Intellectual Property.  

 Knowledge maturity: refers to “the extent to which an activity offers the opportunity to learn how 
to perform the activity more effectively or efficiently” (Zack, 2010, p. 38). In this research, it relates to the 
question if a new and improved version of the product can be designed or if it can be manufactured more 
efficiently? If the answer is no, than the knowledge underlying the product is matured. Maturity can be 
caused by the company finding itself not capable of learning and accumulating knowledge or by the whole 
industry which has reached the state-of-the-art level of development of the product. 

 Knowledge specificity: refers to the ability of knowledge being specified; to state in detail. 
Knowledge can be categorized into explicit knowledge, which is easy to specify, explain, and document, 
and tacit knowledge which is personal, difficult to formalize and can only be observed through its 
application. The former can easily be shared by communication between companies; the transfer of the 
latter is slow, costly, and uncertain. So if the knowledge needed to manufacture a product is highly specific, 
which is explicit knowledge, it is ideal for outsourcing purposes because it can easily be transferred to the 
supplier.  

 Proximity: refers to the similarity of the outsourcing company in comparison to the foreign supplier 
based on physical location, relation, culture, institution and knowledge. 

- Physical proximity: influences the effort, time, and cost of transferring knowledge through 
different media. Tacit knowledge sharing necessitates rich, direct and frequent communication 
which is best realized by companies in close proximity. 

- Relational proximity: refers to “duration and quality of the experience that the two contracting 
parties have working together”. Long-term positive outsourcing relations will make the transfer 
more effective and efficient and decreases the risk of misappropriation. 

- Cultural proximity: refers to cultural differences between the company and the supplier, which 
complicate the knowledge transfer. E.g. language, norms and values, etc. Institutional proximity: 
the environment comprises legal, regulatory and governmental institutions. Factors like IPRs can 
obstruct knowledge transfer and protection. 

- Knowledge proximity: refers to “how large a gap exists between the source and the recipient in 
terms of their knowledge bases”. The larger the gap between the company and the supplier is, the 
more problems the supplier has with integrating the knowledge needed to manufacture the product. 

So the greater the difference between the company and the outsourcing supplier is – based on location, 
relation, culture, institution and knowledge – the more difficult and costly it will be to transfer and protect 
knowledge from misappropriation.  

 Experience: refers to the degree to which the company has previous international outsourcing or 
international business experiences. Prior positive international outsourcing experience will contribute to a 
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more open attitude towards outsourcing other components or manufacturing processes as well. In addition, 
knowledge of a particular location, because of prior international business endeavors, will make it a more 
attractive outsourcing destination.  

In sum, outsourcing manufacturing of products that is based on strategic knowledge will jeopardize 
the current and future competitive advantage of the company. However, mature knowledge diminishes the 
opportunity to learn, which in combination with high knowledge specificity makes it appropriate for 
outsourcing endeavors. There is little potential for performing the activity more effectively or efficiently 
and it is easy to explain and document how the product should be manufactured. It also reduces the risk of 
misappropriation of knowledge. Outsourcing to suppliers which operate in an environment which in 
proximity is close to that of the company, makes the transfer and protection of knowledge less difficult and 
less costly. Finally, it is expected that companies choose outsourcing locations over which they have 
knowledge, generated either by previous outsourcing or international business experiences.  

The Location Theory (LT) focuses on the geographic location of economic activities. In this research, 
economic activity refers to manufacturing of products. The LT relates to which manufacturing processes or 
where and why components are manufactured. The theory is based on the belief that companies select 
locations that are beneficial and increase their profits. In general, when companies operate across borders 
they have to cope with different environmental factors like:  

 Political: elements of a country’s political climate such as nationalism, terrorism, stability of 
government, trade restrictions, and international organizations which can influence the success of 
international business;  

 Physical: elements of nature such as location, topography, climate and natural resources. Location 
and topography are for example important factors influencing the efficiency of transporting the 
manufactured products. The natural resources need to be considered because these might be essential for 
manufacturing the products; 

 Economic: factors like unit labour costs, just like other manufacturing factors, ultimately determine 
the price the company has to pay for the outsourced manufactured product. Outsourcing to LCCs will reduce 
operational costs;  

 Socio-cultural: elements of culture such as attitudes and beliefs, religion and language are important 
to international managers. Managers have to understand the characteristics of a specific foreign culture, 
need to accept the differences and adapt to the norms and values of this culture when doing business with 
this country. It is important to reflect if companies can communicate in a common language or if foreign 
managers prefer to do business in their local language. If so, the disadvantages of using an interpreter need 
to be considered;  

 Technological: the technological skills affect how resources are converted to products. To be able 
to manufacture the technological products the employees of the supplier need to be skilled in welding, 
processing and shaping metal, etc. and need to know how to make a product based on technological 
drawings or a mould; 

 Legal: the foreign laws and regulations govern the constraints in which international companies 
must operate. An established legal system and security of IPR are important to protect the product from 
being copied by the supplier;  

 Labour: composition, skills, and attitudes of labour are of importance because these forces affect 
productivity and ultimately a company’s profitability. The quality and quantity of labour are significant 
because the workforce has to be able to manufacture the product as was required by the company.  
 
Conclusions 
 

Although the environmental factors affect doing international business in general, it is expected that 
this will also affect the success of international outsourcing. The way and potential of doing business with 
a specific foreign supplier will be likely influenced by these external factors. In addition, when companies 
are already outsourcing manufacturing to a certain location, it is expected that a negative impact of changes 
in environmental circumstances will lead to reconsideration of the outsourcing strategy. When outsourcing 
to a particular country is no longer beneficial due to increasing costs and risks companies will probably 
look for other outsourcing destinations. 
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Diagnosis of Bank Capital in Ukraine and Ways of its 
Optimization Settings 
 
NADIIA TSYGANOVA8 
 
 
Abstract: The article investigates the quantitative and qualitative parameters of bank capital by the example 
of the banking system of Ukraine. Theoretical analysis of existing approaches to define the essence of 
banking capital in the broad and narrow sense and determine its adequacy was held. On this basis the article 
analyses the dynamics of Ukrainian banks capital, changes in its compliance with bank assets, GDP, which 
led to the conclusion of negative processes in banking. Insufficient amount of bank capital in Ukraine creates 
obstacles to economic growth and forms the basis of destabilization of banking sector. The article 
investigates the factors that have degraded capitalization of Ukrainian banks and destabilized the banking 
sector in recent years. The critical analysis of the measures by the Central bank, National Bank of Ukraine 
to improve the condition of bank capitalization is performed. The system of measures is suggested, its 
implementation will ensure the growth of bank capital due to both external and internal sources. The author's 
vision of the formation of bank capital in Ukraine and the problems that occur, and the realities of Ukrainian 
bank capital growth are presented. On this basis, specific proposals for comprehensive internal and external 
sources of bank capital increase are formulated. The article also discusses the need for comprehensive 
changes in regulatory policy, the Central Bank system of taxation of profits of banks, consolidation of the 
existing legislation on banks that would solve the problem of optimizing the parameters of bank capital. 
 
Keywords: Bank capital • Capitalization of banks • Recapitalization of banks • Banking system • Banking 
sources of capital growth 
 
Abbreviations 
NBU – National Bank of Ukraine 
 
Introduction 
 

The banking system of Ukraine is in the process of formation and restructuring, and still does not meet 
the needs of economic development. The limited ability of banks for lending– especially medium and long 
term – to businesses and unattractive banking products create significant barriers to the formation of the 
resource base of banks. A large number of small banks have a negative impact on prices and range of 
banking services. Therefore, the growth of bank consolidation is seen as the real way to solve many 
problems in the banking sector. Growth of bank capital is an important prerequisite for the further 
development of the banking system. 

Today the low level of capital adequacy of domestic banks is one of the most urgent problems of the 
banking system of Ukraine. The bank’s capital ensures its reliability and ability to withstand financial risks, 
describes the potential for its further development, the rating position and so on. In terms when there’s a 
lack of stability of the banking system, low confidence in customers increasing the share capital ensure 
capital adequacy requirements and improves the quality indicators of banks' resource base. 

In the pre-crisis period from 2001 to 2008 there was a positive trend to increase lending by banks in 
the real economy. This was due to such factors as increasing bank resources and reduced rate of the National 
Bank of Ukraine. In general, bank activities in 2000-2007 were held in more favourable conditions than in 
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the 1990s. A further increase in the capitalization of the banking system of Ukraine should be also 
considered a favourable factor, although the requirements for this index include higher?. So,the number of 
banks with the size of the regulatory capital of 500 mln. UAH increased to 49 as of January 1, 2014, 
however, during the first ten months of 2015 these parameters deteriorated significantly, indicating that 
there are serious problems to ensure the capitalization of banks. Positive changes are taking place in the 
structure of the banking system: the number of small banks has been reduced, of medium and large – is 
growing. Further development of the banking system and increase of the capitalization of Ukrainian banks 
have to shape overall economic upward trend. Of great importance for the growth of capitalization, the 
profitability of banking should be improved. However, the level of capitalization and quality of capital of 
domestic banks should be much better. These figures are still much inferior not only to indicators of large 
banks in developed market economies, but also to most of developing countries. 

Along with positive changes in the activities of banks there are also negative, namely, a high 
percentage of unstable banks; moving significant reserves for active operations, causing a significant 
increase in costs. Insufficient level indicators of liquidity, profitability, solvency, capitalization and 
increased risky activity, especially in the field of foreign exchange transactions also cause concerns. All 
these factors do not cause adequate confidence in banks, which in turn is reflected in their resource base. 

New requirements for regulatory capital of banks, which take effect in stages up to 2023, should ensure 
the solvency of the Ukrainian banks to restore confidence in them9. Since July 11, 2014 the National Bank 
of Ukraine has started activities to increase regulatory capital of the banks to reach the target of $500 mln 
by July 11, 2023. As for the under-capitalized banks NBU intends to take a number of measures which 
restrict their activities until reorganization. However, the increase in capital of the banking system faced the 
obstacles that caused a number of objective and subjective conditions, including inadequate theoretical 
justification for this. In particular, the criteria for optimal parameters of size and structure of bank capital 
are not clearly defined, and they prioritize sources of capital increase in terms of destabilizing financial 
markets. 

 
Literature review 

 
Theoretical and practical aspects of bank capital were investigated by a number of domestic and 

foreign scientists, but a number of significant points are not clarified or contradictory. Among them is the 
question of nature and adequacy of bank capital and the capitalization of banks. 

Modern approaches to defining the essence of banking capital are characterized by uncertainty and 
existence of significant differences, which in fact often boil down to what kind of balance sheet includes 
this concept. A broad interpretation of the term implies that bank capital is identified with the resource base 
of the bank, and at the macro level - the part of the loan capital that is accumulated in the banking institutions. 
These positions were advocated by Ashauer Gunter (1996), A.G. Zavgorodnii, G.L. Vozniuk, and T.S. 
Smovzhenko (2002). In the narrow sense, bank capital is identified with bank's own capital, i.e. with funds 
contributed by the owners of the bank consisting mainly of share capital, reserves and retained earnings. 
This narrow approach was used by scientists P. Rose (1995), A.M. Frost (2000), Roger LeRoy Miller and 
David D. VanHoose (2000), and V.M. Usoskin (2014). Joseph F. Sinkey (1994) also uses the narrow 
approach defining the bank's capital as the difference between assets and liabilities, but believes that it more 
accurately reflects the size of the total market value of shares. In our view, such an interpretation has more 
quantitative parameters characterizing the bank capital, in particular - its cost. As for the wide or narrow 
interpretation of the essence of the concept "bank capital", rather reasoned position is M.D. Alekseienko’s 
(2002), which focuses on the properties of such capital, the ability to self-expand or to create a profit, and 
this has based his vision of banking capital. It defines capital as bank cash and a strong cash share tangible, 
intangible and financial assets held by banks and used by them for operations of placements and services 
for profit. However, applying a broad interpretation of the essence of the concept ‘bank capital’, M.D. 
Alekseienko does not identify it with the concept of ‘banking resources’. He stresses that bank capital serves 
as a part of banking resources in any given bank resources greater than or equal to banking capital to it. We 
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agree with this approach, as it most closely reflects the economic content of such complex economic 
category as capital. We also agree with the position of M.D. Alekseienko (2003) which distinguishes the 
following types of bank capital by source of its formation, if it is involved, borrowed and own capital of the 
bank. 

S.M. Savluk (2012) also quite thoroughly explores the differences of interpretation of bank capital in 
the broad sense and narrow. And to avoid confusion on the conceptual level he considers it appropriate to 
call the bank's capital in the narrow sense of his own capital of the bank, while the broad interpretation - 
bank capital. And he suggests replacing the term ‘bank capital’ in its broadest sense by the term ‘bank 
resources’ in the future. In our opinion, the change will not remove the problem of conceptual apparatus, 
because the term ‘resource bank’ is used in the practice of banking and its use also raises problematic family 
moments. 

When it comes to the size of bank capital and its compliance with the objectives of sustainable and 
effective functioning of the bank, they usually use the concept of capitalization of banks. This term has 
recently been often found in scientific publications. Conflicting approaches to defining the essence of this 
phenomenon negatively affect the practice in this area and may create obstacles to successful 
implementation of changes in the banking system of Ukraine. 

It should be noted that the authors of several publications on the capitalization of banks and the 
banking system, including Kovalchuk E.A., Kovalchuk D.F. (2001) Vladychyn U.V. (2002), Slowjanska N. 
(2002), Y.V. Prokhorov (2012), Tarasevich N.V. (2013) focus on the practical aspects of capitalization and 
do not give a definition of these concepts. There is also a tendency to equate actual concepts of 
"capitalization" and "capital adequacy" in the same sense as well as the term "not full capitalization" or 
"insufficient capitalization." This approach is observed in official documents (such as the Regulations of the 
National Bank of Ukraine "About the Order of Regulation of Banks in Ukraine") and therefore becomes 
widespread. In the same sense, Russian scholars S. Kozhin and I. Baiev used the term "capitalization" 
(2002). In this group of authors questions arise only on what kind of capital is in question. So the head of 
relations with banks V.I. Samoilov (2002) in an interview to "Galitsky Contracts" noted that "some experts 
understand the capitalization under increasing share capital, which is absolutely wrong. In relation to the 
existing banks it comes to regulatory capital, intended to cover various banking risks ". Slowjanska N. 
(2002) distinguishes between the concept of "capitalization of commercial banks" and "concentration of 
banking capital" (the latter is determined by the number of banking institutions in the country and capital 
base that they account). 

However, there are other approaches of reference publications to determine the nature capitalization. 
Famous Russian "Finance and Credit Encyclopedic Dictionary" defines the term as "the use of profits, bank, 
non-bank financial institution, insurance company or any other organization to increase its capital." In 
Ukrainian "Financial Dictionary" edited by A.G. Zagorodny defines capitalization as "conversion value 
added (retained earnings) in the capital, i.e. its use to expand production (increase in assets)." The authors 
of the "Economical Encyclopedia" understand capitalization as transformation of profit into capital, using 
it to expand the case (and the method of valuation of the enterprise). This approach is a traditional economic 
thought and we fully support it and believe that the term capitalization is advisable to consider a situation 
where there’s a growth of the bank's equity at the expense of profits. Otherwise, we should talk about an 
increase in bank capital, ensuring its adequacy and so on. On this basis, we will find out the prerequisites 
and consequences of capitalization of banks and identify obstacles to ensure capital adequacy of Ukrainian 
banks and ways to overcome them. 
 
Basic Results of the Research 
 

Since bank capital performs several important functions to ensure the stable operation for the 
protection of the interests of creditors, its size and structure are the subject of regulatory attention. National 
Bank of Ukraine regularly increases the capital requirements for increasing Ukrainian banks. Since 1991 
the size of the share capital requirements for commercial banks is constantly growing. With the unstable 
national currency, these requirements were originally in rubles (5 million rubles in 1991 and 1 billion rubles 
on 01.10.1993). Then they tried to tie the ECU (3 million ECU on 1.1.1994, 1 million ECU on 30.12.1996, 
and 2 million ECU on 25.05.1998). After the collapse of the national currency in 1998, NBU recommended 
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to determine the rate of the ECU on the basis of 2.25 UAH / USD. Later there were attempts to determine 
capital ratios in local currency, but hryvnia instability triggered the resumption of the use of the ECU, which 
at that time turned into euro. Determining capital ratios in local currency was only used after the crisis in 
2008 first – 75 mln, in 2010 - 120 mln, and later - 500 mln. 

Consistent capital increases Ukrainian banks, share capital, in particular, is an extremely important 
factor in stabilization of the banking system and economic growth. For small-sized banks there are no 
sufficient resources for lending heavy machinery and other industries that require significant financial 
investment to upgrade fixed assets and innovation. The positive developments in this area should be noted 
in the observed steady upward trend in the share capital of Ukrainian banks and, in particular, the paid-up 
share capital, but this process is slowing down (except  2013), as evidenced by the analysis of the rate 
increase authorized capital (Table 1). 

Table1 
Change in the volume of the authorized capital of Ukrainian banks in 1994-2014, mln UAH 

Indices 1994 1995 2000 2005 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Capital, mln UAH  365 1580 6450 25450 137725 155487 169320 192599 148023 
Share capital*, 
mln UAH 88 541 3666 16111 145857 171865 175204 185239 180150 

The growth rate of 
the share capital 5.87 6.15 1.26 1.39 1.22 1.18 1.02 1.06 0.97 

Source: Composed according to the National Bank of Ukraine data at the period end* to 2003 - paid share capital 
 

As you can see from the table, first in the Ukrainian banking system a stable tendency to increase the 
registered capital of banks, which has weakened slightly since 2010 and in 2014 reduction was generally 
observed (Figure 1). It was significant in 2012-14. Share capital exceeded the equity of banks, due to the 
activities of a number of unprofitable banks and reserves that were not fully formed. In 2015, the National 
Bank of Ukraine has managed to stabilize the situation through its efforts. As of October 1, 2015 the total 
authorized capital of Ukrainian banks amounted to 201.4 billion UAH, which means its increase 11.76% 
during the year. 

Figure 1 The evolution of the share capital of Ukrainian banks in 1994-2014, mln UAH 
Source: Composed according to the National Bank of Ukraine data at the period end 
 
The World Bank and the IMF in the late 1990s suggested that Ukraine should not be a bank with capital of 
less than €50 mln. For this it was proposed not only to accelerate the consolidation of domestic banks, but 
also to significantly increase the requirements for the establishment of new banks. In 2013 -15 NBU actions 
were the practical expression of this strategy. However, the considerable strengthening of capital 
requirements for banks does not automatically ensure stability of the banking system. Artificial acceleration 
of capitalization excluding general economic trends could create new problems. Growth of bank capital 
should be based on the needs of the economy and the general laws of the competitive environment in the 
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banking sector. The negative consequences for the economy and the banking system are insufficient 
capitalization and increasing banks' capital economically unreasonable rates. 
From the macroeconomic point of view the huge importance is not only capital adequacy of individual 
banks but the whole banking capital adequacy within the banking system. Optimality criterion for 
increasing the rate of bank capital can serve their correlation with the growth of banks' assets. Accelerated 
capital in relation to the capacity assets increases banking risks and contributes to shifting their clients. Too 
fast compared to asset growth of banks' capital eventually causes reduction in the efficiency of their 
activities. In the Ukrainian banks there are systemic imbalances between the growth of assets and capital 
of banks (Figure 2). With the arrival of foreign banking capital in Ukrainian banks aggressively increase 
market assets, which account for growth peak of 76.2% in 2008. Since 2009 the situation has changed and 
the banks are increasing more rapidly in equity. This is caused by the deteriorating financial condition of 
borrowers in crisis and significant narrowing of credit, slowing deposit growth in conditions of 
destabilization of the banking sector and reduction of credibility and simultaneous build-up requirements 
for the capitalization of banks. However, as we see from the figure, in 2014 the ratio of capital and assets 
of banks got worse again, but then, unfortunately, we have decreasing rates. Because of a large part of 
unprofitable banks the capital of most banks’ assets reduced in 2014. In 2015 the rate of change gradually 
aligned. So, we can conclude that an important criterion for optimality quantification of bank capital is not 
only absolute figures embodied in H1 norm, but also relative ones that are reflected in H2. In this matter 
there are no significant variations in the rate of change of these indicators. 

Figure 2 Dynamics of assets and capital of Ukrainian banks (mln UAH) at the beginning of the period 
Source: Composed according to the National Bank of Ukraine data 

According to the Instruction on Regulation of Banks in Ukraine the following standards for bank 
capital as the minimum regulatory capital (H1), capital adequacy (H2), capital adequacy (H3) are adopted. 
According to these requirements, all banks are divided into well-capitalized, undercapitalized, not fully-
capitalized, significantly under-capitalized, and critically under-capitalized in terms of capital adequacy. In 
the banking system of Ukraine the average value of H2 at the beginning of 2015 was 15.6% and the norm 
H3 was 12.7%, indicating a sufficient safety margin of banks. However, the situation worsened during the 
year (Figure 3). The reason is significant reduction in regulatory capital during the year as a result of losses 
and reduction in reserves, and problems involving subordinated debt. 

A positive for that moment tendency of reducing the volumes of regulating capital raised on 
conditions of subordinated debt was also observed during the 1990s. Whereas in 2000 and during the 
previous years it was one of the main sources of capital adequacy, in the period of 2001 - 2002 the rate of 
its growth was significantly slowing down and in the first half of 2002 it declined by 12.5%. However crisis 
phenomena of 2008-2009 stimulated the build-up of subordinated debt and the increase of its share in 
regulating banks' capital. The growth of balance capital occurred mainly due to the increase of the paid 
statute capital, as well as a result of overestimation of main funds and intangible assets. The dynamics of 
capital backing in the crisis and post-crisis periods was negative.  
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Figure 3 Fulfillment of H2 Norm by Ukrainian banks during January – November 2015, % 
Source: Based on data of National Bank of Ukraine 

Thus the problem of raising capital adequacy indices remains topical for domestic banks. When 
comparing the rate of growth of capital, banks' assets and liabilities forestalling of the latter is observed. 
For the assessment of capital adequacy an indicator that describes the ratio of the total banks' capital to the 
country's GDP should be used. Index of the ratio of banks' equity capital to GDP is also insufficient in 
Ukraine. In 2011 it was only 11.8%. However, in the period of 2009 - 2013, except for 2011, the dynamics 
can be considered as positive. Political and economic destabilization in 2014 had a negative impact on this 
figure: we see the decline to 94% (Fig. 4). 

Figure 4 Dynamics of Ukrainian banks’ capital (bln UAH) and ratio of its volume to GDP in Ukraine (%), 
year-end figures 
Source: Based on National Bank of Ukraine and State Statistics Committee of Ukraine data 

Thus, this figure is clearly insufficient in Ukraine, for example, in Great Britain the aggregate banks' 
capital totals to more than 100% of annual GDP. In comparison with the situation in other countries, the 
domestic banking system remains behind this indicator. Insufficiently formed banks' capital base obstructs 
the enlarged reproduction, constricts the perspectives of economic growth and innovative development of 
the economy. The reasons for this lie in both the specific situation in the banking sector of Ukraine, and in 
the plane of the general macroeconomic problems of functioning of our country's economy. Reduction of 
GDP, worsening of business conditions, deep bank credibility gap, that causes massive outflow of 
resources, deterioration of the balance of payments and devaluation of the national currency, intensification 
of inflation, high interest rates and reduction of foreign-exchange reserves, rising unemployment and 
impoverishment of the population deeply influence the financial condition of banks at the macro level. So 
the overall financial condition of the banks is the reflection of general economic issues. 

However, the specific problems of functioning of the banking sector, which caused problems in the 
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sphere of bank capital's formation and securing of the banks' capitalisation should be taken into account. 
Raising bank equity capital may occur on the basis of both internal and external sources. Capitalisation of 
profit should be the main source of the bank capital's growth. However, it is a slow way of bank capital 
growth. The banking system of Ukraine is sufficiently integrated into the international financial space and 
Ukrainian banks are forced to compete with large foreign bank capital that entered the Ukrainian market. 
Therefore, our young state doesn't have decades and centuries in order to move this way slowly. 
Furthermore, during 2014-2015 leading Ukrainian banks showed unprofitable activity which makes such 
solution of capitalisation problems impossible. So, as of October 1, 2015 the banking system of Ukraine 
has demonstrated total losses of 68.9 billion hryvnia (Table 2). 

Table 2 
Aggregate profit/loss of Ukrainian banks in 2015, billion hryvnia 

Indices 01.01.2015 01.04.2015 01.07.2015 01.10.2015 
First group banks - 2 801 - 14 944 - 30 493 - 51 472 
Total in banking 

system - 202 - 80 891 - 81 523 - 68 866 
Source: Based on data of National Bank of Ukraine 

 
Therefore, the National Bank of Ukraine focuses on external sources of bank capital formation by 

regulation of processes of securing bank capitalisation. Among them the leading place is taken by the 
attraction of shareholders' additional investment funds under the terms of subordinated debt. However, 
under conditions of political and economic instability such way of capital augmentation is restricted. 
Flotation of banks' debt securities in domestic markets was impossible even in better times, whereas only 
some banks have the access to external markets, mainly to the resources of parent banks.  

The source of increasing bank capital like attraction of additional investors through the issue of 
shares, their flotation and consolidation of banks on the basis of M&A procedures also remains topical. 
However, choosing this way banks face a number of problems, among them we can highlight the following 
ones:  

• general economic problems, including low income of population, insignificant investment activity, 
lack of strategic investors, underdevelopment and opacity of the stock market; 

• credibility gap of the banking system; 
• insufficient profit that banks earn with the tendency to its decrease, low incentives for its 

capitalization, poor regulatory framework on these issues; 
• insignificant attractiveness of banks as investment objects for owners; 
• insufficient regulatory base and not well-adjusted mechanisms for banks’ reorganisation based upon 

their absorption; 
• limited application scope of banking capital. 
Under these circumstances, additional issue of shares and their successful placement are almost unreal 

task. Involvement of the state into the capital of banks is possible, but this way may send wrong signals to 
future owners of the banks and investors, so its use should be limited. In 2015 Budget, very significant 
resources for this purpose are provided, but this does not drastically resolve the problem of banks’ 
capitalisation. Excessive state involvement in banks' capitalisation decreases motivation and responsibility 
of the owners for their actions. However, the Government should act with state banks as the owner, i.e. to 
decide on the capitalisation or asset sale. 

Motivation shaping of owners is important to increase bank capitalisation options. It’s necessary to 
attract new owners, including staff, to build capital. The European banks are attracting creditors with 
subsequent conversion of debt into equity. The capitalisation of banks in developed countries is based 
largely on the personnel and public participation in this process. Domestic banks are not using this resource, 
and the problem is not only in undeveloped financial market but excessive risk of such investment. 

Problems related to the capitalisation of Ukrainian banks are tightly connected with the problems of 
mutual trust between bank owners and the state. The practice of recent decades has shown that investment 
in bank capital in Ukraine is too risky. Increased regulatory requirements, temporary administration and 
liquidation procedures are major threats to the owners. Shaky confidence in the banking sector increases 
the risks of investment in bank capital. These risks are significantly increased because of National Bank of 
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Ukraine (NBU) policy aimed at the elimination of small and medium banks. NBU administration sees major 
problems in the presence of a significant number of small banks, which are uncompetitive in terms of 
financial globalisation and mass arrival of foreign banks on the domestic market of banking services. The 
result of such approach is the following: as of October 1, 2015 55 Ukrainian banks are in the state of 
liquidation, which is more than 28% of the total. At the beginning of 2015, 163 banks had a banking license, 
as of November 1, 2015, only 120 banks have it. 

In general, agreeing on the need to ensure consistent growth of domestic banks and their capitalisation 
options, we want to note that certain points of the National Bank strategy in this area are quite controversial. 
The elimination of a significant number of small banks is able to undermine the confidence of clients in the 
banking sector as a whole. Information on the termination of individual banks, setting up temporary 
administrations, and liquidation procedures in the background of political and economic instability 
stimulate people to withdraw their deposits, even from reliable banks. These actions of the controller have 
led to general deterioration in the banking sector. Abrout 15.2 bn. UAH of liquidation assets were focused 
in banks under liquidation early this year, claims to the owners of insolvent banks made up a total of 58.4 
bn. UAH. This leads to a boom of distrust in the banking system of Ukraine in general. State efforts should 
be made to restore confidence in banks. In the crisis conditions of 2007-2009 the governments in the USA 
and the EU took on additional responsibilities to depositors of banks in order to prevent loss of liquidity. 
The governments of most European countries guaranteed return of each deposit of a troubled bank. These 
measures helped to avoid substantial outflow of resources and bankruptcy of many banks. Also, when 
deciding on the liquidation of the bank, it is necessary to consider whether it is systemically important, 
there are prerequisites for spreading the problems to other banks, or there is a possibility to attract additional 
resources of owners, or the bank is potentially attractive from the standpoint of its joining another 
institution. 

As for entering the capital, this is an extreme measure for the state, which should be limited. If the 
bank is not systemic and does not threaten the stability of other banks Deposit Guarantee Fund of natural 
persons should make the decision about the advisability of its reorganisation or liquidation. Also, the 
possibility of establishing bank groups and holdings for solving the problems of capitalisation of banks is 
not sufficiently used in Ukraine. It would not eliminate small banks, which are profitable, but do not comply 
with regulatory requirements on bank capital and form the basis of similar associations.  

An important tool for recapitalisation of banks may become a part of asset sale and decrease of 
balance settings. A number of European and American banks chose this way during the last crisis. 
According to international experience, creation of bank resolution and effective system of evaluation and 
sale of assets contribute to this. However, at the level of the banking system, this reduction has its limits 
which suspend or significantly restrict lending to the economy. Effective system of evaluation of assets 
needs to answer the question which of them need to be sold immediately and which – to be frozen till better 
times. Also, in Ukraine it is necessary to solve the problem of actual lack of a system of sale of bank assets 
and availability of good buyers in this market segment. In the world these problems is partly solved by the 
so-called Bad banks, where, as in a refrigerator, one can place bank assets and keep there for a certain time. 
Bad banks are created in conditions of significant destabilisation of the banking sector and the need for 
state intervention with the aim of its stabilisation. 

Significant shifts in solving the problem of bank capitalisation occurred under the influence of 
implementation of the recommendations of the Basel Committee. However, there are still many unresolved 
questions, especially, concerning methodological approaches for the evaluation of the assets of the banks 
that will be considered by Basel 4. Crisis events have shown that the existing methods of evaluation of the 
bank assets did not provide the real picture of their condition. For the evaluation of bank capitalisation, it 
is appropriate to use stress tests and evaluation of the quality of the assets that characterize the real size of 
the capital of the banks. Crisis evaluation of impairment of the assets should take into account their 
dynamics in the future. 

Development of the domestic banking system requires a balanced and scientifically sound 
development strategy, which should be based on the following conceptual positions: the consolidation of 
banks on the basis of the procedures of merging and joining with the participation of foreign and state 
investment, the provision of phased capitalisation of banks on the basis of the public offering of the shares 
and creation of systems of protection of interests of minority shareholders, the provision of transparency of 
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information about the real owners of the bank, strengthening the responsibility of owners and management 
of banks for misrepresentation of data of financial accounts, prevention of withdrawal of capital owners 
directly from the bank, the creation of bank resolution and effective mechanism of recovery of balances of 
the banks, provision of effective system of monitoring of the domestic banking sector, formation of banking 
system, competitive in the conditions of financial globalisation and adequate to the needs of the domestic 
economy. This strategy should be aimed to rebuild confidence as a basis for stable functioning of banks. 
This is the main task of the Government in this sphere and its key responsibility. 

The strategy should determine the parameters of the banking system necessary for crediting the real 
sector. It is important to preserve the bank competition and not to prevent monopolisation of the market of 
bank services. On the other hand, acceleration of capital accumulation in the bank sector is a basic 
prerequisite for the provision of international competitiveness of the Ukrainian banking sector and economy 
as a whole. 
 
Conclusion 
 

The analysis has shown that the quantitative parameters of the capital of banks in Ukraine aren’t 
optimal and do not meet the needs of the economy on business lending and providing economic growth. In 
the past year, banks did not fulfill the regulatory requirements of NBU on capital. There occurs deterioration 
of owned capital and assets ratio. The ratio of bank capital and gross domestic product is not optimal, 
making the structural changes in the economy and its innovative development impossible. 

Ukrainian banking sector requires systemic measures for increasing bank capital and providing 
capitalisation of banks, which should be based on a combination of efforts of the owners and the state 
regulator. It is important to form motivation of owners to increase bank capitalisation options. Ukraine does 
not fully use the possibilities of creating bank groups and holdings. It is important to attract new owners, 
including personnel, to build capital. 

Therefore, based on the needs of increasing stability of the banking system, reliability of domestic 
banks and providing trust among the clients, we consider the following necessary: 

• increase the statutory capital of banks through additional share on the basis of public offering; 
• make changes to the regulatory framework to encourage investment in bank shares, including a 

possibility to determine the share exchange ratio in the M&A of banks on market principles; 
• implement measures to further improve the stock market for its transparency; 
• implement the dividend policy aimed at ensuring high rates of capitalisation of banks; 
• intensify the process of restructuring banks, particularly of their associations on the basis of merger, 

which requires to provide tax incentives and simplify organisational procedures; 
• change the tax legislation toward reducing tax pressure on banks to stimulate their capitalisation 

(i.e. the introduction of tax incentives on the part of income that goes to the capital increase); 
• increase the efficiency of bank capital management by studying the positive domestic and foreign 

experience. 
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Abstract: This article has researched the features of innovative development in Ukraine in conditions of 
strengthening global competition. The author analyzes the transformations in development of investment 
and innovation environment in Ukraine, which make it possible to determine the real investment climate 
and innovation attractiveness of this country. It is proved that innovative attractiveness of Ukraine 
significantly affects not only the general state of the national economy, but also the conditions of doing 
business. 

The problems of cooperation between Ukraine and the EU in industry, science, technology, and 
innovation are analyzed. The perspective directions of developing mutually beneficial cooperation with the 
priorities of implementation of the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU are determined, as 
well as national economic interests of Ukraine. Recommendations for the development of progressive forms 
of production and scientific and technical cooperation between Ukraine and the EU are offered. 

The role of international cooperation in the innovation process in the formation of European 
integration of Ukraine is big. Approaches to determining the integrated nature of the innovation potential 
and methods of assessment are formulated. Innovative potential of Ukraine in the context of its components 
(the resource, producing and effective) in the context of European criteria and parameters is characterized. 
And structured institutional conditions, factors and trends of modern development cooperation Ukraine and 
the EU in the innovation area are systematically investigated. 

The article also reveals a complex of micro and macroeconomic measures to develop forms of 
Ukraine-EU cooperation in the sphere of innovation, proposed organizational mechanisms, financial 
software implementation, and development of the national innovation potential in the process of European 
integration. 
 
Keywords: Innovation • Innovative technologies • Innovative cooperation • Integration of Ukraine into the 
EU innovation space 
 
Introduction 
 

Enhancing innovation cooperation between Ukraine and the EU is becoming more important in the 
context of definition of strategic guidelines of foreign policy in the intense competitive world economic 
space. Identifying ways of qualitative change in international specialization of production due to increasing 
exports of high technology products and services, positive effects of Ukraine's accession to the WTO are 
caused by formation of a new paradigm of economic relations and relationships. 

Gradual increase in EU member states with different levels of scientific, technological and innovation 
development leads to the need to combine universal for European innovation cooperation mechanisms with 
particular, appropriate to each country, forms and methods of regulation and stimulation of innovation 
processes. In these circumstances, Ukraine and other countries outside the EU are new opportunities to 
deepen cooperation in innovation sphere. Indeed, despite some loss of research potential in the last two 
decades, Ukraine has largely kept effective opportunities for inclusion and use of the potential of innovation 
cooperation. On these grounds it is possible to form modern Ukraine's European integration policy. Thus, 
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a study of conditions of formation and use of innovative capacity of European integration is of considerable 
scientific and practical interest. 
 
Literature review 

 
Among the works on the problems of globalization and European integration, macroeconomic policy 

coordination and cooperation in innovation-technological sphere are the works of famous foreign 
economists B.Balassa, R.Vernon, G. Helbreyt, G. Danninh, A. Dynkin, P. Druker , G. Kollynz, R. Lukas, 
A. Lundvall, R. Nelson, M. Porter, D. Saks, R. Sollou, S. Stern, M. Frimen, N. Shmelov, J. Schumpeter, 
F.Yansen and others. 

The theory and practice of international scientific-technical integration is sufficiently covered in 
publications of local scientists and experts. Various aspects of international movement of capital in the 
context of innovation and technological development were discussed in the works of L. Antonyuk, O. 
Bilorus, Z. Varnaliya, A. Halchynskoho, V. Heytsya, N. Meshko, D. Luk'yanenko, A. Poruchnyk, A. 
Rum'yantseva (это женский род или родительный падеж?), V. Syzonenko, A. Filipenko, O. Shnyrkov 
and others. They considered issues of macroeconomic policy coordination and cooperation in the 
innovation sphere, implementation of mutual technology projects. 

However, some questions remain not fully explored, due to the dynamic changes in the integration 
processes, exacerbation of international competition; emergence of new phenomena that require reflection 
and evaluation system. These issues stipulate the research of potential of innovative cooperation between 
Ukraine and the EU. This analysis should provide a mechanism for implementing the recommendations on 
the possibilities of cooperation of this country with European countries, and increasing the efficiency of the 
national innovation system. 
 
Results 

 
The potential of innovation cooperation in essence embodies the complementary interaction of 

multinational innovation systems. At different levels of integration of these systems various objectives of 
the specific results of joint innovation can be formulated. Thus, at the level of interaction between the 
individual subjects of international business can be such problem: expand markets, minimizing the costs of 
scientific research (R & D), concentration of investment resources, at the regional association of national 
innovation capabilities aim at efficient use of integrated scientific and technological potentials. 

The practice of European and other countries with high innovation activity shows that the mechanism 
has clustered deployment innovation: they appear in the economic system as a complete set of new products 
and technologies. This is confirmed by the experience of multinational corporations that take advantage of 
cluster organization of the innovation process, international cooperation of production and financial 
processes. 

The potential of innovation cooperation of various countries, first, belongs to the producing and 
effective component of every national innovation system on the level of the resource (Lukyanenko D., 
2006); secondly, the ability to combine the intellectual, scientific, technological and production capabilities 
for diffusion of innovation, especially in the most prepared for their perception of the country; thirdly, the 
degree of innovation activity assistance pulses structural transformation in less developed countries 
included in the integration processes on a global or regional scale. The potential inability of innovation 
cooperation is the economic degradation of the national innovation system under the influence of financial 
and resource limitation nature can lead to unequal exchange loss of international competitiveness of the 
country (Varnaliy S., 2013). 

In the context of the European integration intentions of Ukraine, the problem of the existing 
innovation potential is analyzed and compared with the parameters of the innovative capacity of the EU. 
On this basis, it is clear that real opportunities for innovation have a mechanism of cooperation between 
Ukraine and the EU. 

Please note that innovative activity in Ukraine tends to slow down for a long time. If in the mid 1990s, 
the share of innovation active enterprises accounted for 23% of the total, in 20131715 companies were 
engaged in innovative activity in Ukrainian industry, accounting for 16.8% of the total in Ukraine, while in 
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2010 – 1,462 companies (13.8%), and in 2004 – 1,359 companies (13.7%). 
However, despite some positive dynamics in Ukraine innovation development indicators lag behind 

similar global values. Thus, in the leading countries – the US, Japan, Germany and France the share of 
innovation active enterprises varies is within 70-80%; in the EU-27 the share of companies that implement 
innovation is four times as big as in Ukraine (Dynkin A., 2012). 

According to the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, the factors influencing implementation of 
innovation (i.e., prevented enterprises) were economic: shortage of own funds (indicated 80.1% of 
industrial enterprises), high cost of innovation (55.5%), lack of financial support from the state (53.7%), 
high economic risk (41%), inadequate legal basis (40.4%), long payback innovation (38.7%), and lack of 
funds to customers (33.3%). In addition, 19.7% of companies indicated that lack of opportunities for 
cooperation with other enterprises and scientific organizations, 17.4% – lack of information about new 
technologies, 17.4% – the lack of information on new markets, 20% – lack of qualified personnel, 16.6% 
– unfavourable to innovation enterprises, and 16.0% – lack of demand for products prevented the 
implementation of innovation. Of these, 47.7% of companies spent money on product innovation, 52.3% 
of companies – on innovation process in 2013. 

In Ukraine work on innovation sales has somewhat intensified in recent years. However, unlike in 
the west with received internal transfer of innovation, Ukrainian enterprises usually sell licenses on research 
results that have not yet been implemented and buy overseas technology created 10-15 years before, thus, 
continuing their life cycle. Thus, according to State Statistics Committee of Ukraine data, there has been a 
sharp decrease in acquisition of new technologies outside Ukraine in recent years (Table 1). 

Table 1 
Number of purchased and transferred new technologies in Ukraine and abroad for the acquisition and 

transfer forms 

 

Acquisition of new 
technologies  Transfer of new technologies 

in Ukraine outside 
Ukraine in Ukraine outside 

Ukraine 
2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 

Total 571 512 168 139 22 25 7 8 
including forms of acquisition 
(transfer) patent rights, licenses to use 
inventions, industrial designs, utility 
models 

56 42 3 16 1 – 4 – 

results of research and development 190 160 11 20 18 23 – 8 
know-how, purchase agreements 
(transfer) technology 26 30 10 7 – – 2 – 

purchase (sale) equipment 263 259 139 91 2 2 1 – 
focused reception (transition) on the 
work of skilled professionals 24 5 2 1 – – – – 

other 12 16 3 4 1 – – – 
Source compiled according to the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine data at the end of period 

 
Thus, to implement innovation in 2013 193 domestic enterprises purchased 651 items of new 

technology, of which 139 outside Ukraine (in 2012 – 739 and 168), while in 2006 382 were purchased 
outside Ukraine and in 2004 – 721. This indicates gradual reorientation of national enterprises to innovative 
projects by Ukrainian developers. Of the total number of purchased technology 350 were equipment, 
including 91 outside Ukraine; 180 – as a result of research and development (20); 58 – contracts for the 
purchase of rights to patents, licenses to use inventions, industrial designs, utility models (16); 37 – the 
agreements on the purchase of technology and know-how (7); 6 – with targeted recruitment of qualified 
professionals (1). 

However, Ukraine has a high relative share in the world trade bridge and provides scientific high-
tech goods. So, today Ukrainian export products with high added value do not exceed 0.02% of the world. 
In 2013 the company implemented 1031 product innovation by 35.9 billion UAH, or 3.3% of total volume 
of industrial products (in 2012 respectively 36.2 billion UAH and 3.3%). 344 companies performed sales 
of goods from Ukraine, the volume of which amounted to 44.7% of total sales of innovative products, 
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including CIS countries – 25.3%. 
Almost every fourth company implemented production which was new to the market. The volume of 

such products amounted to 12.4 billion, 53% of which 102 enterprises have set for export. The majority of 
enterprises in 2013 (86%) have implemented products which were new only to the enterprise. Their volume 
amounted to 23.5 billion, 40.4% of which 271 companies implemented outside Ukraine. 

While the post-industrial countries are continuously increasing their presence in world markets of 
scientific and technical products (for example, today such countries as the Netherlands and the United 
States, South Korea, Ireland, respectively, accounted for 35%, 36% and 48% of the total market of 
innovative goods that estimated more than 2.5 trillion. dollars), for Ukraine's foreign trade significant 
structural imbalances, primarily due to the low level of intellectualization and knowledge-consumptive 
export are inherent. 

For Ukraine, the situation is almost the same as in the EU countries where technological and 
commercial innovation potential use parameters have a negative trend. One of the drawbacks of national 
innovation systems in the EU is relative backwardness of European companies in the implementation of 
scientific and technological developments in the competitive advantage. This is evidenced by the negative 
balance of foreign trade in high technical complexity and the decline is estimated at 25% return on 
investment in research and development. To address this strategic objective European countries, like 
Ukraine, should develop new priorities and better coordination of innovation policy (Hal'chyns'kyi A., 
2012). 

The situation in Western countries is very different from the Ukrainian. Of particular interest in the 
development of innovative sphere is the experience of the European Union, the USA, Japan, Canada and 
Israel. Central to this system is the sphere of research and implementation of new technologies on the basis 
of preferential loans and taxation, insurance, and direct financing venture enterprise. Provide appropriate 
incentives for innovative companies, special institutions: ministries and departments, scientific, technical 
and technological foundations, techno-park structure, commercial banks, insurance funds, etc. The 
activities of these institutions are based on the laws on support innovative businesses, the protection of 
industrial and intellectual property (N. Shmelev, 2012). 

One of the main objectives of the EU over the last decade is to improve its competitiveness due to 
increased investment in science. Lisbon Strategy set the goal: 3% of GDP should fall to perform research 
and development. Although in 2010 the goal was not achieved, it remained one of the five key objectives 
of the strategy Europe 2020, adopted in 2010. 

In 2013 domestic expenditure on R & D in the European Union totaled €898.3 million, an increase 
of 2.9% compared with 2011 and by 42.9% – from 2002 in 2011 to R & D expenditure in the EU amounted 
to 87.0% of spending in the US was 1.8 times as high as the costs in Japan (in 2010) is still much greater 
expenditure of some other countries, for example, 2.7 times as high as in China (in 2011). 

For better comparability domestic expenditure on R & D is expressed as a share of GDP (knowledge-
based GDP) or per capita. In the EU between 2002 and 2005 research intensity of GDP fell slightly (from 
1.87% to 1.82%), and from 2006 gradually increased and in 2013 reached 2.06%, but remained significantly 
lower than in Japan (3.25% – in 2010) and the US (2.73% – in 2011). 

In 2013 among EU member states, the highest research intensity of GDP was in Finland (3.42%), 
Sweden (3.39%) and of Denmark (2.98%); less than 1% – in 10 member states that joined the EU in 2004 
and in Greece, although it should be noted that in Slovenia and Estonia the level of knowledge intensity of 
GDP was above average in the EU (respectively 2.79% and 2.15% ) and the Czech Republic and Hungary 
– above 1.0% (1.88% and 1.28%). For Ukraine the figure is 0.77%.

Ukraine has a relevant potential for scientific research in the accession to the European scientific and 
technological space in the following areas: the science of life; hyenomika (study of the human genome) 
and biotechnology in healthcare; multifunctional materials derived from new knowledge; new production 
processes and devices; aeronautics and space exploration; radiation protection, and radioactive waste 
management. However, Ukraine needs to use advanced European and world developments in the field of 
information society technologies, quality and food safety, sustainable development, global change and 
ecosystems. 

As international experience shows, only a small number of countries with economies in transition are 
involved in the process of internationalization of research and innovation. Some of these countries, which 
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undoubtedly can be attributed to Ukraine, are considered attractive to conduct complex research projects, 
with the appropriate framework for research and experimental work. This means that this country could 
create capacity for connection to global systems of research TNCs. From the perspective of national 
economic interests, innovation internationalization offers opportunities not only for technology transfer but 
also to develop them. This may allow Ukraine, like other countries receiving development, to strengthen 
its technological and innovation potential. Conversely, incomplete use of innovative factors is capable to 
deepen integration gap of some countries with the low level of development of technological leaders. 

One of the motivational factors of European integration vector of Ukraine is the high innovation 
potential of the EU. Today the EU is the world's leading position in development and implementation of 
many advanced technologies and high-tech goods and services. This integration with the EU will allow 
Ukraine to increase innovation potential and technological cooperation in areas such as missile and space 
technology and global navigation, energy, and telecommunications. To date, the regional centers for 
cooperation with the EU are located in Lviv, Kharkiv, Zaporizhzhya, Odessa, Ivano-Frankivsk and 
Uzhgorod. Science, technology and innovation cooperation between Ukraine and the EU is based on the 
Agreement between the European Community and Ukraine on Scientific, Technological and Innovation 
Cooperation of 4 July 2002. Under the Agreement the Joint Committee on Ukraine - EU cooperation in this 
area was established. This Agreement should be renewed every five years. It should be emphasized that on 
March 3, 2015 the Agreement between the European Community and Ukraine on Cooperation in Science 
and Technology and Innovation Sector was restored. 

Ukraine today is actively cooperating in the innovation area with the EU is attached to participation 
in framework programs that integrate all existing European initiatives on research and innovation. So, since 
2003 in Ukraine has information point of the sixth, seventh and in 2014 the 8th Framework Program. This 
promotes involvement of Ukrainian scientists and developers in the international European innovation 
programs. Note that as a result of implementation of the 7th Framework Program (2007-2013) the number 
of proposals in various fields of basic and social research in physics, chemistry, biology, economics, 
electronics, medicine, agriculture, education technologies, nuclear and "green" energy, climate change, 
robotics, information technology, aircraft, and space significantly increased compared to 6 Framework 
Program. Academic institutions and higher educational institutions of Ukraine participated in 126 projects 
of Framework Program 7 with the volume of financing of the European Commission in the amount of about 
€26.5 million. In comparison, 91 scientific projects and nearly €6 million of funding participated in the 6th 
Framework Program. The number of completed projects and the volume of funding in the framework of 
the sixth and seventh Ukraine entered the top ten non-EU countries. 

In 2014 the EU launched the eighth Framework Program "Horizon 2020" which is designed for 7 
years. It should be noted that Ukraine has become an associate member of the said Program, since March 
20, 2015. President of Ukraine signed the Law "On Ratification of Agreement between Ukraine and the 
EU on Ukraine's Participation in the Framework Program for Research and Innovation "Horizon 2020". 
The document provides the necessary conditions for the effective use of scientific, technological and 
innovative capacity and protection of intellectual property rights. Implementation of the Agreement will 
promote the participation of Ukrainian research organizations and universities in European research, 
comprehensive development of partnership relations between Ukraine and the EU. Signing of this law will 
significantly simplify the application process for participation of the Ukrainian researchers. Ukrainian 
scientific institutions and scientists will also have real access to the program, the total amount of funding 
which is €87.74 billion. It also noted the point that Ukraine belongs to the third group of countries – the 
international partners of Poland and has become the 11th of leading scientific countries, identified as key 
strategic partners of the EU in the EU Program "Horizon 2020" and therefore may be involved in some 8th 
Framework Program projects on special conditions. 

"Horizon 2020" is not the only source of EU funding in research and innovation. The Council of the 
European Union has allocated €6.3 million for the program "GALILEO" – European satellite navigation 
system; €2.7 million – the ITER experimental nuclear reactor and €2.7million– the program "Copernicus", 
aimed at creating a system of satellites observing Earth. In addition, coordination and financing of European 
research through intergovernmental program coordination of national research "European Cooperation in 
Science and Technology» (COST) and the organization «EUREKA» which aims to become the leading 
platform for financing for entrepreneurs engaged in research in Europe and beyond. 
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The practice of recent years shows that intensification of the processes of international scientific and 
industrial cooperation on the decentralized basis makes stimulating impact of foreign direct investment 
(FDI). 

At the end of 2014 83.8% of accumulated FDI in Ukrainian industry ($12.4 from $14.8 billion) came 
from the EU. (For comparison, in 2012, according to the OECD, the industry attracted $84.9 billion FDI in 
Poland and $48.6 billion FDI – in the Czech Republic). Key European investors in Ukrainian industry are 
Germany (33.9% accumulated in the industry FDI), Cyprus (22%), the Netherlands (13.0%), the UK 
(2.7%), Austria (2.0%) and France (1.6%) (the total share is 75.2%). Significant potential to attract 
investment is also in production cooperation between Ukraine and Poland, whose share increased from 
1.6% at the end of 2013 to 1.9% at end of 2014. 

As of the 31st of December 2014 the vast majority ($5,419,600,000 or 43.5%) of the accumulated 
FDI from the EU in Ukraine's industry was concentrated in the steel industry, the food industry accounted 
for 15.3% (1925, $1 million), petrochemical – 7.3% (990.2 million dollars USA), chemical – 6.5% ($834.5 
million), mining – 5.6% ($726.1 million), machine building – 4.8% ($638.2 million) light – 0.8% ($109.5 
million) – (Figure 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Structure of accumulated Industrial FDI from the EU to Ukraine in 2014 
Source compiled according to the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine 

 
In order to reconcile the economic interests of different countries (even countries close to the 

geographical location) it is important to have a minimum gap between the systems of key institutions. This 
ensures the stability of relations in every field, including the field of science, technology and innovation. 
These institutions include private property and various legal regulatory institutions that provide clear 
distinction between the rights and obligations of the contracting parties; institutions’ competitive behaviour; 
and the system of social values. In its interaction they determine the possibility to integrate the process, to 
get capital, goods and technology, and to locate production where it is more efficient in terms of profitability 
receiving other competitive benefits, and ultimately an important part of forming a system of innovative 
cooperation between Ukraine and the EU on the basis of European institutional integration. 

Formation of institutional conditions harmonized interests of the integration process is influenced by 
two trends: strengthening the role of the state (especially transitional economies for which the aggravation 
is inherent in many social developments) and strengthening the role of TNCs as the main economic agents 
in innovation. Countries where the concentration of institutional conditions formed the system of social 
values around knowledge, intelligence, and ability to create value information-spiritual order, have 
achieved the status of leaders of the world economy. For Ukraine, with its relatively high level of education 
it provides additional opportunities to integrate into Western European best value system under the 
conditions of the building elements of the national innovation system that make use of knowledge 
irreversible. 
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Beside reforming the legislative framework for science, technology and innovation, a clear definition 
of the functions, powers and obligations of public authorities need comprehensive support elements of an 
effective innovation system (techno, parks, business incubators, etc.), and development of measures to 
facilitate their access to EU markets. It is necessary to take into account the fact that in the EU there has 
been a trend towards international innovation networks, including the European business network leaders. 
It has national networks and is one of the most important elements of an integrated European innovation 
system. In the early 2000's the networks attracted more than 200 organizations, including 150 business and 
innovation centers located in 21 countries in Europe and abroad, and their number is increasing. 

Real mechanism of cooperation of Ukraine with the EU involves formation of appropriate 
institutional support, close relationship between the subjects of the innovation sphere. Lack of appropriate 
mechanisms for rapid commercialization of new products was confirmed by the European Patent 
Organization, which recorded only seven domestic patents in 2013, which is about 0.01% of the total and 
three times less than in the previous period. Relevance is acquired by  forming a network of joint institutions 
set up under private law, joint chambers of commerce, joint committees and associations of business 
cooperation between Ukraine and Western Europe, commercial buildings Ukraine in the leading countries 
of Western Europe, engaged in the promotion of the relevant markets of Ukrainian high-tech products and 
services for international financial-industrial groups, the EU banking industry, financial and investment 
institutions of the Member States. 

But existing institutional conditions, controls and incentives that implement its provisions in practice, 
not only hinder integration processes in science and technology, but also directly inhibit the growth of 
innovative development which makes them uneconomical. According to the experts, in essence, the current 
institutional system actually does not serve European integration processes and "insider economy" that 
forms industrial-financial groups (IFG). A model of such "insider economy" is inherently incompatible 
with fair competition, encourages non-transparency and corruption, repels foreign investment and 
innovative technology, the economy prevents adaptation to changing market conditions, difficult processes 
associated with access to foreign markets and integration world economy. 

Adaptation of the legal framework of the institutional environment of this country to EU requirements 
allows us to lay the foundation for reconciling the interests of member countries of the European integration 
process. To provide mutually beneficial international cooperation expedient formation of complexes in the 
country, following the example of "Silicon Valley" cluster, which are still successfully used in most 
developed countries, including the EU. This is a new vector for institutionalization of scientific and 
technological space. His foundation has three interrelated components: growth of foreign investment, 
intensification of transnational production and multinational corporations and multinational production 
networks. An important conclusion is that formation of global networks is based on clustering as a catalyst 
of profound structural changes in the economy, contributing to its sustainable growth. 

Innovative mechanisms of financial incentives, innovation development used in foreign countries, 
particularly in the EU member states have significant potential positive impact on the activation of these 
factors. The set of methods of financial regulation and stimulation of innovative activity is divided into 
direct regulation in the form of non-repayable financing and lending innovation priorities for the budget 
and off-budget funds and specialized as direct tax and customs regulations. The possibilities of their use in 
European integration of Ukraine require formation of enterprises, continuous consolidation of existing legal 
mechanisms of their other achievements, including foreign. This will change the ratio between expenditure 
on science and innovation, promote technology transfer and commercialization of technological innovation. 

It is advisable to create a network of leasing companies, whose main activity would be financial 
support for small and medium businesses. Thus, the main attention should be focused on promoting the 
renewal of fixed assets of small innovative-implementing enterprise, enabling a high level to enforce orders 
of TNCs and other foreign partners to conduct research, mother of experimental base for conducting applied 
research aimed at achieving practical results and solving specific problems. 

In order to overcome financial constraints of Ukraine's participation in EU programs the government 
must establish effective mechanisms to stimulate innovative financial and technological cooperation 
projects and specific research programs, promotion of innovative investment and creating complete 
financial market infrastructure. Principal important deployment of venture funding as a form of non-
national cooperation with various investment companies and investment funds innovative EU and 
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transnationalization leading Ukrainian banks with the direction of propagation of the European region in 
connection with the implementation of joint innovation projects. 

The use of incentives aimed at forming uniformity privileges introduced in the EU and should be 
introduced in Ukraine may bring, in our opinion, the following results: 

 balanced use of these benefits will have a positive effect on the revitalization of investment support 
innovation as by depreciation and allowances due to the use of income tax; 

 innovative factors will be used to deepen European integration policy of Ukraine; 
 use of incentives distorts the market capable of intellectual work within countries that use the work 

of scientific and technical personnel and causes competition between EU countries for the limited number 
of qualified scientific and technical personnel and increases the outflow from Ukraine. 

In order to attract external financial resources to the countries with transition economies the process 
of market reforms has begun building infrastructure of national financial market liberalization and lifting 
of restrictions on operations on them. However, analysis of market indicators of openness of economic 
systems shows that these countries are facing the problem of rational strategy combining internal 
stabilization and destabilizing influence of foreign factors. 

Modern transformation processes in the financial market are causing, on the one hand, many 
economic advantages (to stimulate free movement of capital, increased investment, etc.) and on the other 
– new threats to economic security, instability of financial markets and large-scale spread of the crisis in
the global economy. In today's environment of increased imbalances, financial market does not meet the 
needs of economic development without periodic strengthening the institutional framework. In this case, 
the problem is particularly acute in countries with transition economies because of insufficient development 
of the financial market and the lack of appropriate legal and infrastructure. 

Studies show that international capital movement is characterized by significant potential instability 
in the countries with transition economies. High interest rates in emerging markets increase the risk of 
speculative short-term implementation of the capital, causing the outflow of funds from the country. 

As the experience of many national economies shows, borrowing capital and portfolio investment 
makes sense if the country has a developed infrastructure of the financial market operating in a competitive 
environment of private economic entities capable of effective use of the funds and modern innovative 
technologies in strategic objectives. Practice shows that in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, 
foreign direct investment aimed at export production can also be an element of instability, as sharply 
increased dependence of the main macroeconomic proportions and investment and innovation policy from 
external to the economic system of factors. 

Conclusions 

Modern Ukrainian realities suggest that the potential for the development of international industrial 
and scientific and technological cooperation should be concentrated in a fairly limited number of areas of 
scientific, technological and innovation cooperation. According to experts, the main tasks of deepening co-
operation is to connect Ukraine to work performed under the scientific and technical integration in high 
technology «EUREKA» and of international scientific and technical programs of the EU as Esprit, Brit, 
BAP and others to address the fundamental technical problems and achievements on this basis qualitatively 
new production and research capabilities, obtain the joint effect of participation in the creation and 
operation of international research centers. 

In particular, scientific and technical program EUREKA is an information network that covers all of 
Europe and is aimed at the implementation of globally competitive research and development (R&D). 
Characteristically, the lines of scientific and technological activities almost completely coincide with the 
priorities of scientific, technical and innovation activities in Ukraine, namely: information technology, 
communications, energy, medicine and biotechnology; transportation, new materials, and of industrial 
automation, lasers, and ecology. This shows the similarity of interests in many European countries, as 
EUREKA program provides the project, when for various reasons this is not possible with efforts of one 
country. 

Creation of communication and information systems that would ensure quality standardization of 
logistic networks in terms of real-time operations of TNC global value chains will lead to further innovative 
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development. Aforementioned systems begin to act as core structure clusters of industrial activity and have 
become the “heart” of international innovative cooperation. 

The implementation of such mechanisms will bring innovative processes in Ukraine, the parameters 
of innovation activities in EU countries to agree on institutional factors, the potential of innovation 
cooperation for mutual beneficial development. 
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The Financial Aspect of the Economic Diplomacy 

CONSTANTINE FLISSAK11 

Abstract: In modern conditions the special direction of foreign economic interests of a state is to ensure 
adequate financial resources in the economy. Governments are establishing cooperation on this matter with 
other countries and with international financial organizations. The subject and problem of national debt and 
external borrowing are among the most important in modern economic life of each country, regional, 
supranational entities and international organizations. Active diplomatic support and application of tools of 
economic diplomacy in the settlement of problems of external debt are necessary. 

Keywords: Economic diplomacy • External debt • International finance • International economic 
organizations 

Introduction 

One of the defining conditions to ensure effective national foreign economic activity for economic 
diplomacy must be the focus on the main directions of economic and political priorities, as well as the 
mandatory coordination of tactical goals of economic diplomacy with strategic units of the foreign 
economic policy of the state. 

Among the components of foreign economic activities on the first place, as evidenced by numerous 
publications on issues of foreign economic cooperation and international activities, belong to the foreign 
trade in goods and services (A.Kireev, 2006; P.Krugman, M.Obstfeld, 2004; C.McConnell, S.Brue, 1992; 
A.Mikhajlushkin, P.Shimko, 2008; F.U.Jahrmann, 2004; U.Broll, 1997). Investment cooperation occupies 
the second place. For it is particularly relevant to the involvement of the direct foreign investment in the 
economy of Ukraine. This requires active cooperation with the countries-investors, both with those that 
have been working in Ukraine, and new and potential investment partners. 

A separate direction in the implementation of foreign economic interests is formed by labour 
migration. On the one hand, a significant number of labour migrants arrive to the country annually – people 
who choose Ukraine as a place of employment and income. On the other hand, several million Ukrainian 
citizens are working abroad. Settlement of questions of employment of foreign citizens in Ukraine and 
Ukrainian abroad goes beyond purely economic issues and extends to social sphere. Derived from them are 
questions of migration, legal and administrative, fiscal and budgetary, social insurance and others. 

The special direction of foreign economic interests can be grouped in the segment of financial and 
credit cooperation of Ukraine. The contacts with specialized international organizations, both global and 
regional are a priority here. This direction of foreign economic interests concerns development of 
cooperation of Ukraine in the sphere of external borrowing and settling foreign debt problems. However, 
as evidenced by the analysis of domestic and foreign scientific publications on the problems of the world 
economy, international economic relations and foreign economic activity, the research of this direction of 
economic diplomacy and the application of its instruments in this area remains virtually out of the sight. 

Literature Review 

Both domestic (V.Vergun, L.Kistersky, V.Morozov, S.Mocherny, O.Rogach, A.Filipenko, O.Sharov) 
and foreign (G.Dieckheuer, H.Wagner, M.Eng, F.Lees, L.J.Mauer, A.Kireev, P.Krugman, M.Obstfeld, 
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A.Likhachev, L.Fedyakina) authors place high emphasis on these questions (Economic Encyclopedia, 
2000; O.Rogach, 2003; O.Sharov, 2008; G.Dieckheuer, 2001; H.Wagner, 2009; M.V.Eng, 1995; A.Kireev, 
2006; P.Krugman, M.Obstfeld, 2004; A.Likhachev, 2006; L.Fedyakina, 2005). However, largely open is 
the question concerning activisation of the use of means and methods of economic diplomacy in solving a 
wide range of emerging issues in the prevention of unprofitable steps on the part of borrowers–subjects of 
external debt, particularly in government debt and government-guaranteed debt in the context of asserting 
and protecting national economic interests of the state. 

The aim of this article is to examine the specifics of the financial component of economic diplomacy, 
to mark out and characterize its objects, to show the scope of its application and direction in foreign trade, 
investment partnership, international cooperation and external borrowing, and to determine the components 
of diplomatic support in the field of public debt and the necessary tools for this. 

Basic Results of the Research 

The studied field of activity has a significant potential in ensuring the effectiveness of the financial 
component of foreign economic relations, to prevent the negative effects of the crisis and in settlement of 
the existing problems. At the substantiation the mechanisms of application of economic diplomacy tools in 
financial matters require clear division and structuring by spheres and directions. 

The objects of the financial component of economic diplomacy in the system of foreign economic 
relations are: 

1) pricing aspect of external trade;
2) investment collaboration;
3) international financial cooperation;
4) external borrowing.
Systematization of areas of application and directions of financial component of economic diplomacy 

are shown in Figure 1. 
The pricing aspect of foreign trade as the financial component of economic diplomacy primarily 

shows itself in the compliance with the pricing parameters and price optimization, because it forms the 
basis of the final financial result directly from both the exporter and the exporting country. The first of them 
receives the financial result in the form of profits and the country of origin of exports receives the export 
duty and related tax revenues. Furthermore, we consider that the financial component of foreign trade 
includes the prevention of dumping, because anti-dumping measures from the side of partners can result in 
the form of relevant trade, economic and financial sanctions (restrictions in export trade with all the ensuing 
consequences and penalties). 

By applying the tools of economic diplomacy significant improvement in the efficiency of foreign 
trade operations is possible due to the financial component. This is confirmed by examples of work of 
economic departments in Ukrainian diplomatic missions abroad. For example, the factor analysis of 
dynamics of Ukrainian export to Germany made by the Trade and Economic Mission of the Embassy of 
Ukraine in Germany showed that there were 2 different processes: the first was the decrease in the value of 
total exports of 5.1%, or $40.7 million, and the second one – they received an increase in physical volumes 
of imports from Ukraine during the same period by 63.2%. This was due to lower average export prices on 
Ukrainian exports to Germany by 41.8%. Based on this analysis, the Trade and Economic Mission has 
made and implemented a complex of measures of informational and organizational nature jointly with 
Regional State Administrations and with the assistance of the Ministry of Economy of Ukraine. As a result, 
by the end of the following year in the Ukrainian export to Germany during the decrease in natural volume 
of supplies by 36.1%, an average increase of export prices of 47.9% was received, which provided an 
increase accumulation of the financial result in the Ukrainian economy (A.Flissak, 2005). 

The financial component of economic diplomacy in foreign trade operations is also involved in the 
work of diplomatic missions in the host countries in struggling against discriminatory manifestations from 
the side of foreign partners to the domestic subjects of foreign economic activity in foreign markets 
(V.Samojlenko, 2011). 

In the investment cooperation, the demonstration of the financial component is the attraction of 
financial resources of foreign investors into the country's economy, investment in profitable projects 
abroad, as well as the implementation of complex of measures on minimization of risks for investors. 
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Figure 1 The Scope of Application and Direction of the Financial Component of Economic Diplomacy 

While building the system of international cooperation relations and developing international 
cooperation using the tools of economic diplomacy, the financial component covers financing of 
cooperative networks, increase of revenues and reduces costs, minimization of risks in achieving the foreign 
economic activity objectives (Kaufman, 1990; K.Flissak, 2009). 

It should be noted that the financial vector of economic diplomacy in considered spheres of foreign 
economic activities can be implemented in the complex of measures of support of exports and expansion in 
foreign markets, in establishing the investment partnership and formation of international cooperative 
relations. A separate and independent place here should be taken by a complex of measures on the use of 
diplomatic tools concerning foreign borrowings (K.Flissak, 2013). 

In the conditions of market economy the emergence of a debt is an objective consequence of the 
financial, economic and commercial activities. The situation when different business entities in connection 
with the irregularity and the discontinuity in time of the formation of income and expenditure involved so 
that some of them always have a permanent surplus over current requirements, another – in contrast – the 
deficit relative to the needs in cost implementation. Hence, an integral element of the globalized world 
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economic system in question of settlement of insufficiency of funds for economic development, the 
realization of socio-economic development, financial support, implementation of new and emerging 
technologies and innovations is the involvement of third-party funds and external financial resources. At 
the micro level usually bank loans are used for such needs. At the macro level they turn to borrowing, both 
internal and external. As a result of such engaged funds debts are formed: trade payables and indebtedness 
under received bank loans at the level of enterprises and business entities; at the state level debt – public 
and publicly guaranteed – emerges. Economic history of the modern Ukrainian state demonstrates a 
significant impact of the factor of formation, servicing and repayment of external debt on the socio-
economic development. 

The issue of external debt in international economic activity has become particularly relevant in the 
last decade. The problem of the increasing efficiency of external borrowing and settling of foreign debt 
became particularly sharp under the impact of the global financial and economic crisis in 2008-2010. For 
its solution at the level of countries and international organizations a system of mechanisms and instruments 
of influence was used (Dieckheuer, 2001), among which a special role belongs to the economic diplomacy. 
It must be emphasized that one of the determining directions of ensuring efficient foreign economic 
activities of their country is orientation of economic diplomacy on the main vectors of economic and 
political priorities, and mandatory aligning its objectives with strategic tasks of the foreign economic policy 
of the state. The means of economic diplomacy provide escorting of external debt of the country from the 
search and arrangements with creditors of new credit until its repayment. Often, as practice shows, it is 
necessary to make significant efforts to resolve problems, eliminate bottlenecks and contradictions between 
the parties (lenders and borrowers) in the process of using external borrowings. 

Analytical evaluation of the situation with attraction of external loans, use and servicing of the 
external debt used as the basis for determining the ’pain points’ of application of efforts of representatives 
of economic diplomacy both in Ukraine and in the countries of residence of diplomatic missions, which are 
our current and potential creditors. As an important element here one should consider the formation of a 
system of evaluation criteria both on the part of foreign creditors relative to Ukraine (concerning the 
reputation of the borrower, risk level of returning the funds, terms and volume of lending) and from the 
Ukrainian side relative to the desired and expected borrowing (concerning conditions, special comments, 
rates, benefits, service, repayment, possible restructuring etc.). 

It should be noted that external borrowings and external debt are directly associated with the 
international movement of capital and investment, which is accompanied, on the one hand, by investment 
in a country's economy, on the other hand – the outflow of capital, and sometimes by its fleeing the country. 
However, not all external borrowings are transformed into investment, part of them is used to finance social 
programs and activities, for the temporary closure of financial failures, repayment of previously obtained 
loans and cover the budget deficit. Dynamics of external debt of Ukraine in the last ten years is shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1 
Dynamics of External Debt of Ukraine (according to the IMF methodology) 

Year 
Gross external debt at the end of period 

$ millions  increase relatively to previous period in per cent of 
GDP $ millions in per cent 

2005 39 619 +8 972 +29.3 45.9 
2006 54 512 +14 893 +37.6 50,6 
2007 79 955 +25 443 +46.7 56.0 
2008 101 659 +21 704 +27.1 56.5 
2009 103 396 +1 737 +1.7 88.2 
2010 117 346 +13 950 +13.5 83.1 
2011 126 236 +8 890 +7.6 74.6 
2012 134 625 +8 389 +6.5 73.7 
2013 142 079 +7 454 +5.3 74.6 
2014 126 308 - 15 771 -11.1 95.1 
2015 126 976 -10 094 -7.4 122.8 

Note: 1) The data for 2015 are as of end June 2015. 
2) Composed by the author on the basis of the main socio-economic indicators; External Debt of Ukraine; the National 
Bank of Ukraine Bulletin, 2015. 
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The topic and problems of national debt and external borrowing are among the most important in 
modern economic life of each country, regional supranational entities and international organizations. It 
has become particularly sharp since the last financial and economic crisis 2008 and it is still relevant to 
date. Certain disbalances in the use of financial and credit resources, ignoring the requirements of effective 
use of credit resource, overreliance on consumer loans and unsecured loans in some European countries 
(especially in Greece, Portugal, Spain, Iceland, and Italy) and in the United States of America have 
extremely exacerbated the external debt problem. To a certain extent these problems also affected Ukraine, 
where they coincided in time with the impact of the global financial crisis and the accumulation of 
unresolved internal problems in part of accumulation of necessary financial resources for the needs of 
economic development, employment generation and exclusion of the declining social standards. The 
problem of external debt in Ukraine has exacerbated due to shortage of its funds for the modernization of 
manufacturing industries, high level of depreciation of basic production assets, high level of shadow sector 
in the economy, lack of funds for timely financing of social programmes and activities. 

In the modern world external debt has become a widespread phenomenon in the world economy 
(Fedyakina, 2005; Rogach, 2003). It should be mentioned that in the world economy there are two poles of 
external debt: on the one hand a small group of creditor countries and international credit institutions; on 
the other hand a large group of countries debtors. The idea that countries with developing and transition 
economies are more disposed to borrowing has dominated for a long time. But the trends of the XXI century 
clearly deny this: among the main debtors are the most developed economies of the world. During 2010-
2014, the public debt of EU countries increased from 10004.3 milliard euros to 12094.6 milliard euros, 
while the ratio of external debt to GDP increased from 78.2% to 86.8%, and in 2014 in 16 of the 28 countries 
of the EU the public debt exceeded maximum rate of 60% of GDP (data: Staatsverschuldung). According 
to the International Monetary Fund data, developed countries have the highest levels of ratio external debt 
to GDP. The data concerning the ratio of external debt to GDP is given in Table 2. 

Table 2 
The Ranking of Countries according to the Level of External Debt at the end of 2014 (R.Dobs, 2015) 

Rank Country The ratio of external debt to GDP, in % 
1 Japan 400 
2 Ireland 390 
3 Singapore 382 
4 Portugal 358 
5 Belgium 327 
6 Netherlands 325 
7 Greece 317 
8 Spain 313 
9 Denmark 302 
10 Sweden 290 
11 France 280 
12 Italy 259 
13 Great Britain 252 
14 Norway 244 
15 Finland 238 
16 USA 233 
17 South Korea 231 
18 Hungary 225 
19 Austria 225 
20 Malaysia 222 
21 Canada 221 
22 China 217 
23 Australia 213 
24 Germany 188 
25 Thailand 187 
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Practice shows that the larger the external debt is, the more often problems arise and the conflicts of 
interest between lenders and borrowers ripen. In addition, under favourable circumstances for creditors and 
substantial debt obligations of borrowers creditor countries and international organizations-creditors 
receive opportunities for huge economic and political influence in different parts of the world in their own 
strategic interests. This reaffirms the need for active diplomatic support and application of tools of 
economic diplomacy in the settlement of problems of external debt. 

As is well known, the indebtedness of the state can be divided to the directly public debt and the 
publicly guaranteed debt. The latter can appear in cases of receiving investment loans to firms, companies 
and other business structures under the state guarantees. Such guarantees may occur during implementation 
of important investment projects of national significance with the assistance of external borrowings. Both 
components of government borrowings are divided into internal and external debt. External part of public 
debt and publicly guaranteed debt is an object of support by economic diplomacy at all stages of its 
movement (receiving, maintenance, restructuring and repayment). Table 3 summarizes data on the structure 
and dynamics of national external debt of Ukraine, and Table 4 provides data on the structure and dynamics 
of state-guaranteed external debt. 

According to the data in Table 3, more than one third (34.8% at the end of 2014) of public external 
debt of Ukraine was formed through the international organizations of economic development (International 
Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, International 
Finance Corporation, the European Bank of Economic Development and others). While the pace of growth 
of external loans of the state amounted at the end of the period: in 2006 +12.6%, 2007 +8.0%, 2008 +5.5%, 
2009 +52.4%, 2010 +34.2%, 2011 +7.3%, 2012 +6.6% 2013 +6.9% in 2014. +10.8% the significant role in 
the formation of national external debt was played by securities on foreign markets issued by Ukraine. If at 
the end of period in 2009 due to them government borrowings in amount of 29.6% of the total sum were 
received, then in 2012 - 50.1%, in 2013 – 62.2% and in 2014 - 56.1% of the total sum. 

Using the funds that form the national debt anticipates its allowable limits exceeding which is a signal 
about inefficient, illiquid and insolvent economy. In different countries the following "threshold" levels of 
public debt are established on a legal basis, exceeding them is unacceptable and requires immediate effect 
on the spending chain and introduction of maximum economy mode. In Ukraine the Budget Code (article 
18 paragraph 2) requires that "total amount of state debt and guaranteed state debt at the end of the budget 
period may not exceed 60% of the annual nominal gross domestic product" (The Budget Code of Ukraine, 
2010). 

Activities associated with the flow of funds, received from foreign borrowings covers four 
components of movement relative to the external debt, including: obtaining the necessary amounts, 
repayment of debt, debt restructuring on external debt, and public debt service. Therefore constituents of 
the diplomatic support in the area of public debt should cover the full range of necessary tools, in particular: 

• information and analytical support of subjects of the Ukrainian side (state, banks and business 
entities); 

• organizational and preparatory activities for negotiations, implementation of the necessary 
preliminary consultations; 

• direct conducting of negotiations; 
• evaluation of the borrowers’ macroeconomic indicators, including solvency, liquidity, directions of 

debt usage, its impact on national and economic security of the country. 
In cases when a country becomes unable to repay the full amount of the debt or its part in the action 

the authorized government representatives of the economic diplomacy must join with the objective to reach 
agreement on debt restructuring, capitalization or conversion. Improper attention to the debts of substantial 
subjects of the Ukrainian economy at the state level may lead to a sharp rise in foreign currency debt, 
accordingly provide additional pressure on the Ukrainian National Bank and create a real threat to national 
and economic security of the country. 
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Conclusions 
 
Based on the foregoing, the authorised state institutions in the sphere of external financial relations 

and representatives of economic diplomacy need to take into account the following main requirements for 
the formation and management of the external debt of Ukraine: 

1) settlement of external debt should be systematic, integrated and constant, within the general 
financial strategy of the state; 

2) external borrowings must be guided solely by the aim of structural reform of the Ukrainian 
economy and attracting investment resources should be a priority; 

3) diversification of external borrowings and creditors should be ensured to minimize the negative 
impact of creditors on the state in other socio-economic issues. 

On this basis it will be possible to get the proper efficiency of the financial component of economic 
diplomacy in the system of ensuring national economic interests of Ukraine. 
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Food Security: the Quest for Sustainable Policies 

KATERYNA NERODA-BEREZKA12 
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Abstract: The investigation of the main challenges faced by the humanity is carried out by the authors of 
the paper. The current situation is described in order to discuss measures to tackle these problems in order 
to ensure both preservation of biodiversity and socio-economic development in the future. Integrated 
approach for the ensuring of global food security innovation on the basis of sustainable development 
paradigm is developed as a framework for future policymaking. 

Keywords: Food security • Commodities • Sustainability • Food policy • Innovations 

Introduction 

Food security is a situation when all people have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, 
safe, and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life 
whenever needed (Food and Agriculture Organization (2002)). 

The pressing issue of the modern civilization is how to feed the growing population and eradicate 
poverty and hunger (or at least diminish the number of those who suffer from famine). Current 
developments of the food problem is in line with the famous Malthus’ An Essay on the Principle of 
Population, since it is more and more evident that unsustainable growth has come to its limits. The hopes 
of many are in further development of technologies, but there are far too many innovations that have to be 
developed in order to develop underwater agriculture, desert landscaping, and High North agriculture. 

The current situation: dead end? 

The consumption pattern of modern humanity is changing rapidly, since the newly middle class will 
consume massive amounts of additional water. Urban development facilitates the access to water supply 
sources and agriculture will require more water, land, and energy due to wider range of goods in consumer`s 
basket. A third of the world’s arable land is already utilized to produce crops, and much of the rest is used 
for grazing animals, so there isn’t much room for expansion (see Fig. 1). 

Resources will be put in production of processed and high-protein food, and a pound of beef takes 
fifteen times as much water to produce as a pound of rice. A calorie of beef requires 160 times more energy 
to produce than a calorie of corn. Animal protein requires around six times more land than plant-based 
proteins, with beef around eighteen times more. 

Crop yield growth is slowing in many agriculturally important areas due to the decline in investments 
in research, infrastructure and water scarcity (Rosengrant and Cline, 2003). Some arears are already 
affected by the global warming that leads to erosion and desertification and further global environmental 
degradation.  
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Fig. 1. Cartoon illustrating the possible combination of global food security with biodiversity conservation. 
Source: Tscharntke T. et al. (2012) 

The food prices has reached the highest level and remained high since 2008, harnessing the food 
security problem for the developing countries. Relative prices of food are higher than in developed 
countries. Families spend up to 90% of the budget on food leaving no financial resources for development 
of social capital. Over the past decades there have been a small increase in adult height and a significant 
increase in mean body weights due to dietary changes according to the Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO). 

Fig. 2. The relationship between intensified agriculture (increasing yield) and biodiversity (including 
associated ecosystem services).  
Source: Tscharntke T. et al. (2012) 

As shown on Fig.3, even though there are large discrepancies in amount of land, water and energy 
required for certain types of food, these resources are essential anyway. The global warming affects such 
main aspects of food security as availability, stability, utilization and access (Schmidthuber and Tubiello, 
2007). Climate change affects food production in complex way through changes in temperature and 
precipitation level, suitability of land and crop yields, atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations, ability 
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of humans for effective use of food (due to new challenges in healthcare), food prices etc. It is very likely 
that climate change will increase the number of people at risk of hunger compared with reference scenarios 
with no climate change; the exact impacts will, however, strongly depend on the projected socio-economic 
developments (Schmidthuber and Tubiello, 2007). Fisher et al. (2002) state that climate change would 
increase the number of undernourished in 2080 by 5-26%, between 5-10 million and 120-170 million 
people. We have to mention that magnitude of these climate impacts might be small compared with the 
impact of socio-economic development. In addition to socio-economic pressures considered when 
calculating global climate change, food production may increasingly compete with bio-energy in coming 
decades; studies addressing possible consequences for world food supply provide both positive and 
negative views.  

Fig. 3. The land, water, and energy content of food 
Source: Heck et.al. (2014) 

Energy for growth 

Economic growth is closely connected with the energy sources and fossil fuels are utilized more and 
more intensively in the XIX – XX centuries and are expected to remain the foundation of development of 
modern civilization for at least 50 years. But there are many issues connected with growing fossil energy 
consumption such as greenhouse gas emissions, energy dependency as geopolitical factor and supply 
uncertainty. Increased use of biofuels seems to be the most evident way to overcome these problems. But 
currently only the first generation of biofuels is produced that involve such feedstock as corn, wheat, 
sugarcane, soybean, rapeseed and sunflower that are simultaneously used for food production as mentioned 
in Ajanovic (2011). The FAO and Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) price 
rises on the global food markets are partially connected with intensified production of biofuels, even though 
there is a number of other factors that affect these fluctuations (FAO, 2008; FAO-OECD, 2008, 2014). 
Current state of biofuel market is not beneficial for shift to second and third generation of biofuels 
especially if we take into account lower than expected oil prices. 

Global ethanol and biodiesel production are expected to expand and reach 158 bln l and 40 bln l in 
2023 with close to constant price level (in real terms). This projected output will require input of 12% of 
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worlds` grains, 28% of sugar cane and 14% of vegetable oil. This might lead to the exacerbation of problem 
of hunger in the world and further inequality of the distribution of resources between developed and 
developing parts of the world. The land use for biofuel production entails risks of escalated degradation of 
fertile lands and the subsequent shrinking of arable land areas in the world. Balancing between biofuel and 
food production is a very important issue, since this factor changes the demand pattern of the global food 
markets and links food and energy prices (more volatile than food), this can be achieved through conscious 
policy to discourage biofuel production in favor of food. 

High commodity prices in the world are an outcome of interplay of complex of factors starting from 
those mentioned above and ultimately leading us to the development of international financial markets. The 
most important factor is the obvious limited supply of food, since humanity is unable to expand agricultural 
land without damage to the global ecosystem. Introduction of commodity index funds has put a substantial 
pressure on prices linking them to market movement. Fig. 4 introduces the policy options that can be 
implemented by governments in order to avoid food crises.  

Fig. 4. Policy options to tackle high commodity prices 
Source: Timmer (2010) 

We are convinced that global policy should be developed to address the rising food prices, especially 
taking into account that developing countries are more vulnerable in this regard, while developed countries 
have both experience and financial resources to overcome this challenge. The best approach would be to 
build up substantial grains reserve in the surplus years, but this clearly entails creation of infrastructure. 
There is a need for investment in research and development in agriculture  

Obsolete farming techniques 

High prices are not the most alarming tendency. As marked in Rosengrad et al. (2002) water is one 
of the main factors limiting future food production. Thus, this is one of the most important challenges for 
the global food security. There are two main facets of this issue. Firstly, water stock is poorly managed that 
leads to endangering of the Earth`s water supply in the long run. Moreover, water is a resource that is used 
not only for irrigation and livestock, but for industrial and domestic needs. Economic growth in developing 
countries will lead to intence competition between food producers, industry and environment protection 
groups (fighting for conservation of water resources). 

Koning et al. (2008) state that around 95% of food in the world is produced in line with Neolitic farm 
paradigm dating back 10,000 years ago, resources are over-exploited even in terms of modern sub-paradigm 
of modern high-tech agriculture and agro-industrial chains. In the modern world, this means that chemicals 
are heavily utilized. This endangers biodiversity and we have to mention the extinction of bees as one of 
the main challenges, since 30% of global crops depend on their existence. In the world without bees food 
security will be unachievable, because of complete unavailability of the range of nutrients to the majority 
of the world population. 

Even though there are some bees on the Earth and dietary choices can be made freely in many 
countries, the dietary pattern is shifting to the highly processed food that can be sufficient in terms of energy 
intake, but poor in nutrients. This shifts can be explained through consumer behavior under pressure of 
consumerism. Dietary choices of the humanity has to be designed through development of the global 
policies to make healthy choices attainable for more people. 
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Conclusions 

Modern civilization is overcoming two contrasting tendencies: undernourishment and obesity that are 
both threatening global food security. Globalization is one of the most important factors that shapes policies 
in different countries and global food security challenges have to be addressed on the global level. 

We have to understand that there is no other planet to live on for the humanity and the nature always 
finds a way to restore equilibrium. Normally, when population of certain kind of animal exceeds the limit 
of ecological equilibrium, it suddenly shrinks extremely fast. We hope that humanity will manage to expand 
the limits of growth in the coming years and overcome all the challenges that we mentioned in this paper. 

Youth will be the driving force of this process and we, as a part of young generation want to represent 
outcome of the current research paper  the Integrated approach for the ensuring of global food security on 
the basis of sustainable development paradigm (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. Integrated approach for the ensuring of global food security innovation on the basis of sustainable 
development paradigm 
Source: developed by the authors 
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Ecological Problems of the World Market 
Transnationalization 

ANASTASIIA TSYBULIAK15 

Abstract: The world economy in modern conditions is being developed under the influence of factors 
which cause transformational vectors of its functioning. New challenges of economic, political, scientific, 
technological, and social issues alter the structure of economic space in the direction of adaptation to the 
demands caused by the increasing competition, increasing integration interaction, and development of 
transnationalizational processes. Along with a number of benefits from growing participation in the 
processes of production, distribution, exchange and consumption, and using favourable opportunities for 
placing manufacturing facilities that increase the profitability of international operations, 
transnationalization is associated with increasing negative load on the environment and the rising 
complexity of environmental problems of the world market. The intensification of industrial, technical, 
technological ties as a result of transnationalizational processes is causing global aggravation of 
environmental situation. At the same time loss of reproductive potential of nature is leading to the ecological 
crisis, i.e. to irreversible changes in the ecological system and violation of natural balance. The impact of 
environmental problems on the global economy is differently directed with existing contradictions 
concerning dispute on economic policy and development strategy of the environmentally safe management. 
The article investigates the nature of environmental problems caused by transnationalizational development 
processes. It defines positive and negative consequences of transnational corporations' functioning for 
global environmental space and gives grounds for the need to take them into consideration in economic 
activity. 

Keywords: Transnationalization • Environmental problems • Ecological production • World environmental 
system 

Introduction 

Global changes peculiar to the world economic system development, transformation of directions and 
forms of intergovernmental cooperation, deepening influence of geopolitical factors on the formation of 
economic relations among the participants of the world economy alter its structure and its components’ 
value. One of the important trends of the world economic space development is an extension of 
transnationalizational processes. They are grounded on the benefits of international labour division, rational 
distribution of international production, optimization of trade and political cooperation in the framework 
of changing geo-economic vectors of the world market functioning. The leading feature of transnational 
development is the activity of transnational companies (TNCs). 

It should be noted that the impact of transnationalizational processes on the market environment 
development of the world community is mixed. First of all, there are certain contradictions in TNCs' 
collaboration with the host countries. One of the important issues that accompany these processes is 
negative impact of transnationalization on the environment in the countries that form the environment of 
TNCs. This requires a study of the essence of environmental problems caused by transnational 
development, substantiation of their prerequisites and the priority trends to solve them in the context of 
sustainable development model which interprets the foundation of the modern phase of the global market. 
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Literature Review 

The specifics of the TNCs’ functioning and their impact on the ecologisation of economic life are 
reflected in the works of famous scientists, such as V. Vernadsky, H. Vinter, J. Dunning, H. Deli, R. Caves, 
D. Medous, K. Rennings, Yu. Tunytsia, I.Walter, S. Hymer and others. Along with these, a number of 
aspects of this problem concerning mainly the rational positive and negative impacts of 
transnationalizational processes on the ecological development of the world market; developing trends to 
reduce environmental pressure from transnational activities require in-depth study. 

Basic Results of the Research 

The impact of transnationalizational processes on the world environmental systems is a natural 
phenomenon, caused by transfer of harmful production from the developed countries to countries with 
lower economic development; by complication of load on the natural resources and environment; by 
expansion of production capacity; by development of all transport modes which affect the ecological 
situation. At the same time, with the increasing attention to environmental issues from international 
organizations, integration associations, states and NGOs, the multinational corporations have to take into 
account the demands of the modern world to organize their activities in foreign markets. This requires, in 
particular, the development of generalized norms and rules of cooperation between TNCs and other 
participants of the world market. In this regard the document "The Management Criteria for Sustainable 
Development" should be noted. It was provided by the United Nations Centre for TNC in 1990 and is based 
on recognition of the fact that TNCs have special responsibility for the environment both in the basing 
countries and in the host countries. 

The criteria contained in this document orient the TNCs to develop their policy in the area of 
environment protection and sustainable development, and to bring their activities and structure to 
conformity with this policy (Dunning 1998). The document stresses the importance of such areas of work 
as saving of natural resources; organization of scientific research to prevent negative impact on ecological 
processes; measures for use and transfer of "green" technologies to the host country and promotion of their 
development and distribution; and working out strategies for preventing environmental risks. In this regard, 
it is also important that leading business structure executives took part in the world Conference UNCED 
about Environment Protection and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. 

The main directions of solving environmental problems caused, in particular, by the impact of 
globalization, integration and transnationalization, include the following: the need for development and use 
of alternative energy sources; rational use of non-renewable energy sources towards increasing the share of 
coal in comparison with oil and gas, due to their smaller world stocks; development of international and 
national measures for compliance with environmental standards; use of modern technological advances in 
resources’ production to reduce harm to the environment; establishment of comprehensive standards for 
the environment protection; increasing volume of environmental investment. 

The impact of transnationalization on the environment should be seen in terms of the following 
approaches which reflect the attitude of the world and the leading multinationals to these processes.  

First, economic decisions without taking into account environmental constraints and resource 
limitations. It should be noted that the vast majority of countries are parties to multilateral environmental 
agreements, in particular as members of international organizations. However, sometimes there are 
contradictions between the economic interests of specific companies and their environmental impact which 
are not always resolved to ensure ecological production.  

Second, the solution of environmental problems by limiting the growth of economic activity and 
consumption is based on T. Maltus's concept. Such an approach is possible only in case of population 
limitation. 

Third, recognition of scientific and technological progress in the field of environmental management, 
as a basis for the solution of environmental problems. In this case, environmentally friendly goods and 
services are an important factor in the competitiveness of the market.  

Fourthly, the approach based on the concept of sustainable development. The concept of the 
development based on environmental component was considerably influenced by the report of the 
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International Commission on Environment and Development "Our Common Future" in 1987, which 
outlined the strategic directions of environmental protection development allowing to ensure the stable 
development of world economy in the long term perspective; and the ways to effectively solve the problems 
of rational environmental management. 

As the main conclusion of the report, the sustainable development should become the basis for the 
abovementioned. This notion is quite polyhedral and it is interpreted in contemporary literature from the 
view of different approaches. In our opinion, it involves, above all, providing such a type of economic 
growth that would contribute to achievement of the modern objectives in economic development of the 
world community, ensuring the conditions for sustainable nature use by future generations. At the same 
time, taking into account the different points of view on this issue, we should distinguish the following 
components of this type of development: provision of the expanded reproduction of productive capacity for 
the future; preserving the natural capital; lack of laying additional costs for future generations related to the 
environmental aspects of their operation; minimizing the negative effects of the use of resources and 
interaction with the environment. We'll note that an important characteristic of this conception is 
willingness of the overwhelming majority of countries to use the basic postulates of this theory in their 
further development. Their adoption as a basis for the development of a significant number of international 
agreements in various spheres of interstate cooperation is the evidenced on this. In addition, many countries 
set up the Council for Sustainable Development and some National transition programmes to this way of 
management (Rennings 1997). 

Among the areas that carry the most harmful effects on the environment, UNCTAD points out the 
following: chemical, mining (extraction of minerals, including oil, gas, coal, metallic ores), pulp and paper 
industry, cement, glass, ceramics, also metallurgy and metalworking. Along with these, a significant 
number of multinational corporations with the largest asset size operate in oil and gas and in mining 
industries, in particular, the BP Plc (UK), Exxon Mobil (US), Royal Dutch / Shell (UK / Netherlands), 
Total (France), Chevron Texaco (USA), Eni (Italy), ConocoPhillips (USA), Anglo American (UK) and 
others (World Investment Report 2012). The situation is complicated by the lack of generally accepted 
indicators to measure the negative impact of economic activities on the environmental component in 
development of any country. It should be noted that harmonization of environmental aspects of 
undertakings with the economic goals of the global economic space requires a change in approach to the 
definition of the main indicators of economic development, because their growth is often associated with 
environmental degradation. In particular, the indicators are such as GDP, foreign trade turnover, general 
trade, etc. Their high level involves intensive industrial development, complication of transport and 
resource load which has a negative impact on the environment (Tamames 2000). 

All the above mentioned makes TNCs take into account the environmental aspects of their activities 
in foreign markets. This is manifested in particular in the following. First, entrance to foreign markets with 
environmentally friendly products aimed to comply with the trading conditions of access to the markets 
and increased competitive advantages (Daly 1990). The reasons for this should be seen this way. On the 
one hand, the implementation of clean and energy-saving products provides a high level of comparative 
advantage in relation to companies on the market. On the other hand, getting access to the market in many 
cases depends on products compliance with national and international requirements about their 
environmental safety. It should be noted here that there is the WTO Committee on Trade and Environment 
in the structure of the WTO, whose main task is to identify relations between trading activities and 
environment, correlation between the provisions of international environmental agreements and the WTO 
standards, and the development of appropriate measures in case of international disputes. 

In 2001 at the Doha Round Negotiations, the agenda included issues of environmental protection. 
They discussed the relationship between existing WTO rules and specific trade obligations which are 
stipulated by multilateral agreements on environmental protection. Particular attention was paid to the 
reduction or, depending on a situation, to the elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to environmentally 
friendly goods and services; and to the development of policy related to the display of eco-properties on 
the labels of products, including environmental labelling. During the discussion some requirements for 
environmental labelling were accepted. However, consensus was achieved only on the idea that the 
programmes of designation on the labels on environmental properties of products should be implemented 
on the principles of voluntariness, transparency, and participatory. As well as, that application of market 
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mechanisms is the potentially efficient economic instrument to inform consumers about the 
environmentally friendly products. The need for transparency in the design and implementation of eco-
labelling programs to prevent discrimination of foreign manufacturers was also noted. 

Currently, the members of the WTO are continuing negotiations on the issues related to the 
classification of environmental goods and services, approval of the list, as well as reduction of tariff and 
non-tariff barriers to development of trade. The well-founded complex mechanism for compromise 
decisions has not been created yet. Additions and improvements need an agreement to include the most 
important environmental standards and regulations into the international trade regulation sphere. Only 10% 
of approximately 180 international agreements on environmental issues contain recommendations on the 
appropriate customs protection in the implementation of environmentally dangerous exports and imports. 
However, application of customs barriers should be reasonable because they contradict to one of the main 
WTO principles – the principle of the most favoured nation in trade relations between the countries. 

Secondly, the TNCs’ regulation of ecologization level of their operations in order to access the 
market. Third, funding for environmental measures aimed at reducing environmental damage. For example, 
Procter & Gamble promotes energy conservation and decreasing the "greenhouse effect" through 
development of detergents that wash at low temperatures and, consequently, do not require expenditure of 
additional energy for heating water while washing (Tide Coldwater and Ariel Cool Clean). 

The fourth, compliance with environmental standards. Environmental standards first appeared in the 
Netherlands in 1985, later the standard BS 7750 was adopted in the UK in 1992, it was prepared and 
published by the British Institute for Standartization as requested by Confederation of British Industry, 
which was also put into practice in Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden. In turn, in 1993 the EU adopted 
the rules of environmental management and environmental auditing 1836/93 "Eco Management and Audit 
Scheme (EMAS)". In 1996, a similar standard "International Standardization Organization (ISO) ISO 
14000" was adopted based on the British standard. The standards of environmental management systems 
do not require and do not define any requirements for the environmental performance of companies (for 
example, they have no provisions on rules of maximum allowable concentration of pollutants), but they 
contain recommendations for improving the environmental performance of their activities (Pysarenko 
2007). 

To some extent, the given standards of environmental management systems resemble financial 
reporting standards: compliance or non-compliance is not a guarantee of high or low efficiency of the 
company. However, these standards help to organize activities and facilitate the evaluation of their results 
in this area. In addition, the use of these standards reflects the compliance of environmental management 
systems with current requirements and confirms the production of environmentally friendly products, which 
greatly facilitates companies not only to enter the market, but also gives a number of starting competitive 
advantages, and provides some degree of loyalty to them from their potential buyers. 

The environmental certification system is established at the national level through national 
standardization agencies and chambers of commerce, business associations, etc. So each country has a 
national accreditation body, operating under the rules of the International Organization for Standardization, 
which accredits companies that perform the customer certification by the ISO 14000. This process has 
different organization in the world. For example, in the US there are private accreditation bodies which 
operate in ISO 14000, and in Germany they are based on partnership of relevant agencies and private 
entrepreneurs. 

Fifthly, taking into account the recommendations of the document "Charter of Entrepreneurs on 
Transition to Sustainable Development", which was developed by the World Chamber of Commerce in 
1991 to help businesses as economic entities, considerable attention must be paid to environmental aspects 
of their activities. This document establishes the paramount issues of environmental management in the 
activities of TNCs (Donahue 1990). It emphasizes that companies are going to continually improve 
corporate policies, programmes and environmental performance, taking into account scientific and 
technological needs of consumers and the public interest, based on the existing legal framework; and apply 
the same environmental criteria in their activities abroad, as well as companies declare intention to 
encourage the wider application of these principles by their suppliers (Caves 1996). 

Among the factors that carry significant influence on the TNCs' choice of their ecological activity 
principles should be the following: the specifics of state regulation in the ecology field in some markets 
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and at the interstate level; demands of consumers to ecological safety of products supplied, and 
environmental aspects of their production; a degree of the market competitors' attention toward the 
requirements of ecologically safe activity and manufacturing; the requirements of business partners 
concerning the ecologisation of industrial and economic activity; the system of interaction with suppliers 
of raw materials in terms of their compliance with environmental requirements. The latter becomes 
particularly important in the interaction with suppliers from developing countries and the countries with 
economies in transition, where, in some cases, government regulation is less stringent than the 
environmental standards of individual TNCs, in contrast to the developed countries with strict government 
regulation in this sphere. 

Conclusions 

On the whole, the influence of transnationalization onto the development of the world ecological 
environment is polyhedral. On the one hand, the processes of transnationalization definitely carry out the 
environmental impact that is associated with the expansion of production capacities and the development 
of all areas of trade cooperation. On the other hand, this requires multinationals to pay special attention to 
ecological development in foreign markets; that is stipulated by complex requirements imposed at state and 
interstate levels. Thus, it is expediently to observe the positive changes caused by the influence of 
transnationalizational processes onto the ecologic situation prevailing on the world market. Among them 
the most important are the following: the access for environmentally friendly products to foreign markets; 
the regulation of the ecologization activity level; the financing of environmental measures to reduce damage 
to the environment; and the compliance with environmental standards. 
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The Features of Tariff Liberalization under 
Implementation Process of Free Trade Area between 
Ukraine and the EU 

ANNA SIBEKINA16 

Abstract: This paper analyzes the issues of implementation of tariff liberalization of Ukrainian trade in the 
current situation of European integration. The Association Agreement with the European Union includes 
items about trade facilitation and regulates issues concerning competition and cooperation in the economic, 
financial and other fields. 

The features of unilateral implementation of European trade preferences for domestic companies are 
analyzed. The results justify that the application of European Union autonomous trade preferences 
demonstrate an unrealized export potential of the Ukrainian business. 

In this context, an important activity of the Ukraine state authorities should be a priority of opening 
the European markets for the implementation of full free trade area between Ukraine and the European 
Union aimed to provide new opportunities for the development of domestic business climate. 

In order to maximize the benefits of free trade with the European Union the areas of improvement 
should consider facilitating the Ukrainian small and medium businesses. 

Keywords: The European Union • Market • Export • Free trade area • Duty 

Introduction 

Ukraine is making steady progress towards Association with the European Union.  European 
integration is a benchmark factor and a backbone for the implementation of the strategic objectives of 
Ukraine and now includes two related dimensions: Association Agreement with EU (AA), which provides 
a deep free trade area (FTA), and implementation of a comprehensive program of internal reforms and 
modernization in all spheres of political, economic and social life of the country. 

Research of implementation of a deep FTA with the EU in the context of tariff liberalization in the 
trade has been occasionally covered in publications of experts of Delegation of the EU to Ukraine, the 
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade of Ukraine materials, The Institute for Economic Research 
and Policy Consulting (IER) projects, the International Centre for Policy Studies (ICPS) publications.etc., 
but are tangential description. 

Based on the foregoing, it is interesting to examine the conditions and results of the opening of 
European markets for Ukrainian goods, as well as considering the problems faced by Ukrainian business 
in foreign trade. 

Literature Review 

During the preparation of this article, the author has used the scientific works of domestic and foreign 
researchers, analytical and statistical data of Ministry of Economic Development and Trade of Ukraine, 
IER, State Statistics Service of Ukraine, legislative and normative base in force. 

In order to ensure reliability of the results the publication used an integrated approach, including 
methods of analysis, synthesis and scientific abstraction. 
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Basic Results of the Research 

The EU market is the biggest in the World, because it unites 28 member states with the population of 
over 507 million people, more than the US population and the Customs Union (which includes Russia, 
Kazakhstan and Belarus together). Therefore, the main purpose of FTA with the EU for Ukraine is the 
elimination of trade barriers and deeper economic integration.  

At the beginning of December 2015 Association Agreement was ratified by all EU member states. 
By the way, mostly Treaty provisions related to deep FTA are listed in 15 chapters, 25 appendices and 2 
protocols. 

According to Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk, AA with the EU on free will come into 
force from the beginning of 2016 (Government portal 2015). Angela Merkel, Chancellor of Germany, said 
that European Union free trade agreement was not directed against Russia and will never be directed against 
Russia (European Pravda 2015). 

Currently President of Ukraine Petro Poroshenko has proposed to National Reform Council to 
consider the implementation of AA with the EU and highlighted the special role of Parliament in this 
process because Parliament Coalition Agreement is based on an AA, which indicates a big part of the steps 
and reforms (Poroshenko 2015).  

Domestic small and medium enterprises (SMEs) show interest in access to European markets. 
However, the EU is one of the world's most protected markets featured by a complex structure of import 
duty rates, a large number of specific and combined rates, as well as a system of input prices. 

Ukrainian exporters face a number of problems, the main among them are: 
- High level of EU import duties (for example, the maximum of ad valorem tariff of import duties 

is 74.9%, and the maximum ad valorem equivalent of specific rate on import duty is 600%) (Mykolska 
2015); 

- Difficulties of previous payments of customs duties that are associated with the complexity of 
combined import duties structure; 

- A substantial price increase of own products because of the EU input prices for certain products 
(fruits and vegetables). 

However, the average level (arithmetic average level of duty import for whole commodity 
nomenclature of the EU and Ukraine) of existing import duties on EU agricultural and food industry is 
19.8%, while in Ukraine it is only 9.2%. 

According to Ukrainian Deputy Economic Development Minister NataliyaMykolska, liberalization 
of trade in goods will cover more than 97% of the national commodity nomenclature (Mykolska 2015). 
During the agreed transition periods (3-7 years), the EU also completely reduce their import duties. In 
addition, for Ukraine will act a zero rate of import duty to 89.4% of commodity nomenclature in the first 
year of FTA with the EU, that summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 
Tariff Liberalization of Ukrainian Goods 

Period 
Total on 
customs 

tariff 

For goods groups 
UKTZED 01-24 

(agriculture) 

For goods groups UKTZED 25-97 
(industrial and processed with 

agricultural products) 
Valid tariff liberalization 7.6 19.8 3.9 
Tariff liberalization after 

AA coming into force 0.5 0.6 0.5

11th year of tariff 
liberalization 0.05 0.24 0.0

Source: developed by the author (Government portal 2013, Trade export helpdesk 2015). 

For the most sensitive EU products, duty-free market access opens under the duty-free tariff quotas. 
In particular, it concerns the EU products as beef, pork, lamb, poultry, milk, cream, yogurt, cereals, bran, 
honey, sugar, starch, mushrooms, garlic, malt, grape and apple juice, butter, cigarettes, ethanol, eggs and 
albumin, etc. 

With regard to trade liberalization for goods originating from EU member states, Ukraine during the 
transition periods (3-10 years) has to reduce import duties completely or partially. 
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However, in order to protect domestic producers in some of the most sensitive areas the following 
requirements are defined by the AA: 

- The EU refuses to use export subsidies in bilateral trade with Ukraine; 
- Ukrainian customs duties for some European goods will reduce partially (20-60% within 5 - 10 

years); 
- Duty free Import for European goods will be possible only in certain quantities. The rest of the 

products will be imported under the same conditions that are currently operating. 
- There is a special protective mechanism for the next 15 years on certain goods (sunflower seeds, 

raw leather, certain types of non-ferrous and ferrous metals) which provides additional payment when a 
fixed level of exports is achieved; 

- To protect domestic producers of textile industry from EU second hand clothing Ukraine 
introduces an input prices mechanism; 

- A special protective mechanism from EU imports of cars provides gradual import liberalization 
within definite volumes and the possibility of import restrictions if domestic producers are hurt 
(Government portal 2013). 

Since April 2014, the EU has unilaterally introduced a regime of autonomous trade preferences (ATP) 
for products originating in Ukraine. Preferential trade regime is a part of an expanded package of economic 
and financial EU assistance to Ukraine. Corresponding Regulation of the EU Parliament and EU Council 
№ 374/2014 (16.04.2014) of termination or reduction of duties on products originating in Ukraine came 
into force on 23 April 2014 (Mission of Ukraine to the European Union 2015). 

EU trade preferential measures do not oblige Ukraine to symmetrically abolish its own customs duties 
on imports from the EU. However, they do not provide their raise (Sibekina 2014:157). 

Thus, the regime that acting on a “First-come, first-served” (FCFS) includes 27 quotas and apply to: 
lamb, honey, sugar, caramel, glucose and glucose syrups, starch, grains of barley, mushrooms, tomatoes, 
grape juice, apple juice, milk paste, cocoa powder, oats, garlic, mannitol, ethyl alcohol). Rating of the most 
quoted goods under this regime is represented in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Rating of the Most Quoted Goods under FCFS Regime, 2014. 

Product name Annual quota for the ATP 
period (2014), tons 

Remaining 
quota, tons 

Used quota, 
tons 

Used quota, 
% 

Apple juice and 
grape juice 10000 0 10000 100 

Honey 5000 0 5000 100 
Cereal grains 6300 0 6300 100 

Processed tomato 10000 0 10000 100 
Malt 7000 5009.03 1990.97 28.44 
Bran 16000 14179.92 1820.08 11.38 

Fructose 2000 1789.17 210.83 10.54 
Garlic 500 464.5 35.5 7.1 
Starch 10000 9274.85 725.15 7.25 

Glucose 10000 9649.8 350.2 3.5 
Source: developed by the author (Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine 2015, Mission of Ukraine to the European 
Union 2015). 

As can be seen in Table 2, actually in May – December 2014 there were 14 full used quotas of 27 
proposed quotas granted by FCFS regime. 

Quota indicators applied with using a system of import licenses, which includes beef, pork, poultry, 
milk and dairy products (butter, yogurt), eggs and albumin, wheat, barley, corn are partially summarized in 
Table 3. 

In 2014, the quota volume for poultry was not usedful because of the limited period of licensing (7 
days). Consequently, the additional quota volume of 20000 tons of commodity products with subtitle 
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020712 “frame frozen poultry” is not distributed. 
European importers used completely wheat quota (950 tons) within four months of the ATP regime. 

Thus, over 80% of this quota were licensed for the first 5 weeks of a new marketing year 2014/2015 (started 
from the 1st of July 2014). At the same time, Ukraine did not export beef, pork, milk and dairy products, 
eggs and albumin to the EU due to the lack of European Commission permit for domestic producers for 
import of these types of products of animal origin. 

Table 3 
Some Trade Quotas Using a System of Import Licenses, 2014 

Product name Annual quota for the ATP period 
(2014), tons 

Remaining 
quota, tons 

Used quota, 
tons Used quota, % 

Wheat 950 000 0 950 000 100 
Corn 400 000 0 400 000 100 

Poultry 16 000 3 639.98 12 360.02 77.25 
Barley 250 000 227 279.45 22 720.55 9.09 

Source: developed by the author (Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine 2015, Mission of Ukraine to the European 
Union 2015). 

The main directions of quoted export of agricultural products in the context of individual EU member 
states were: wheat – Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, Greece, United Kingdom (90% of quota); corn – Italy, 
Netherlands, Spain, Belgium, Britain, Germany, Portugal (2 million tons); poultry – the Netherlands; fruit 
juice –Poland, Austria, Germany (30 000 tons); honey – Poland, Germany, Slovakia; groats crops and 
processed grain – Germany, the Netherlands, Poland; processed tomato – Poland, Germany, and the Czech 
Republic. 

It is reasonable to analyze the use of trade preferences regime in 2015 the data for which are given in 
Table 4. 

Under the conditions of the unilateral cancellation of EU export duties, Ukrainian domestic SME 
used partly the advantage provided by ATP in the sale of honey, juices, cereals grains, etc., showing the 
untapped export potential for considerable list of goods, including mushrooms, lamb, cigarettes, malt and 
other food products for the European market. 

In the first half of 2015 Ukrainian exports of goods to the EU was 6062.8 million of dollars (32.7% 
of the total) and decreased compared to the first half of 2014 by 35.6% (to 3356.2 million dollars), import 
– 7389.9 million respectively (or 42.8%) and decreased by 25.7% (to 2557.4 million dollars). The negative
balance amounted to 1327.1 million dollars (State Statistics Service of Ukraine 2015). 

The basis of commodity structure of exports to the EU constituted precious metals and articles thereof 
– 26.2%, herbal products – 15.4%, mechanical and electrical machines – 14.4%, mineral products – 12.4%
and food products – 6.4% (State Statistics Service of Ukraine 2015). 

According to experts’ opinion of the Institute for Economic Research and Policy Consulting, ATP 
has to increase exports to the EU for almost 4.5% per year (Ryzhenkov 2015). Agriculture, food and light 
industries would benefit most. 

But due to the combined effects of negative and positive factors, such as Crimea occupation, conflict 
in eastern Ukraine, decreasing commodity prices, increasing prices for imported raw materials and 
components, devaluation, reorientation of the Russian market, harvest, dynamics of exports to the EU in 
2014 proved worse than expected, but better than the situation with exports to the other countries. In the 
first half year of 2015, the effect of negative factors intensified and the dynamics of trade with the EU was 
comparable to the dynamics of trade with the rest of the world. 

Within the “Trade Policy and Practice in Ukraine” project and funded by the Swedish Government 
IER conducted a survey which showed that only third of respondents among EU exporters benefited due to 
ATP regime. Thus, almost half of respondents said that the use of ATP did not cause any problems. Among 
the barriers of applying ATP regime respondents noted primarily the difficulty of partners’ search and lack 
of information about ATP regime (Kuziakiv 2015). 
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Table 4 
Ukrainian Using Quotas within the ATP Regime at the beginning of October 2015 

Product name Annual quota for the ATP 
period (2014), tons 

Remaining 
quota, tons 

Used quota, 
tons 

Used 
quota, % 

Corn 400 000  0 400 000 100 
Wheat 950 000 0 950 000 100 
Barley groats 6 300 0 6 300 100 
Honey 5000 0 5000 100 
Apple juice and grape juice 10 000 0 10 000 100 
Processed tomato 10 000 0 10 000 100 
Raw sugar 20 070 1465 18 605 92.7 
Oat 4 000 1052 2948 73.7 
Barley 250 000 83 250 166 750 66.7 
Poultry  18 000 8 010 9 990 55.5 
Brans  16 000 13 616 2 384 14.9 
Mushrooms  500 500 0 0  
Mutton  1 500 1 500 0 0 
Starch 10000 9 340 660 6.6 
Garlic 500 456 44 8.8  
Sugar products  2 000 1766 234 11.7 
Other sugar 10 000 9 700 300 3 
Malt 7 000 6 991,6 8,4 1.2 
Ethanol 27 000 26 838 162 0.6 
Foods 2 000 1 998 2 0.1 
Cigars, cigarettes 2 500 2 500 0 0 
Processed seed oils 250 250 0 0 
Sugar syrups 2 000 2 000 0 0 
Processed milk 2 000 2 000 0 0 
Matinol, sorbitol 100 100 0 0 
Sweetcorn 1 500 1 500 0 0 
Processed cereals 2 000 2 000 0 0 
Processed cream 300 300 0 0 

Source: developed by the author (Ministry of agrarian policy and food of Ukraine 2015). 

Ukraine is not using all export possibilities within the tariff quotas. Slowdown use of export quotas 
of agricultural goods is caused by several factors, among which the following should be noted: 

- Problems with the food safety rules;  
- Non-compliance and maladjustment of sanitary and phytosanitary measures; 
- Low competitiveness of domestic products;  
- Insufficient domestic production;  
- Availability of key markets outside the EU;  
- Lack of trading partners.  
On the one hand, in order to fit into the terms of an FTA with the EU Ukrainian SMEs need to change 

their production system and modernize it to prevent the production of defective products. First, domestic 
consumers will benefit from it. On the other hand, assistance of public authorities to Ukrainian producers 
and exporters for foreign market access should become a priority of the official agencies and institutions. 
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In this context, it is necessary to highlight the following areas of reform that would facilitate doing 
business in Ukraine within deep FTA with the EU (see Fig. 1). 

Fig.1. Facilitating Business Measures in Terms of Access to EU markets. 
Source: Composed by the author. 

So the implementing process of deep FTA with the EU is directly related to the revitalization of the 
following areas (Sibekina 2014:112): 

- Regulating the military conflict; 
- Overcoming the economic crisis;  
- Public monitoring of using the financial assistance from the EU and international financial 

institutions; 
- Accelerating the adaptation and implementation of European standards in Ukraine; 
- Inter-sectoral and inter-agency coordination and distribution responsibility and influence decision 

makers and ministries for the strengthening of European integration in general and FTA implementation in 
particular. 

Conclusions 

In 2014, for the first time Ukrainian products were able to be freely exported to EU markets. Since 
then, in terms of the unilateral cancellation of EU export duties, Ukrainian producers have benefited only 
partially due to autonomous trade preferences confirming the unused potential of European market. 

The analysis of Ukrainian exports to the EU shows that the generally autonomous trade preferences 
had a positive effect. Nevertheless, they could not objectively compensate the effect of negative factors 
such as external aggression, Russian embargo, and changing EU market conditions that affect the export in 
particular and the economy of Ukraine in general. 

At the same time, the successful effort coordination of public authorities that directly influence the 
export opportunities and effective applying of technical assistance in the field of distribution of information 
materials on trade with the EU among Ukrainian exporters influence the process of doing business 
facilitation and access to new markets, particularly in Europe. 
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Development of Educational Clusters in Ukraine 

MARYNA KHMARA17  

Unprecedented in scale, deeply conflictual processes of modern economic internationalization and 
shock waves of globalization and regional integration require new globally oriented national and regional 
strategies and models of future development. An innovation cluster is one of the solutions. Its important 
feature is the innovative orientation. The most successful clusters can be created in "breakthrough" 
technology and production followed by the release of a new market niche with a new product or service. In 
this regard, many countries are more actively using the cluster approach in formation and regulation of 
national innovation programs. Formation of economic clusters is an important and objective process which 
helps to improve the organizational and production structure of the economy and improve the dynamics of 
its development. Optimizing the use of the economic potential of the community is a prerequisite for the 
formation of national competitive advantage. Businesses that are clustered, it is beneficial joint activities 
aimed at increasing production of existing and development of new products that are in demand. 

Literature Review 
Foreign and domestic scholars E. Bergman, E. Fezer develop the theoretical assumptions concerning 

the formation and development of clusters, their studies are devoted to the identification and evaluation of 
clusters. M. Enright, S. Rosenfeld develop the theory of industrial organization and integration of 
productive forces; B. Milner, A. Toffler work on the theory of regional science and technology policy. 
Meanwhile, L. Bresson, J.-L. Kemeni, G. Pozhe, W. Postlt, L. Price, T. Pullol, M. Roelant M. Steiner, J. 
Todaro, P. Tolenado, M. Fischer, J. Feldman, J. Schumpeter and others justify cluster formation grounded 
on practical experience. S. Rosenfeld study the role of size and employment in clusters and differences 
between clusters and networks. 

The formation and development of clusters are also studied by Ukrainian scholars Y. Bazhal, E. 
Bezvushko, I. Brizhan, S. Bushuev, V. Verhun, M. Voynarovsky, V. Nikolaev, V. Vorotin, M. Vale, S. 
Doroguntsov, M. Dudchenko, R. Zablotska, N. Kanischenko, A. Kanischenko, L. Kisterskyy, A. Kredisov, 
S. Kunitsyn, S. Lutsyshyn, S. Moskvin, S. Mocherny, M. Petrushenko, V. Saw, K. Poychenko, A. Rogach, 
A. Rumyantsev, C. Sokolenko, D. Stechenko, S. Sutyrin, A. Filippenko, V. Chevhanov, V. Chuzhykov, A. 
Chmyr, S. Tsyganov, A. Shnyrkov, A. Yudanov and others. These studies were focused on the specifics of 
industrial clusters and their efficiency in services. 

Introduction consists of theoretical and practical bases of the educational role of the cluster as a 
priority direction of development of the world economy. It clarifies the impact of scientific and 
technological clustering to enhance the competitiveness of European and national economies. Integration 
of the Ukrainian economy into the global economic system is impossible without emergence of new 
integrated structures. Thus, the priorities of the Government in support of integration processes in business 
will depend on the country's place in the global economy and its international competitiveness. In this case, 
high-tech clusters become integrated structures that can act as agents of the state in stabilization of 
economic growth and competitiveness of the Ukrainian economy on an international scale. 

Basic Results of the Research 

Differentiation and individualization of vocational education is a prerequisite for integration 
processes, one of which is formation and development of educational clusters. Educational cluster is a set 
of interrelated institutions of professional education combining industry basis and partnership with industry. 
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Educational cluster is a system of training, mutual studying, and learning tools in the innovative technology- 
science-business chain based mainly on horizontal relations within it. The scientific and educational cluster 
(SEC) means the "cluster" projects, research, development and publications carried out jointly with 
colleagues. This is "connection of employers and educational institutions through a set of programs". The 
framework of cluster system can integrate schools and educational institutions of all levels of professional 
training, including university and post-graduate training. In addition to development of the education 
system, there are other tasks facing the clusters, such as the need to strengthen connection of professional 
training to the labour market. One of the examples of successful operation abroad are a buffet educational 
cluster in Sweden, based at the University of Uppsala and the cluster "Research Triangle" in North Carolina 
(USA). 

Meanwhile a complete educational innovation cluster should interact with big corporations like 
customer innovations, government agencies, and financial and public organizations. Venture financing 
gains a particular importance in the development of educational clusters. Educational resource clusters also 
use a so-called "vowel" – specifics of local history, culture, traditions and values that form the so-called 
“implicit knowledge”, while the symbiosis of “incompatible” concepts – competition and cooperation – is 
born in clusters. Creation of a cluster will allow using a comprehensive approach to the problem of 
motivation and will also help to attract young people to science, education and innovative entrepreneurship. 
An important advantage of a cluster is the fact that every person has the opportunity to fully realize their 
abilities and skills. A specialist can simultaneously work in research laboratories, teach, work in a 
corporation or create one’s own innovative small company. This means that one has the complete freedom 
of choice. At the present stage the reform of the entire general education is being held. Transition from a 
unitary system to students’ choice in education in the European education system is  taking place. The 
structure of schools and pre-schools is changing. The network of colleges, high schools, universities, 
postgraduate, corporate and further educational organizations with the level and profile differentiation of 
training, copyright and private institutions which have new models and technologies of training, and other 
modern educational facilities are expanding. And, finally, curriculum in all subjects is improving. 

Integration of schools into educational clusters can provide a new level of training of faculty, enhance 
research and development and innovation, increase their effectiveness and efficiency to satisfy the needs 
of a particular region. It will also lead to high culture of students’ thinking, broaden their minds, make them 
pro-active and consciensious citizens. The process will transform schools into the centers of growth and 
stabilization, as well as spiritual and cultural development of the regions. This is the main purpose of 
education and science. 

Clusters are "generators of new technologies", their activity is characterized by radical innovation 
process. These clusters are oriented at the "value added" innovation as the main strategy. Creation of the 
high-tech clusters accelerates in certain sectors causing a surge of innovation and strengthening their ability 
to compete on the world market. Development of information technology, bioengineering, and new material 
production creates conditions for innovation and change in almost every high-tech industry. 

Education cluster is bound to change the entire character of academic environment. Education clusters 
will be extremely useful for Ukraine`s system of education for the very pragmatic reasons. Vivid and 
fruitful academic environment requires intercommunication. The fundamental mission of every university 
is to break all the barriers. Every university exists in the form of communication. Fragmentation of 
disciplines, differentiation, and profound specialization of branches have caused difficulties in scientists’ 
communication and understanding within universities. Moreover, understanding between different 
universities does not exist either. The worst is the absence of common values and principles in Ukrainian 
academic environment.  

Implementation of educational clusters in Ukraine will stimulate all processes, improve the quality, 
and, thus, make educational institutions more competitive. With the appropriate changes in the mechanisms 
of public funding of higher education under the new legislation, universities will have to compete for the 
best students. 

T. Krasikova believes that educational clusters should be considered as the system of interrelated 
institutions of professional education combined on the basis of the same branch and partnership relations 
with the entities of such branch [11]. 

N. Vasylyeva considers the regional educational cluster to be a system of educational institutions of 
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different levels, Research and Advanced Development organizations, commercial companies, 
organizations of regional innovative infrastructure and business support infrastructure cooperating with 
government agencies and regional components of economic system. She also argues that the institution of 
higher education can be a centre of the cluster (core cluster), take responsibility for education and scientific 
support of the cluster, and also act as an informational and methodological center or communication 
platform [5, p. 8-10]. 

According to N. Korchagina, the educational cluster is a group of educational institutions, which have 
partnership relations with the entities of industry situated in the same area, whose final product is 
educational service [10, p. 81]. The core cluster in this case is higher education institutions (HEIs) or other 
educational institutions. 

O. Smirnov regards the educational cluster as a system of education, inter-education and means of 
self-education in the innovation chain "science-technology-business", which is based primarily on 
horizontal relations inside the chain [13, p. 75]. The basis of the educational cluster is an educational 
process. Thus, educational cluster can be viewed from two perspectives: as a system and as a process. 

V. Kutsenko defines education cluster as a system of interconnected educational institutions, 
educational organizations, the importance of which is more considerable while speaking of it as a whole 
rather than separate components. Thus in terms of the educational market, the education cluster is regarded 
as a broader concept in comparison with such forms of inter-sectoral integration as vertically integrated 
holding structures, associations, strategic alliances, network association, joint ventures, technology parks, 
industrial parks, special economic zones, etc. [12]. The cluster is a more complex phenomenon than a 
simple association of institutions, organizations and enterprises, as educational institutions involve 
themselves in the process of cooperation more and more extensively and continue to compete with each 
other. 

A. Zhuk and L. Drozdovskii believe that education cluster is a single system of continuous education 
from school (pre-school) to production [7, p. 152]. 

A. Staryeva defines a socio-cultural educational innovation cluster as a voluntary association of 
geographically close interacting entities: educational institutions, government agencies, banking, private 
sector, innovative enterprises (organizations), and infrastructure, characterized by producing competitive 
educational, cultural, and social services, and existing agreed development strategy, which is aimed to serve 
interests of each participant and the community of the cluster, and has considerable socio-economic 
significance for the region. The purpose of the cluster is association and intensification of efforts and 
capabilities of subjects of innovative structure to form a coordinated action aimed at improving the quality 
of regional education system, its competitiveness at the domestic and global levels [14]. 

E. Chernyshov justifies the necessity of forming clusters as an innovative way of development the 
postgraduate education, considering educational cluster as a set of social structures, whose activity is based 
on principles of synergy and transparency. 

M. Chvanova [18], V. Yuryev [19] define educational clusters as an educational association of 
educational institutions and enterprises of the same branch for the purpose of training and conducting actual 
practice  oriented research. A. Gavrilova, F. Shaheyeva, and L. Nikitin define educational clusters as a 
system of interrelated institutions of professional education combined on the basis of the same branch and 
partnership relations with the entities of this branch [20]. 

According to the European Cluster Observatory, there are about 69 educational clusters (Oxford, 
Amsterdam, London, Warsaw, Paris, etc.) on the territory of the European Union, which have different 
levels of innovation development, wages, exports of educational services, etc. [21]. 

The formation of educational clusters as one of the organizational forms of combination of 
intellectual, financial and material resources to ensure competitive advantages in a certain form of activity 
is an important part of national policy in many countries. Educational clusters lead to diffusion of 
innovation activity from one subject of fruitful cooperation to another, thus clusters may become a basis, 
which, in turn, would create a national educational system. 

Modern education requires searching for and implementing innovative approaches to the formation 
of a new educational regional policy and modernization of the management system of its development. The 
principal difference between modern education system and the previous ones is creation of special 
conditions for combining state, public and private forms of management of the education system. Among 
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the innovations that promote intensification of regional development, an important place belongs to the 
cluster system of education. After all, education must be regarded as a part of a comprehensive regional 
complex of activities, which covers different functional elements to involve many services of subjects of 
regional infrastructure: education, culture, medicine, sport, environment, technology etc. 

Subjects of cluster may include enterprises, institutions, organizations, regardless of type and form 
of ownership and subordination and individuals:  

• preschool education;
• general education institutions;
• technical and vocational education;
• higher education institutions;
• cultural institutions (libraries, museums, cultural centres, etc.);
• enterprises;
• institutions of physical culture and sports;
• investors;
• grantors;
• philanthropic organizations (including religious);
• local authorities;
• banking organizations;
• media.
Clusters are created in order to: 
• even the proportions of separate subjects` efforts to address the problem of equal quality education;
• optimize the network of educational institutions, regarding the demographic and economic situation;
• intensify cooperation of various educational, cultural, economic institutions, and local authorities to 

improve the quality of education. 
Educational cluster activity is under the Constitution of Ukraine, Laws of Ukraine "On Education", 

"On Pre-School Education," "On General Secondary Education", "On Higher Education", "On Professional 
Education". 

A set of measures precedes the decision to create the cluster, namely: to analyze the network of 
educational, culture and healthcare institutions, private companies, and philanthropic organizations; to 
conduct the research on the economic, social, scientific, technical, cultural relations between the agents; 
conducting surveys, testing participants of educational process, interviews with the heads of agencies, 
organizations and investors; forecasting the cost of strengthening the material-technical base of educational 
institutions, rational use of funds allocated for the maintenance of educational, cultural and healthcare 
institutions; conducting public awareness campaign with members of the educational process. 

Numerous educational research centers are a striking example of cluster creation. Joint decision of 
NAS and NAMS of Ukraine was to create the Research and Training Center of Cardiovascular Engineering 
in Ukrainian National Technical University of Ukraine "Kyiv Polytechnic Institute" (NTU "KPI"). The new 
institution consolidates the efforts of specialists of NTU "KPI", National Institute of Cardiovascular 
Surgery, MM Amos NAMS of Ukraine and the NAS of Ukraine Paton Institute of Electric Welding. Its 
main objectives are to improve the existing and create new biomaterials and biotechnology, to invent 
materials and products with brand new opportunities, develop modified biological objects, bio-artificial 
organs and their components, and technical means of their preservation. To ensure two-way communication 
process between actual healthcare and scientific developments five regional research centers were created: 
East (Donetsk), created on the basis of the Gusak Institute of Emergency and Reconstructive Surgery of 
NAMS of Ukraine; Northeast (Kharkiv), created on the basis of the L.T. Mala Therapy Institute of NAMS 
of Ukraine; South (Odessa), created on the basis of Odessa National Medical University; West (Lviv), 
created on the basis of the Daniel Galician Lviv National Medical University; Pridneprovsky 
(Dnipropetrovsk), created on the basis of the Institute of Gastroenterology of NAMS of Ukraine. These 
research centers can become the basis of scientific-educational clusters of medical science in the country.  

Secondary education institutions are involved in educational clusters with universities and employers. 
Thus, they create a chain of continuous education. 

Peculiarities of educational cluster cause a set of different projects that are implemented [16]. In 
addition to that, the distinctive feature of an educational cluster is its innovative orientation. Competitive 
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educational clusters have well-developed ties with similar clusters in other regions and countries. 
Stimulation of such relations is one of the main in cluster policy and it leads to creation and implementation 
of development programs and programs of cooperation [15]. 

Creation of educational clusters should have a positive impact on the technological level of the 
economy, and hence, stimulate the growth of real income. Educational clusters include not only education 
but also research institutions and venture capital firms. Their coordinated work makes it possible to 
rationally use resources, which they concentrate. The system of vocational education appears in the 
education markets with strong support of employers and sectoral ministries. Enterprises transmit data on 
their staff requirements to the sector ministry and through the system of public procurement, applications 
are formed and sent to the appropriate cluster. In some regions industrial enterprises take responsibility to 
provide opportunities for students to have professional practice in the technical and vocational education 
institutions and higher educational institutions. Sometimes they even provide apprenticeship on modern 
equipment and with further guaranteed employment. 

Creation of educational clusters should include all educational and research institutions like in 
developed countries. It will help to improve funding for all components of the cluster. In these clusters 
students can be engaged in practical activities, namely development of joint projects. This creates a new 
model of interaction between different educational institutions to organize practically oriented training of 
young people. This, along with the economic tasks, helps to solve the problem of professional orientation 
of students, preparation of active and motivated students for entry to higher education institutions. 
However, this requires modernization of education, bringing it into compliance with new demands of the 
society and taking into account its financial capacity. 

In terms of clustering there are more opportunities for education to be funded through the multi-
channel system, i.e. from the national budget (mainly) and extra-budgetary funds (without lowering 
standards and absolute size of budget allocations). Experience of the institutions, like the US, confirms that 
in recent years the role of their own income in funding the education increases. 

Conclusions 

Individual educational institutions could not provide the high competitiveness of education and 
science, whereas a set of cluster actors involved in education are linked to each other by addressing specific 
aspects of national educational problems. Ultimately the processes taking place during reform 
implementation and establishment of educational innovation cluster can create an effective system that will 
fully meet the best European standards.  

Today education all over the world is considered not only an important factor in the formation of 
high-quality living environment, but also as a promising tool for combating social inequality absorption. In 
Ukraine the scale of the private sector involvement in the development of educational clusters is increasing. 
Its aim is to improve the quality and effectiveness of education, intensify innovation, use new technology, 
improve the educational process, and implement its content.  

The process of clustering presupposes symbiosis of education, science and industry, which is the 
important background for the economic growth and welfare of the nation and overcoming technical and 
technological lag. 

Different clusters have different degree of interaction between firms they are made of. The forms of 
such interactions range from relatively simple (network-type associations) to complex (multi-level 
cooperative-competitive entities). The formation of clusters may be both in terms of scale (industrialized 
countries) and a small volume of the economy (developing countries). They appear at the national, regional 
and municipal levels. A wide range of forms and types of cluster structures clearly creates significant 
complexity in the formation of clusters requires in this area of deep research. Clusters, as a kind of complex 
multi-organization, are a typical market structure of the world economy in the era of globalization. 

Activities of high-tech clusters of the ‘generators of new technology’ type are characterized by radical 
innovation process. Such clusters are oriented toward a ‘value added’ innovation as the main development 
strategy. Create a high-tech a cluster accelerates the process in some areas, causing a surge of innovation 
and strengthens the ability to compete globally. Development of information technology, bioengineering, 
and production of new materials create conditions for innovation and change in almost every high-tech 
industry. 
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Creating innovative technology (high tech) clusters is a new form of association of enterprises and 
organizations caused by globalization trends of the world economy. High-tech cluster is a unique 
combination of companies and organizations that information and technology are interconnected and 
geographically localized. Their activity is aimed at expanding technical and technological capabilities of 
participants and enhances economic development priorities of production. The object of study is the 
formation and operation of high-tech clusters in the global economy. 
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Problems and Prospects of Foreign Investment in Ukraine 
in 2016 

OLENA SLOZKO19 

Investment in Ukrainian industry in 2015 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Ukraine in the form of share capital from January to July 2015 
amounted $42 850 000 that is $1.78 million or 4.3% more than the previous quarter (according to State 
Statistics Service). The Service recorded a quarterly growth of FDI the first time since 2014, largely due to 
the stabilization of the hryvnia. State Statistics Service noted that non-residents invested $ 0.69 billion in 
the second quarter (in the first quarter – $0.35billion) and at the same time they withdrew $ 0.13 billion 
($0.22 billion). A positive exchange rate difference was about $ 1.2 billion. 

At the same time due to the sharp fall of the hryvnia at the beginning of the year,  the total FDI in 
Ukraine  in the first half of the year decreased by 6.4% or $ 2.91 billion, including a negative exchange rate 
difference of $3.54 billion. State Statistics Service also indicates that the share of investment from Russia 
in the second quarter of 2015 increased from 5.4% to 6.3%, Cyprus – from 28.5% to 28.6%, while the share 
of German investment decreased from 13, 2% to 12.8%,  the Netherlands – from 12.1% to 11.9%.  

The Statistical Office notes that the per capita volume of FDI has returned from $0.96 thousand in 
the previous quarter to the level of $ 1 thousand at the beginning of July 2015, which, however, is below 
$1.07 thousand at the beginning of this year and $1.28 thousand at the beginning of the previous.  

Foreign Direct Investment (equity) into Ukraine1 
FDI 01.01.-01.07.2015 

(thousand dollars) % of total 

Total 42851.3 100.0 
 among them 
Cyprus 12274.1 28.6 
Germany 5489.0 12.8 
Netherlands 5108.0 11.9 
Russian Federation 2685.6 6.3 
Austria 2354.3 5.5 
Great Britain 1953.9 4.6 
Virgin Islands (Brit.) 1872.6 4.4 
France 1539.2 3.6 
Switzerland 1371.2 3.2 
Italy 966.6 2.3 
Poland 790.8 1.8 
USA 695.3 1.6 
Hungary 561.9 1.3 
Belize 519.7 1.2 
Other countries 4669.1 10.9 

1 Excluding temporarily occupied territory of Crimea and Sevastopol, and the zone of the antiterrorist operation. 
Note. The list of the countries is determined in view of the largest volumes of investment made in Ukraine. 

19 Top Research Adviser, Institute of Economics and Forecasting, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 
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In 2013, the cumulative FDI in Ukraine increased by $2.86 billion, a year before – to $4.13 billion. 
Foreign investors invested $ 5.677 billion in the Ukrainian economy in 2013 (a year before – $6.013 
billion), but at the same time withdrew $2,845 billion ($1.256 billion). However, in 2014 they invested 
$2.45 billion and withdrew $ 1.17 billion. 

Foreign Direct Investment (equity) from the EU countries into Ukrainian Economy 
FDI 01.01.-01.07.2015 

(thousand dollars) % of total 

From the EU-28 countries 33154.9 100.0 
Cyprus 12274.1 37.0 
Germany 5489.0 16.6 
Netherlands 5108.0 15.4 
Austria 2354.3 7.1 
Great Britain 1953.9 5.9 
France 1539.2 4.6 
Italy 966.6 2.9 
Poland 790.8 2.4 
Hungary 561.9 1.7 
Luxembourg 377.1 1.1 
Other EU countries 1740.0 5.3 
Reference: 
Total in Ukraine 42851.3 х 
Total from the EU-15 countries 18778.4 х 

Note. The information is given without temporarily occupied territory of Crimea and Sevastopol, and the zone of the antiterrorist 
operation 

Branches, which are invested most (investment or long-term loans with a view to entering the capital 
of the enterprises) 

According to the Ministry of Economy of Ukraine, the country's need for foreign investment exceeds 
40 billion dollars. 

For foreign investors the most attractive sectors of the Ukrainian economy are: 
• mechanical engineering and metal processing (18%);
• food industry (12%);
• internal trade (24%).
Foreign investors from the USA, Germany and Great Britain prefer to invest in such industries as 

mechanical engineering and metal processing. Investors from Canada and Russia are investing in 
agriculture and the financial sector, and investors from Switzerland, Austria and the Netherlands – to the 
trade. 

The Government of Ukraine adopted a Resolution on priority sectors for allocating foreign capital 
investment. When investing in these sectors foreign investors have a number of incentives. 

The following industries have the priority for investment in Ukraine: 
• high-tech knowledge-based industries – aircraft and machinery, powder metallurgy, oil and gas,

agriculture, etc.; 
• mining and metallurgical industry – non-ferrous metals, uranium, coal, steel, rolled steel, which

have a strong demand on the world markets; 
• consumer goods’ production;
• military-industrial complex conversion;
• unfinished construction industry;
• small business;
• infrastructure.
It is also necessary to explore the direction of development of metallurgical and chemical industries 

of Ukraine. The main directions of their restructuring are as follows: 
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• production process re-engineering to manufacturing of products which enjoy market demand and
for which do not have enough production capacity so far; 

• defense conversion;
• restructuring production facilities by dividing them into separate units capable of operating in

market conditions, and the creation of holding companies on their base. 
One of the important directions of foreign investment could be granting concessions. Shown reserves 

of mineral resources of Ukraine are estimated at 7.3 trillion dollars. These include deposits of decorative 
stone, kaolin, coal, iron ore, manganese, uranium, titanium, chromium, nickel and others. 

Other priority areas of investment of foreign capital can be unfinished production sites. In order to 
form the market infrastructure for realization of unfinished production sites it is possible to create a special 
stock exchange and commercial bank financing such facilities, where foreign companies could become 
shareholders. 

The Most Promising and Profitable Branches for Foreign Investors in 2016 (TOP-5) 

The most promising and cost-effective sectors for foreign investors in 2016, in our view, should be 
the following areas: 

- energy-saving and energy-efficient technologies; 
- development of exports; 
- recovery of business, industry and infrastructure in the area of the ATO. 
- In our opinion promising sectors are agribusiness, energy saving technology, infrastructure, trade, 

medical technology, pharmaceuticals and information technology. 
- Small businesses should become a satellite of big business and, with the help of information 

technology, reform the economy. It would be viable if small and medium business from the countries-
investors could find partners in Ukraine according to localization schemes of production in Ukraine (or 
move part of the production into Ukraine). 

Barriers in the Ukrainian Legislation and Business Climate to Accelerate Attraction of Foreign 
Investment in Ukraine 

The main barrier to business development and foreign direct investment in Ukraine is the topical tax 
administration and introduction of VAT accounts. 

- Small and medium businesses are destroyed by the system of VAT and custody accounts. People 
with commercial education do not support the formation of custody accounts; there is already some 
disastrous misunderstanding of all processes. 

- Ministry of Economy has given a very negative opinion to the relevant Committee of the Verkhovna 
Rada on the introduction of VAT and custody accounts. 

 - All the latest actions suggest that nothing has changed either in National Fiscal Service (NFS), or 
the Ministry of Economy or the judicial system. Moreover, the situation with VAT and custody accounts 
has reached its climax. It should be stressed again – all economists advocate for the abolition of this system. 
Moreover, we observe total disregard of law by the NFS.  

- Investors do not trust both gas sector and Ukraine as a whole. The Government has no restrictions 
on spending, so legislature at the constitutional level is necessary to limit the level of redistribution through 
public finance at 35% of GDP. A certain limit on expenditure should be set. 

- It is necessary to develop electronic services. Electronic office should contain notifications – any 
business receives a warning that somewhere in the chain there is some dishonest company. 

- In accordance with EU directives, the minimum VAT rate should be 15%, and Ukraine has 
committed itself to implement legislation in this part. In mid-July 2015 the Verkhovna Rada adopted the 
Law "On Amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine on Improving the Administration of the Value Added 
Tax." The decision was supported by 233 deputies. The rules concerning the abolition of the special regime 
of VAT taxation of agricultural enterprises are excluded from the law. This law amends the Tax Code and 
other legislative acts of Ukraine to improve the functioning of the system of electronic administration for 
its effective implementation on a constant basis. 
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To create a good investment climate investment protection and incorruptible courts are necessary. It 
is obvious that the Ukrainian authorities not only do nothing to attract investment – domestic and foreign 
or create all kinds of obstacles, but still genuinely believe they are doing the right thing. And to all numerous 
factors killing the investment another should be added – lack of government sanity. 

Ukrainian taxes are really high and numerous, almost no one is bothered the rates. In private 
conversations with the heads of major foreign companies with subsidiaries in Ukraine, one can hear that it 
is not that VAT is 20% and that if it were 18 or 15% all would be good at once. One of world class company 
leaders directly says that he has no idea what taxes in Ukraine are and that he is his least concern – his 
Ukrainian managers will understand the taxes. The worst is that no one can plan the work in this country 
for more than six months or a year. A businessman with whom we often discuss Ukrainian events knows 
cases when successful managers were forced to leave their companies. But they do not work here. Usually, 
such cases are not described in the media. And if that happens, the names are not mentioned, as is done 
now, because one can run into accusations of fiction. In this case, one can speak the language of statistics: 
official and independent. The industries where the money flowed are as follows: agriculture - 10%, industry 
- 47, art, sport and recreation services - 6.7, real estate - 1.9%. And where and how low did the investment 
fall? Now, before every figure mentioned put the "minus" sign: construction - 0.3%; - trade - 20.2%; - 
transport - 52.6%; - hotel and catering - 28.9%; - telecommunications - 7.6%; - banking and insurance - 
8.1%; - scientific and technical activities - 74.6% (do not forget that it is "minus"); education - 49%; health 
care - 7.7%; other services - 79.7%. Of course, here we are talking about capital investment, not only private 
but also public. That does not prevent us to draw a conclusion that with reduction of budget expenditures 
(hidden sequestration), and reduced costs of the private sector we can call the situation an economic crisis 
all together. It is also a crisis of investment. Last year, the figures for the vast number of industries listed 
above were positive, and the overall capital investment growth was not 3%, as it is now, but 22.4%. That 
is too little. But the trend is now getting worse. Unofficial statistics reflects the same trend. The index of 
investment attractiveness, compiled by the European Business Association (headquartered in Kyiv), in the 
first quarter of 2013 fell to historic lows since 2008 (the crisis), and amounted to 2.12. In the second quarter 
of 2011 the index of growth peaked at 3.49. After a prolonged increase there was a rapid fall. The increase 
in this index, drawn from a survey of businessmen, was largely due to good investor expectations. For 
example, they considered income tax reduction, promises to return the VAT on time, etc as a positive signal. 
But once investors see that it does not get easier, that the government has exhausted all ideas of reforming 
something then they are sour. They see no hope and there are no signals that something will change for the 
better. Back in 2011 there were already 18% Ukrainians among investors, the investment climate was 
considered absolutely eye-catching then. But this year there are simply none. Two years ago 2% thought 
that the investment climate in Ukraine was poor, and now 43% think that it is the worst in the past five 
years. 85% of investors surveyed say that there is no change for the better in Ukraine, and only 1% sees 
positive changes. In descending order we show the factors that cause the greatest concerns of investors 

 - increasing the administrative burden; 
 - critical economic and political situation; 
 - corruption and lack of the judiciary; 
 - growth of the tax burden; 
 - an increase of customs duties and their growth rates; 
 - advance tax payments; 
 - inflation; 
 - long-term perspective of European integration; 
 - decrease in the consumer market; 
- deterioration of the investment legislation. 

The Amount of Foreign Investment that can be Secured in the Ukrainian Industry in 2016 

The Government program Strategy 2020 provided for inviting about 40 billion dollars to Ukraine up 
to 2020. It means almost 8 billion per year starting in 2015. The total volume of foreign investment since 
gaining independence amounted to 57 billion dollars (in 23 years). Strategy 2020 provides for moving of 
Ukraine to twenty leading countries of the world. The capacity of the Ukrainian economy is able to attract 
about 100 billion dollars per year. 
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Non-Equity Entry Modes of Transnational Corporations 

BABEK ISMAYIL20 

Introduction 
The expansion of transnational corporations (hereinafter – TNCs) has been reshaping and obtaining 

new features. TNCs apply the non-equity forms of operations (or modes, NEM), coupled with traditional 
mechanisms of foreign market entry via creation of affiliates and joint companies. These relatively new 
mechanisms of international production’s growth pose a lot of questions about existence of traditional 
advantages of TNCs, system of value creation control and specifically institutional framework of 
international enterprises’ global value chains. 

Basic Results of the Research 

The expansion of TNCs in the second half of the XX century led to the formation of a global system 
of international production. From perspective of O. Rogach, in the 50-60s of the previous century this 
system was featured only by companies under full control of TNCs, in the following two decades joint 
companies engaged, i.e. companies with less share of equity capital of international enterprises [1, p. 9-14]. 
Thus, until the mid-1980s TNCs expanded its overseas production networks predominantly on the basis 
foreign direct investment. Such equity forms of operations enabled to acquire all market power advantages 
of international enterprises and, as demonstrated by S. Hymer, maintain control over their specific assets 
[2, p. 12-15]. 

The situation has started to change since the 80s. For many reasons, at that time TNCs began to apply 
new unconventional mechanisms of expansion in addition to the existing equity forms of operations. 
Application of non-equity modes indicated a significant modification of multinationals’ strategy and 
exerted material influence not only on the production systems of TNCs, but also on the economic 
development of host countries and their domestic firms. 

Many researchers believe that these days NEM, judging by the number of transactions, performed by 
TNCs, and by the number of subcontractors of international production, transformed into the most common 
form of development of international business by TNCs. In recent decades, specifically such business ties, 
not the transactions of parent entities of TNCs with foreign firms, entirely or partially owned by them, 
appeared to be the most dynamic segments of the global production systems of transnational corporations. 
Non-equity forms of TNC operations are the major factor of rapid development of global value chains, their 
coverage of an increasing number of companies, industries and countries. 

Inherently, the non-equity entry modes are contract or subcontracting forms of TNCs’ business. They 
include a wide range of activities – the provision of technical, engineering and consulting, management 
services, construction work, as well as the extraction of raw materials under the contract. One of the most 
important types of non-equity operations is subcontracting production and scientific-research works. 

Historically, the rationale for NEM application underwent a substantial evolution. The leading way 
of mass distribution of contractor agreements, production-sharing agreements on the extraction of raw 
materials or construction contracts was induced by sufficiently restrictive policy in the developing 
countries. Such forms of TNCs – host country relationship was regarded by the latter as an instrument of 
‘reduction of the absolute power of the Western monopolies’ and particularly in primary industries, 
preservation of sovereignty over natural resources extraction and processing (oil, gas, and ores). 

Occasionally, such contracts were concluded with TNCs for maintenance of nationalized enterprises, 
which required technical and advisory assistance. Having accumulated substantial financial resources, 
20 PhD student, Department of International Finance, Institute of International Relations of Taras Shevchenko National 
University of Kyiv, Melnikova 36/1, Kyiv, Ukraine. 
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OPEC countries also actively launched many types of contractual operations of TNCs, particularly in the 
construction industry, training, engineering and technical consulting. It is through non-equity forms of 
operations that multinational corporations continued produce oil or gas in some OPEC countries (Nigeria, 
Libya, Indonesia), built petrochemical plants and provided engineering consulting for the projects in oil 
industry (Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, United Arab Emirates). 

In the 80s, TNCs themselves began to treat non-equity forms of operations as a technique of 
investment risks reduction under unstable economic situation in many host countries. At that time in 
developing countries the bottleneck of development financing, related to ‘debt crisis’, surfaced. The lack 
of adequate financial resources reduced the ability of many host countries to pay rather expensive bundled 
services of TNCs (construction, consulting, and training) through non-equity forms of business. The limited 
external financing and credit tightening in these countries also deteriorated the quality of ‘investment 
climate’ markedly and increased the FDI risks there. 

Consequently, the investment strategy of multinational enterprises has changed. If formerly they 
agreed to engage in contractual forms of operations only under pressure of host countries, then they started 
to initiate the development of such forms of business themselves. For instance, in the 80s and 90s years the 
expansion of international enterprises’ NEM in the extractive industries of developing countries was 
determined in most cases by risk minimization, especially if the traditional operations through the 
establishment of branches required significant investment resources for the project execution. Deriving 
significant revenues for the provision of such services, TNCs (in most cases) did not carry responsibility 
for the sale of products of local enterprises. 

Henceforth, development of integrated production systems of TNCs improved the ‘new forms of 
investment’ attractiveness for them even more. In recent decades, the strategy of global expansion of 
international enterprises has changed substantively; externalization of many production tasks and functions 
in the process of goods and services creation has become its essential element. Namely TNCs today act as 
the principal architect and organizer of complex subcontracting systems. The structure of non-equity 
operations itself underwent significant transformation. During the 70's and 80s of the XX century, 
contractor agreements in construction and extraction of raw materials, management contracts and various 
contracts for training, engineering and consulting, leasing and franchising dominated among these forms 
of international business of TNCs. According to the calculations of O. Rogach, in early 90s annual volume 
of construction contracts of the largest 250 TNCs amounted to $120-130 billion. The main application areas 
of these NEM types were Middle East ($30-33 billion), Southeast Asia and Far East ($27-30 billion), and 
Europe ($27-32 billion) [2, p. 353]. The bulk of subcontracting operations accounted for the US 
multinational corporations (36%). In 1990, the bidding volume of the contracts for advisory services 
provision by US TNCs’ subsidiaries to their overseas clients has already reached $118 billion. The 
companies of Europe ($68 billion) and Canada ($16 billion) were the main beneficiaries of such services 
[3, p. 354]. 

Since the 90s of the XX century, manufacturing cooperation agreements have been playing a leading 
part among the ‘new forms of investment’ or, as they are known, subcontracting operations in offshore 
outsourcing form (also business process outsourcing, BPO). Over the past two decades, they have become 
the main form of NEM by TNCs, though, according to the value and number of contractual ties, other types 
of non-equity operations also grow significantly. 

According to the UNCTAD estimates, these days the non-equity entry modes generate trade flows 
valued at $2 trillion. The largest part of such international sales accounted for the contract manufacturing 
and services outsourcing ($1,3 trillion), franchising ($300-350 billion), licensing ($340-360 billion), and 
management contracts (approximately $100 billion) [4, p. 132]. Based on the contract manufacturing, in 
2010 transnational corporations purchased electronics for $240 billion, automotive components – $230 
billion and pharmaceuticals – $30 billion [4, p. 132, 133]. 

Subcontracting operations have dramatically changed the architecture of international production by 
TNCs. It is also subject to its institutional structure and geographical dispersion of the added value creating 
process. They involved thousands of new participants from almost all countries of the world into the global 
production process. TNCs have moved from value creation in the process of service delivery to other 
companies on the basis of subcontracting agreements, that was illustrative 30-40 years ago, to exploitation 
of this platform for business-operations toward designation of global architecture of its production through 
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fragmentation of functions, tasks and areas of the production process. 
The new strategy of international firms involves not only the added value production at their affiliated 

overseas companies, but also the engagement in this process of independent participants, closely related by 
partnership. In addition to their traditional model of internal added value creation, TNCs exercise new 
executive and coherence functions of external networks of goods and services subcontracting suppliers, as 
well as intend to integrate into the global corporate production system of added value creation. Thus, 
international production system of TNCs includes not only the branches, associates and affiliates of these 
companies, but also numerous independent enterprises of foreign countries, subcontracting the parent 
company or its foreign subsidiaries. 

Thus, the question arises as TNCs manage to maintain stable ties with formally independent 
enterprises in the absence of traditional levers of direct control in the form of stock ownership. According 
to our reckoning, ‘the benefits of ownership’ of international enterprises in this case are implemented by 
indirect methods through a system of long-term partnership. For instance, guarantee of permanent orders 
for the production of components or services and provision of opportunities to export products into intra-
corporate network of TNC firmly anchor subcontractors to it and allow them to coordinate the main 
parameters of the production process. Technology transfer of separate products, processes or organizational 
solutions, and training assistance further enhance the dependence of outsourcing suppliers from the 
international corporation. In certain cases, the transnational corporations provide financial assistance to 
their subcontractors, facilitate organization of the production of necessary for TNCs goods or services, 
achieve or monitor a required level of quality. As a result, numerous lines of unincorporated parties’ 
reliance on key actors of international production – the parent company, regional headquarters or sub-
regional coordinators of value added chains, are being formed [5, p. 6-7]. 

In the world economic literature, debates on the proportions of value added distribution among the 
shareholders of the global production chains and their subcontractors continue. The last-mentioned parties 
attempt to increase their role in the process of fragmented production and move from its low levels to the 
higher ones. However, many evidences suggest that non-equity forms of TNCs’ operations can be very 
beneficial to local firms; they enable them not only to increase production, improve the technological basis, 
but also to transform themselves into major international companies [6, p. 130, 137]. 

Conclusions 

At the present stage of transnationalization, the international production expands further. A 
development of non-equity forms of TNCs’ operations is among the factors of the process. The 
abovementioned led to the involvement of a significant number of local companies into the global value 
chains of international enterprises. Over the past forty years, a significant evolution of the motives for 
developing of non-equity ties took place. Currently, international enterprises themselves initiate the growth 
of global chains of the outsourcing suppliers, which play an increasingly important role in the added value 
creation. 
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